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ABSTRACT 

Schager , N .H., 1987 , Unemployment, Vacancy Durations and Wage 
Increases: Applications of Markov Processes to Labour Market 
Dynamics. The Industrial Institute for Economic and Social 
Research, Research Report No. 29, Stockholm. 217 pp. ISBN 
91 7204 280 X. 

This study investigates the optimal wage and hiring decisions 
of a fim, which faces a search labour market. It also 
considers the aggregat e hiring rate as the outcome of the 
interaction of unemployment and vacancies in such a market. 

The method applied is that of stochastic processes and their 
control. The solution to the firm's stochastic decision 
problem is a Markov decision process, which is amenable to 
detailed analysis . Such an analysis is carried out with 
respect to two wage policy regimes, one of complete wage 
flexibility and one of downward wage rigidity. In the lat ter 
case it is shown that a stopping controi in the form of 
explicit job vacancies is an indispensable part of the optimal 
policy . 

The classical issue of the effect of unemployment on the 
fim' s wage decision is considered • It is shown that if an 
increase in unemployment raises the expected rate of hiring 
considerably more than it raises the wage sensitivity of this 
rate, the optimal wage will decline. As a consequence it is 
argued that a causal Phillips relation running from unemploy
ment to wages may weIl exist at the micro level. 

The expected rate of hiring is the reciprocal of the expected 
duration of a vacancy. In the context of an aggregate labour 
market analysis it is demonstrated that a relation between the 
duration of vacancies and the stock of unemployment is stable 
as long as the efficiency of vacancy/unemployment interaction 
in bringing about new hires is eons tant. Such a re latian 
should consequently be given the interpretation that has 
t raditionally been given to the UV-curve. 

In summary the study presents .:I ease for the existence of a 
causal effect of labour market conditions, measured by the 
durations of vacancies, on the wage decision of a firn\ and 
hence on the wage dynamics of the economy as a whole. 
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sit y, Box 513, S-751 20 U~~ SW~~B 
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Stockholm, Sweden 
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FOREWORD 

Wage inflation, high unemployment and inflexible 

labor markets have afflicted Western economies for 

almost two decades. And modern economic theory, 

though technically advanced, has not performed weIl 

in explaining these experiences. When those 

responsible for economic policy ask for advice from 

economists they of ten get conflicting answers, 

which fail to convince. 

The way out of this unhappy state of affairs is not 

to abandon technically advanced methods. The 

economy is a complex system of interacting dynamic 

processes and i ts investigation requires advanced 

analytical toois. Rather we must require that 

relevance and technique go together. To be spe-

cific, if 

rium, it 

the economy is not in short -run equilib

is of little use to elaborate short-run 

equilibrium models for an explanation . 

In this research report, which is also a doctoraI 

dissertation at the University of Uppsala, the 

author, Nils Henrik Schager, addresses the impor

tant issu~s of wage increases, unemployment and 

labour markel efficiency . He reconsiders the 

found~ions of search theory models of the labour 

market by applying the tools and concepts of 

stochastic processes . As a result, Schager is able 

to indicate interesting features of the wage 

inflation mechanism, which have been largely 

ignored in earlier economic research. Although the 

report is largely theoretical, it also contains new 

empirical results on the development of labour 

market efficiency in Sweden. 

Stockholm, April 1987 

Gunnar Eliasson 
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AOTBOR'S PREFACE 

This book is a study in the dynamics of the labour 

market and wage formation. Its origins can be 

traced as far back as 1976, when I was asked by a 

Government Committee to investigate "the relation 

between wages and profits" in Swedish industry. At 

that time I was working as an economist at the 

Swedish Employers' Confederation, and that position 

gave me access to data that would otherwise have 

been unobtainable. On the other hand, my job at the 

Confederation was not easily combined with theo

retical research. 

Some empirical results based on cross-section data 

were produced in two reports to the Government 

Committee around 1980. Perhaps lack of results is a 

better phrase , as the reported regression estimates 

were inconclusive. Partly because of this, partly 

because of the general breakdown of established 

explanations of aggregate wage increases in the 

face of widespread stagflation, I became increas

ingly dissatisfied with existing theories of wage 

dynamics. In 1981 I used the opportunity to move to 

the Industrial Institute for Economic and Social 

Research in order to think more thoroughly about 

the matter. 

Already in 1978, however, I developed the idea that 

was to be decisive for the methods chosen in my 

later research. The idea was simply that the time 

it takes for a firm to recruit an employee should 

be of crucial importance for its decision on re

cruitment means, not least its wage decision. In 

fact, this waiting time should be the quantity, 
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through which the labour market conditions reveal 

themselves to the firm . 

This notion led me to make a successful attempt to 

relate the amount of aggregate wage drift to the 

expected durations of reported vacancies in an 

empirical study on Swedish data [ Schager (1981) in 

the list of referencesl. Nevertheless, the role 

played by vacancy durations in a theoretical set

ting was only intuitively indicated in that study . 

My ambition to incorporate the concept of vacancy 

durations in a r igorous theory of wage dynamics 

soon led into the area of stochastic processes and 

their control . This is not a n easy subject and it 

is la r gely unfamil iar to economists . It has re 

quired much time and effort on my part to get 

acquainted with this area of research and to ac 

quire a workable competence i n it. I think it is 

worth po inting out , however , that the technique 

used in the present study is really a consequence 

of elaborating rigorously the impl ications of an 

originally simple idea . 

It is up to the reade r to judge the merits of my 

contribution . Nevertheless , I myself feel satisfied 

with the return on my investment in understanding 

of Markovand Markov decision processes • They are 

forceful toois, which, once mastered, are able to 

yield forceful results . I think that their value 

will become increasingly appreciated in future 

economic research. 

Al though empirical work was the starting point of 

my investigations into the wage formation process, 

this study contains little empirical appl ication. 

This absence lS solely due to restrictions with 
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respect to time and volume in producing a disserta

tion . I hope to be able to demonstrate soon the 

potential of the theoretical models of this book in 

empirical work. A respecifi~ation of the regression 

equations of my 1981 study on aggregate wage in

creases is the most immediate task. Further I 

intend to use the model of optimal firm behaviour 

on my cross-section data, for which it is particu

larly weIl suited. 

During the long formation process of this study I 

have benefited from the support of many. The man

agement of the Swedish Employers ' Confederation has 

granted me not only access to valuable data sources 

but also generous financial support, which has 

facilitated greatly my theoretical work. For the 

opportunity to carry out my research at the Indus 

trial Institute for Economic and Social Research, 

my thanks go to the director of the Institute, 

Gunnar Eliasson . 

As far as individual support is concerned, I would 

l ike to mention three persons in particular . The 

former head of the Research Department at the 

Employers' Confederation , Kar l-Olof Faxen, has 

constantly encouraged and helped me through the 

various phases of my research. He has never failed 

to show confidence in myability to carry through 

my ambitions . His ingenious suggestions have im

proved my thinking on many points; e.g . the analy

sis and results of chapter I are largely due to a 

seminal remark made by Karl-Olof Faxen. Kurt 

Brännäs at the U~iversity of Umeå was engaged in my 

research in connection with the development of 

econometric methods, suitable for testing models of 

wage formation on cross-section data. He has had to 

await the yield of his efforts, while I have 
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struggled with theory. Nevertheless, Kurt Brännäs 

has always shown patience and willingly taken part 

in my theoretical writings by constructive com

ments . Frank van der Duyn Schouten, Free University 

of Amsterdam, came in touch with my work at a 

conference in 1984. I am happy to say that he found 

my research to be an interesting and challenging 

opportunity for a specialist in Markov decision 

theory. Frank v.d. Duyn Schouten has scrutinized 

the techni9al parts of my analysis with an expert's 

eye. Without his assistance, I would have felt much 

less confident in the reliability of my results . I 

fee l greatly indebted to these persons for their 

keen and disinterested engagement in my research. 

At an early stage of my research I benefited from 

discussions with the secretary of the Government 

Committee, Berndt öhman . Since 1981 my former and 

present colleagues at the Industrial Institute have 

ass i sted me considerably wi th va l uab l e advice . My 

thanks go especially to Harald Lang, Bertil Holm

lund, Anders Björklund, Bo Axell, Stephen Turner 

and Erik Mellander • At the final seminar at the 

Department of Economics, Uppsala University , useful 

suggestions, based on careful scrutiny of chapter I 

and II, respectively, were given by Ante Farm, 

Institute for Social Research, Stockholm Univer 

sity, and Jörgen Weibull, Institute for Interna

tional Economic Studies, stockholm University. 

I also have every reason to be grateful to Bengt 

Christer Ysander, my professor of economics at 

Uppsala University. Without his clear discernment 

and good judgement I would hardly have succeeded in 

putting together my present research resul ts in a 

reasonably weIl organized and limited form. 
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Finally, I would like to thank Birgitta Burman and 

her co-workers at the Industrial Institute for 

their good work and friendly assistance in putting 

my thoughts into readable book-pages. 

My reference to persons or institutions above does 

not imply any responsibility on their part for the 

contents of this book. For remaining deficiencies I 

am solely liable. 

stockholm, April 1987 

Nils Henrik Schager 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present book is a search theoretical study on 

the dynamics of the labour market. In substance the 

analyses can be sa id to be founded on some of the 

contributions in the now classic book 'Microecon

omic Foundations of Macroeconomics', edited by 

Edmund Phelps in 1970, notably Hol t (1970) , 

Mortensen (1970) and - to a somewhat lesser extent -

Phelps (1970). The first chapter of this book 

builds on the analysis in Holt (1970) of the 

interaction between unemployment and vacancies in a 

search labour market. The second chapter analyzes 

the optimal wage behaviour of a firm which faces 

such a labour market in the spi rit of Mortensen 

(1970) and his successors . 

Two famous ' curves ' of economics are at the foca l 

point of our investigations . The first chapter aims 

at demolishing the ~sual interpretation of the 

UV-curve. The second one considers and tries to 

reestablish the microeconomic basis for a modified 

Phillips curve. How these results are brought about 

is briefly indicated later in this introduction. 

A search labour market is characterized by uncer

tainty. The timing and the contents of a job and 

wage offer to the job searcher are uncertain and so 

are the corresponding features of a job applicant 

contact to the firm. The flows of offers and of 

contacts are consequently stochastic and form 

stochastic processes in time. 

The fact that a search labour market is made up of 

simultaneous stochastic processes has of course 
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been implicitly recognized 

literature. Holt used the 

interaction' to characterize 

in the search theory 

phrase 'stochastic 

the matching between 

vacancies and unemployment in a search labour 

market . For the most part, however, the vast body 

of literature on stochastic processes and their 

applications has not been used in economie search 

theory . The only exception is some recent contribu

tions to the theory of individual job search [ef . 

Zuckerman (1983); Burdett and Mortensen (1978); 

Albrecht, Holmiund and Lang (1986»). 

The esta blished theory of stochastic p r ocesses 

divides into the descriptive theory of the process 

es and the theory of their control . There exists a 

substantiai 

of which is 

literature on the first subjeet , much 

of a highly technical and abstract 

character . A moderate ly advanced exposition, whieh 

devotes more space to possible applieations than to 

rigorous proofs is given in the classic book by Cox 

and Miller (1965) . 

A stochastic process may be defined in discrete or 

in continuous time. An example of the first type of 

process is the Markov chain, ln which the system 

moves from one state to another at discrete 

intervals of time according to some transition 

probability law . This approach has computational 

advantages, but phenomena do not usually follow 

such simple time paths. As far as theoretical model 

building is concerned, a representation of the 

process in eontinuous time is preferable. The 

process is now to be specified not only with regard 

to the probability of moving from one state to 

another but also with regard to the probability 

that a transition takes place at any point of time. 
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We referred to the Markov chain 

indicates that it possesses the 

which is an essentiai concept 

above; i t s name 

Markov propert y , 

in the theory of 

stochastic processes . A process is Markov, if its 

future probability law of transition is completely 

determined by its present state. As a consequence 

the ~ojourn time in any state of a continuous time 

Markov process is exponentially distributed, 

because the instantaneous probability of moving to 

any other state is constant. This propert y is 

essentiai for making the problem of controlling a 

Markov process tractable. 

On a general level the class of continuous time 

processes (whether Markovor not) can be parti

tioned into 

a) diffusion processes 

b) jump processes 

c) drift processes 

The diffusion processes are continuous not only in 

time but in the state space as weIl. They require 

the advanced theory of stochastic calcul us to be 

handled. Diffusion processes and their controi have 

been applied especially in finance but also in 

economics 

Malliaris 

as a way to model 

and Brock (1982) 

account of such applications. 

price uncertainty. 

give an extensive 

Jump processes are discrete in the state space. 

Such processes have long been appl ied in various 

branches of operations research, such as queuing 

and inventory theory. Typically, the state space is 

given by a variable, that can only take on a 

natural number, such as the number of served 

customers or the number of stored items. It is also 

typical that the use of jump processes has been 
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more problem-oriented than theory-oriented, so that 

the theory of jump-processes can at present be said 

to be less developed but potentially more compli

cated than that of diffusion processes [cf. Davies 

(1984)] • 

The drift process, finally, is simply the determin

istic process, the time path of which is known with 

certainty. This is, of course, the usual way to 

represent the dynamics of an economic model. 

Moreover , it has also been the way in which the 

process of job applicants getting in touch with a 

recruiting firm has been modelled in search theory 

applications to the labour market . To describe the 

control of this process the behaviour of the firm 

has consequently been modelled in accordance with 

any of the techniques avai l able for deterministic 

control [for an account of such techniques, see 

e . g . Kamien and Schwartz (1981)] . 

From a methodologica l point of view, the aim of 

this book is to replace the deterministic process 

approach with an appropriate stochastic one . It 

should be clear from the preceding comments that 

the f low of job appl icants and of job offers is 

most suitably represented by a jump process. In the 

analyses to follow we will work with the special 

type of jump processes, that are called birth-and

death processes • They possess the Markav propert y 

and any jump (transition) from a state can only 

occur to an adjacent state (i.e. one unit is either 

added or subtracted) . 

It might appear somewhat surprising that the 

application of jump processes in economics have 

been sparse compared to the application of diffu

sion processes [cL Malliaris and Brock (1982)]. 
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The reason is that stochastic processes have been 

introduced in economic theory via econometrics. The 

basic process in diffusion theory is the Wiener 

process, in which the increments are normally 

distributed; the corresponding role in jump process 

theory is played by the Poisson process, in which 

the increments are Poisson distributed. Taking the 

view that the stochastic element in the process 

considered is introduced through a stochastic 

"disturbance", amended to a basically deterministic 

economic structure. the properties of the Wiener 

process offer themselves as a natural starting 

point. In this sense the stochastics of the jump 

processes that emerge from search theory is more 

firmly based on the economic model itself . Although 

there certainly exist expected values of the 

realization of the processes, which can on occasion 

be usefully referred to, this is not to say that 

those values reflect the economic structure of the 

model in any basic sense. The structure is given by 

the instantaneous transition probabilities ("in

finitesimal generators"), which define the process

es. 

A useful and accessible description of birth-and

death processes can be found in Chapter 4 of Cox 

and Miller (1965). The control of such processes, 

which subject falls under the heading Markov 

decision processes, has been analyzed for some time 

at different levels of generality and applicabil

ity. A standard reference of a general nature is 

Ross (1970). Howard (1971) gives a very comprehen

sive textbook introduction to the subject, oriented 

towards operations research applications. As 

birth-and-death processes figure extensively in 

queuiryg theory, Markov decision processes have been 

studied under the heading queue control theory. A 
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useful review of such more problem-oriented work is 

found in Stidham and Prabhu (1974). A more recent 

contribution, addressing specifically birth-and

death Markov decision processes, is Serfozo (1981). 

At a somewhat higher level of abstraction van der 

Duyn Schouten (1983) and Vermes (1985) treat the 

control of mixed jump and drift processes (Markov 

decision drift processes). 

Af ter this short review of the concepts and methods 

of . stochastic processes we return to the subject 

matter of this book. Chapter I is devoted to a 

treatment of the interacting processes of vacancies 

and unemployment. The presentation is by no means 

technically difficult; we concentrate attention on 

the instantaneous transition probabilities, which 

fully characterize the processes, including the 

causa l structure that is embedded in them. Only in 

the Appendix to the chapter do we touch upon the 

transient and equilibrium behaviour of the process

es . 

By concentrating on the basic properties of the 

vacancy and unemployment processes and their 

interaction, we are able to show that the eff i cien

cy of vacancies and unemployment in bringing about 

new hires cannot be indicated by the relation 

between stocks of vacancies and of unemployment 

(the UV-curve). Making explicit the implications of 

the process interaction, that was proposed already 

in Holt and David (1966), we show that hiring 

efficiency is indicated by a stock-duration 

relation . This interesting new resul t is produced 

just because of a careful utilization of the 

concepts and tools of stochastic process analysis. 

As the chapter (including the Appendix) makes 

clear, confusion is likely to arise, when concepts 
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belonging to static and dynamic probability models 

and process properties of instantaneous, transient, 

and equilibrium nature are mixed together without 

sufficient care. 

In Chapter II, the theory of Markov decision 

processes is applied. We consider the decision 

problem of a firm which faces a Poisson process of 

contacts with job applicants. The firm can controi 

the intensity of the hiring process through its 

wage level; it can also stop the hiring process by 

direct intervention at any time . The formal 

analysis of the decision process is technical and 

is presented in a Technical Supplement to Chapter 

II. 

The analysis establishes the optimal wage policy as 

a stationary policy in the employment state of the 

firm (a closed- loop control) . When wages are 

completely flexible , the optimal ·wage policy forms 

a non- increasing trajectory in the employment 

state . When wages are downward rigid, the optimal 

wage trajectory is constant; moreover, it is shown 

that the optimal policy involves stopping the 

recruitment process by direct intervention. 

In the main text of Chapter II the properties of 

the solution to the recruitment decision model are 

further analyzed and discussed . We demonstrate that 

the possibility of multiple solutions depends on the 

shape of the distribution of reservation wages 

among the job applicants. We draw special attention 

to the possibility that the reservation wage 

distributions of the unemployed and of the employed 

job searchers, respectively, may differ. A possible 

outcome is that the firm may apply a wage at which 

the wage sensitivity is low with respect to 
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recruitment of the unemployed and high with respect 

to recruitment of the employed job searchers. 

The solution to the decision model is made subject 

to sensitivity analysis. Besides some intuitively 

reasonable results, the effect of a change in the 

unemployment stock on the optimal wage turns out to 

be particular ly interesting • Unemployment affects 

the optimal wage through its impact on the expected 

speed of the hiring process, and on the wage 

sensitivity of this speed. If both of them are 

Iroughly) equally affected, the optimal wage is 

non-decreasing in 

Mortensen (1970) 

the unemployment stock, 

and others have found. 

as 

If, 

however, the wage sensitivity in the neighbourhood 

of the optimal wage is little affected by a change 

in unemployment, the optimal wage is non-increasing 

in this change. Such a situation occurs when the 

conditions described at the end of the preceding 

paragraph hold at the optimal wage. Consequently, 

under such conditions a "Phillips curve" response 

in the wage of the firm obtains. 

The remainder of Chapter II focuses on the conse

quences of downward wage rigidity • We argue that 

the existence of such rigidity makes it more likely 

that firms are in such positions with respect to 

their optimal wages that unemployment has a nonin

creasing impact on the wage. otherwise, the most 

conspicuous impl ication of downward wage rigidity 

is the likely prevalenee of "wage disequilibria" 

among firms. As the firm cannot respond to wage

decreasing parameter changes by actually decreasing 

wages, the effect of such changes is to bring about 

a wage disequilibrium at the firm. This feature. 

produces a nice explanation of the observed pattern 

of quantity and wage adjustments during a business 
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cycle. The timing of parameter changes during the 

cycle has important consequences for their visible 

effect on e.g. wage increases; the observed 

relationship between tight labour markets and rapid 

wage increases may be explained partly by this 

mechanism. 

The discussion on business cycle phenomena in 

Chapter II is tentative, as we do not develop 

rigorously a market interdependence model. The same 

is true for the concluding discussion on the 

Phillips curve. As indicated above, the re is a ca se 

for reestablishing a causa l chain running from 

unemployment via the expected speed of the hiring 

process (or, equivalently, the expected duration of 

vacancies) to the wage level. One source of insta

bility in such a relation is a lack of stability in 

the unemployment-vacancy duration relation. This is 

a subject of investigation in Chapter I, and 

empirical evidence for Sweden indicates very 

clearly a shift in this latter relation in the 

years 1967-69. It is remarkable that wage increases 

in Sweden have continued to be closely related to 

the duration of vacancies (as opposed to the 

unemployment rate) over these years, as Schager 

(1981) and Bosworth and Lawrence (1987) show. These 

findings constitute strong evidence in favour of 

the empirical relevance of the theoretical argument 

in this book. 

Nevertheless, the wage dynamics of a search labour 

market is a very complex theoretical issue, that is 

as yet largely unexplored. Presumably the turnover 

of employees between firms plays a more crucial 

role than e.g. the behaviour of the unemployed in 

overheated state s of the labour market, in which 

wages tend to accelerate. Whether such a process of 
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wage increases can be sustained depends on the 

mechanism, by which new demand is fed to the prod

uct market. An endogenous inflationary process of a 

type similar to that proposed by Bent Hansen (1951) 

is clearly not ruled out. 

The economic applications of Markovand Markov 

decision processes in this book are not particu

larly advanced. With respect to the analysis of the 

unemployment and vacancy processes in Chapter I, an 

extension to apply more elaborate queuing models 

should yield further useful insights in the func

tioning of a search labour market. The Markov 

decision model of a recruiting firm in Chapter II 

can be extended in several directions, as we point 

out in the course of its presentation. As stochas

tic jump processes have only occasionally been used 

in economic theory (as opposed to operations 

research), their val ue as an analytical tool has 

not been subject to any serious test. Their 

potential may be considerable and we hope that the 

results of the present applications will stimulate 

further research in this area . 
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CHAPTER I 

HIRES AS THE OUTCOME OF STOCHASTIC INTERACTION 

BETWEEN UNEMPLOYMENT AND VACANCIES; A REINTERPRETA

TION OF THE UV-CURVE 

1 Introduction 

Since the article by Dicks-Mireaux and Dow (1958) 

the relationship between the stock of unemployed U 

and the stock of unfilled vacancies V - or the CV

curve - has been used as an indicator of the degree 

of flexibility in the labour market . These authors 

claimed 

changes 

along a 

while an 

that at a given degree of flexibility 

in labour demand correspond to movements 

rectangular hyperbola in the UV-plane, 

outward shift in this curve indicates in-

creased ' maladjustment' in the labour market. 

The UV-curve was introduced in the same years as 

the Phill ips curve and appeared to be a natural 

complement to it. As dynamie price theoryat that 

time predicted that the rate of change of money 

wages is a funct ion of the excess demand in the 

labour market and excess demand ought to be meas

ured as the difference between the stock of vacan

Cles and the stock of unemployed. a stable UV-rela

tion ought to be the basis of a st.able relation 

between money wage changes and unemployment. 

The interpretation of shifts in the UV-curve as 

changes in 'ability of adjustment' was almost 

self-evident within a neoclassical conceptual 

framework. The only real embarrassment was caused by 

the neoclassical implication that unfilled vacan-
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cies and unemployment cannot coexist in one market. 

To reconcile theory with facts it was thus neces

sary to assume that the labour market consisted of 

several imperfectly connected submarkets. where 

either unfilled vacancies or unemployment could 

persist. Hansen (1970) showed that several restric

tive assumptions, unlikely to be met in practice. 

are needed to yield a stable aggregate UV-curve 

under such conditions . 

By the time Hansen wrote his article the theory of 

labour market dynamics was undergoing a drastic 

change , as models of search under imperfect infor 

mation in a few years completely replaced the neo 

classical modeIs . With special regard to the analy

sis of vacancies and unemployment in a search 

theoretical framework the pioneering work was done 

by Charles Holt in a series of contributions [no

tably Holt and David (1966). Holt (1970)] . 

It is the aim of this chapter to demonstrate that 

the position of the UV - curve cannot be given the 

traditional interpretation as an indicator of 

'adjustment ability', when it is regarded as the 

outcome of search under uncertainty in the labour 

market. It is remarkable that this conclusion can 

be reached without adding anything substantially 

new to the analysis by Holt. As a matter of fact it 

seems as if Hol t overIooked those elements in his 

own analysis which pointed to a re interpretation of 

the UV-relation. It also appears reasonably clear 

that this happened because of the strong influence 

of the Phillips curve (see Section 4 below). 

The interest in the UV-curve reached its peak in 

the mid-seventies, but the research was almost ex

clusively empirically oriented. Since then the ap-
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parently capricious behaviour of the UV-curves in 

different countries has produced a diminishing con

fidence in its usefulness. Still, the following 

quotation is representative of the current state of 

opinion: 'The question whether the functioning of 

the labour market has deteriorated is usually illu

minated with the help of so called UV-curves 

For every given structure of the labour market 

it is assumed that there exists a given UV-curve, 

i. e. a given negative relation between vacancies 

and unemployment Changes in aggregate demand 

will give rise to movements along a given UV-curve, 

while changes in the functioning of the labour 

market at given aggregate demand will reflect it 

self in a shift in the UV-curve [Persson

Tanimura and Johannesson (1987), translated from 

Swedish] • 

As an authoritative example of the wavering belief 

in the UV-curve analysis (or the ' Beveridge curve ' 

as it is nowadays of ten called) we may quote a re 

cent OECD Working Paper: 'Another possible , though 

indirect, indicator of labour mobility, which must, 

however , be used with considerable caution, is the 

relationship between vacancy and unemployment 

rates . On strong assumptions increased 

labour market mismatches are indicated if vacancies 

and unemployment rise simultaneously. Inspecting 

the I Beveridge curves I for twelve OECD countries 

points to outward shifts since the late sixties or 

early seventies in several countries However, 

there does not remain much, if any, support for 

the notion that labour market mismatches have uni

versal ly increased.' [Klau and Mittelstädt (1985)] 

Quite recently, however, Jackman, Layard and Pissa

rides (1984) have looked into the foundations of 
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the UV-curve and found that a relation between the 

stock concepts is not necessarily the most appro

priate one. The findings of these authors are in 

important respects related to ours, but the focal 

point of our attention is rather obscured in their 

presentation as they hasten to consider many other 

aspects of job vacancy creation. 

We will make frequent references to Holt's contri

butions as weIl as to the paper of Jackman et al. 

as our discussion proceeds. It will be organized as 

follows: First we will present a treatment of the 

labour market search in terms of the establ ished 

theory of stochastic processes , leading to a re

interpretation of the UV-relation. Then there fol

lows a critique of the traditional use of the 

UV-curve and we propose an alternative indicator. 

The framework is then widened to include on - the-job 

search . The concept of efficiency in the matching 

of vacancies and unemployment is further discussed 

ln one section and the paper concludes with an em

pirical demonstration, making use of Swedish data. 

2 Unemployment and vacancies as realizations of 

stochastic processes 

As Hol t pointed out already in the late sixties , 

when the re is job search under uncertainty the 

labour market is to be conceived as a 'dynamic sto

chastic system'. Surprisingly enough, there has 

since then been little attempt to develop the sto

chastic approach beyond some basic concepts. 

Although the processes in the labour market may in 

reality be very complex, this is no reason why one 

should not try to apply some more elaborate, but 

still tractable probabilistic tools such as simple 

Markov processes in representing them. 
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This is precisely what we are going to do. More 

specifically we will make use of the established 

theory of time-homogeneous birth-and-death pro

cesses, the application of which to labour market 

flows offers itself quite readily (see Cox and 

Miller (1965)). 

We will retain all the standard assumptions of the 

basic model s used in Hol t and David (1966), Hol t 

(1970) and in Jackman et al. (1984). Vague points 

and diverging opinions will be currently commented 

on. We will adhere to the assumption of homogeneity 

throughout, so the unemployed job searchers and the 

vacant jobs (and later on the on- the-job searchers) 

will have all relevant characteristics in common . 

Homogeneity prevails also with respect to time, 

i.e. we do not leave the area of Markov processes 

in our analysis . Furthermore, we will be content 

just to consider expected values, i.e. we make use 

of the deterministic approximation of the pro-

cesses. 

In modeling the unemployment process the most imme

diate alternative to choose should be the immi

grant-death- process (in the terminology of Cox and 

Miller (1965)). This means that there is an inflow 

intensity of individuals into the unemployment 

stock at a rate u, at the same time as every indi

vidual in that state has a constant instantaneous 

probability, ~, of leaving unemployment . So with U 

denoting the number of individuals in unemployment, 

i.e. the stock of unemployed, the outflow intensity 

from unemployment is U * ~. This is in turn equal 

to an inflow intensity into employment, as we fol

low the basic models in assuming that the only way 

to leave unemployment is by entering employment . 
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For the immigrant-death-process to be applicable it 

must hold that both u and ~ are independent of U. 

As we shall see, however, the exact nature of the 

inflow process is of no relevance for our main re

sults. We just not e that the possible effect on u 

is likely to derive from ~ rather than from U. What 

is of crucial importance, though, is whether the 

outflow intensity is a linear-death process, i.e. 

whether ~ is independent of U. 

With the possible exception of Holt and David 

(1966), this question is hardly addressed in an 

explicit way by earlier writers. It should be an 

swered affirmatively, however, if the stocks of 

vacancies and of the unemployed are not strongly 

imbalanced . otherwise, congestion phenomena in the 

labour market may arise. If, for example, the num

ber of the unemployed by far exceeds the number of 

vacant jobs, the search of an unemployed individual 

is not only an attempt to locate a vacancy fo r 

immediate comparison of claims and offers. It is 

rather an attempt to locate a queue to a vacant 

job. In such cases a more elaborate queuing model 

should be applied, which allows for the waiting 

time in the queue [cf. a]so footnote 15 in Holt 

(1970»). 

The relevance of applying such queuing models is 

apparent , as depressed labour markets have been the 

rule rat her than the exception in many Western 

European countries in recent years. This contribu

tion does not have such an ambitious aim, however . 

Nevertheless , it is worth painting out that there 

exists a limiting case in the form of the immi

grant-emigrant process that can serve as simple 

model of the unemployment process, when the stock 

of unemployment has been persistently much larger 

than that of vacancies. 
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In the emigrant process the outflow intensity is 

independent of the volume of the stock of unemploy

ment. Denoting this intensity ~, the individual 

probability of leaving unemployment varies in

versely to the stock volume, as 

~ 
U 

It is very important to understand the difference 

between the causa l structure in the two types of 

processes. In the immigrant-death process, the 

independent parameters are u and 1', in the immi

grant-emigrant process they are u and ~ . This dis

tinction is of crucial importance as our further 

analysis wi 11 show . (For convenience the processes 

will from now on be referred to as I-D-processes 

and I-E- processes, respectively . ) 

Regardless of how the outflow intensity of the un 

employed depends on U, it should depend on V, the 

stock of vacancies . Otherwise, the notion of an 

interaction between unemployment and vacancies in 

the labour market, giving rise to new employment, 

is deprived of any causa l content; we will illus

trate this point more in detail later on. 

Fortunately, there exists empirical evidence that 

bears upon this matter. Several studies of the 

determinants of the duration of unemployment have 

investigated the relation between this variable and 

the stock of vacancies quite thoroughly [Barron 

(1975), Axelsson and Löfgren (1977), Björklund and 

Holmiund (1981)]. Given the homogeneity assumptions 

of the present analysis, I' -1 is nothing but the 

expected duration of unemployment. Hence we are 

able to use the findings of these studies in 

ascertaining that there exists a strong ly signifi

cant influence from V on I' • 
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Here we must add a qualification. As pointed out in 

the studies referred to, the measured effect of V 

on ~ can be expected to be the resul tant of two 

forces working in opposite directions. One is the 

pure 'probability' or 'availability' effect, which 

reflects the impact on the employment probability 

of more employment opportunities being available. 

This is the effect of V on the outflow intensity 

that we have focused on. But there is possibly also 

a 'supply' effect, reflecting the fact that the 

unemployed may become more demanding in their 

choice as more opportunities present themselves. We 

will have more to say on this matter in Section 7 

below. For the time being we note that the findings 

reported in Holmiund (1976) and in Björklund and 

Holmiund (1981), based on the comparatively re

liable Swedish vacancy data, are consistent with 

the hypothesis that the 'availability' effect of 

vacancies on ~ is linear in V. 

To sum up, we may conceive the flow intensity out 

of unemployment into employment as 

u * ~ 

U * ~ 

U * k * V 

k '" V 

for an I-O-process 

for an I-E-process 

It now turns out that we have in fact also deduced 

the type of process that applies to vacancies. This 

is a consequence of the fact that the flow out of 

unemployment and the flow out of vacancies are both 

equal to the flow of hires. Denoting the hiring 

intensity bye, we have 

e = U * ~ V * >-

where >- is the instantaneous probability of a va

cancy being filled. 
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If unemployment follows an I-O-process as speci

fied, we get 

e = U * fl U * k * V A * V =) A k * U 

If k is independent of V we get the symmetric re

sult that the vacancy process is also an I-O-proc

ess. Consequently, the truly symmetric interaction 

system obtains: 

fl k * V 

A k * U 

e = k * U * V 

The reade r may recognize the basic Hol t model in 

these relations, especially as i t is presented in 

Holt and Oavid (1966) . 

If unemployment follows the specified I-E-process, 

we get 

e = U * fl k * V A * V 

Again if k is independent of V, vacancies follow an 

I-O-process, but now it is independent of the un

employment process, which is completely passive as 

regards the employment intensity. Hiring is deter

mined by vacancies only. On the margin there is 

really no interaction in the system : 

e = 

k * V 
U 

k 

k * V 

It is now due time to pay attention to the import

ant parameter k in our system of processes. In our 
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I-D/I-D-system the availability of vacancies has a 

linear impact on the probability of an unemployed 

person being employed; the availability of the un

employed has the same linear impact on the probabi

lit Y of a vacancy being filled. k is this probabil

ity adjusted for the availability effect. Conse

quently, k reflects those characteristics of labour 

market search which are regarded as constituents of 

search efficiency or adjustment ability: the inten

sity of search among the unemployed and firms with 

vacant job positions, the willingness of job

applicants to accept offered jobs and wages and the 

willingness of employers to accept the qualities of 

job- applicants; a more detailed discussion on some 

of the se matters is carried out in Section 7. An 

indicator of search efficiency should be able to 

identify changes in k in an unambiguous way . This 

conclusion also holds when the I-E/I-D-system is 

applicable . The only difference is that the margi

nal availability effect of U on the vacancy f i l ling 

probabil ity is non- existent so the indicator must 

be chosen accordingly . 

We end this section by calling the reader's atten

tion to the fact that nowhere in our presentation 

has it been necessary to assume that the processes 

of unemployment and vacancies are in equilibrium. 

In fact, for an I-E-process an equilibrium may not 

even exist! [See Cox and Miller (1965), p. 170.) 

3 The UV-relation and the 'hiring production 

function' 

In the preceding section we demonstrated how the 

applications of two simple stochastic systems lead 

to mappings of the stocks U and V into the hiring 
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intensity e. With a more general (or rat her more 

heuristically oriented) formulation. we write 

e = k(U.V) * U * V (1) 

where k is made dependent on U and V in an unspeci

fied, but probably non-increasing way. 

Our I-D/I-D-system implies that k is independent of 

U and V, while in the I-E/I-D-system it holds that 

k(U,V) = k * U-l. To complete the taxonomy, we nate 

that k(U,V) k * v-l is consistent with an 

I-D/I-E-system and k(U,V) = k * (U * V)-l with an 

I-E/I-E-system. 

What is really the expression (I)? It is a 'hiring 

production function', transforming the stocks of 

unemployment and vacancies inta a hi ring intensity. 

Provided that the absolute v~lue of the elasticity 

of k with respect to both U and Vare not too large 

(and well below one) or varies irregularly, (l) 

will behave as an ordinary production function at 

the same time as the I-D/I-D-system should serve as 

a good approximation of the process interaction. 

Likewise it is clear that (I) defines a stable, 

convex relation between U and V at any fixed hiring 

intensity. Thus the UV-curve is nothing but an 

isoquant of the 'hiring production function'. 

There are as many UV-curves as there are levels of 

hiring flows. 

The situation is particularly transparent when the 

pure I - D/I-D-system or the hasic Holt model 

applies . The linear availability effect on the 

transition probabilities fl and J-- corresponds un

ambiguously to the scale effect in the production 

function (1). The 'adjustment ability' or search 
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efficiency factor k is the factor of 'technical 

efficiency' in (1). The UV-curve can move outwards 

for two reasons : hiring is produced on alarger 

scale or the efficiency in hiring production is 

reduced. 

In principle the same dichotomy holds when e is not 

strictly linear in bot h U and V. However, the iden

tification of scale shifts vs. efficiency shifts 

becomes less easy, uniess one is prepared to main

tain parts of the Holt assumptions. For example, by 

postulating that the availability or scale effect 

is linear in U and V, the remaining effect of these 

variables on e is interpreted as endogenous changes 

in hi ring efficiencYi alternatively, the scale 

effect is defined as the influence of U and V on e, 

and hence changes in hiring efficiency ~s by 

assumption exogenous to these variables (see also 

Section 7 below). Again, a queuing model approach 

should be the most satisfactory way to handle this 

problem theoretically. 

If the labour market is so depressed that an 

I-E/I-D-system applies, (l) degenerates into 

e = k '" V 

As pointed out in our discussion in the preceding 

section, hiring is now a function of vacancies 

only. Unemployment has no influence and the UV

curve has no meaningful interpretation. 

Let us end this section by pointing to the conse

quence of assuming that the vacancy and unemploy

ment processes form an I-E/I-E-system. This is 

equivalent to rejecting the concept of ahiring 

function in terms of vacancies and/or unemployment. 
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The hiring intensity is independent of both vacancy 

and unemployment stocks. Vacancies are filled and 

the unemployed are hired at a rate that is 

determined by factors that are not causally linked 

to these stocks. The neoclassical model is really 

to be interpreted as such a case, ln which any 

UV-relation is only a statistical regularity, which 

happens to show up because of correlations in 

cyclical variables. 

4 A review of earlier research 

Equipped with a framework of reference, we will now 

scrutinize ear l ier research on the UV-curve, that 

are based on search theories of the labour market. 

As we indicated in our introduction, the seminal 

contribution in this field is Holt and David 

(1966). They introduced the idea of job matching as 

a resul t of stochastic interaction between stocks 

of unemployment and vacancies. Substantiating their 

argument with reference to empirical studies they 

proposed a model that is equivalent to a pure 

I-D/I-D-system and they explicitly wrote down our 

Equation (1), k being independent of U and V. 

Hol t and David did not probe too deeply into the 

structure of their model, but noted that at a con

stant hiring rate it would generate a stable hyper

bolic UV-curve. Such stabil ity was in accordance 

with empirical evidence, they thought. On the other 

hand, they seem to have been qui te aware of the 

meaning of the parameter k: 'Estimates of the value 

of k ••• will giv~ a quantitative notion of the ef

feetiveness of present information channels in 

bringing together workers and vacancies in compat

ible combinations.' (ibid. p. 105). 
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Hol t developed these ideas in his later contri

bution Hol t (1970). Some of the sharpness of the 

analysis is lost, however, in a multitude of in

teresting , but formal ly loosely connected observ

ations and comments. Moreover, Holt chose to 

conduct his discussion exclusively in an equilib

rium setting, which made possible an error in his 

analysis. 

The crucial sentences can be found in Holt (1970), 

p. 235; we quote, 

'The near constancy of U·V occurs because F, Ts 
and Poa all tend to have stable values ••••• The 

quit and lay-off components, whose sum in 

equilibrium determines F, fluctuates cyclically 

and countercycl ically, respectively, so their 

fluctuations largely cancel out.' 

In our notation F=e and Poa/Ts=k; the quit and 

lay-off rates are the inflow into unemployment, in 

our notation u. 

Rephrazing Holt's statement, it says that 'u in 

equilibrium determines e'. A process or a system of 

processes may be in equilibrium or not, but that 

condition does not change its causa l structure. 

Taken literally, Holt's statement implies a novel 

causa l structure of the hiring process, so that any 

addition to unemployment is automatically offset by 

an increase in hires. 

Such a structure of the hiring process is of course 

not consistent with the idea of hires resulting out 

of the interaction between the stocks of vacancies 

and of unemployment. eloser reading of Holt (1970) 

reveals that he has in fact not intended to propose 
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a new model; he just observes that in equilibrium u 

and e are equal (and, we can add, equal to the 

inflow of vacancies). But the unfortunate word 

'determines ' creeps somehow into the text and, 

which is worse, distorts Holt's further analysis. 

By stating that e is cyclically stable (because u 

is so!) Holt was able to conclude that the UV-curve 

is cyclically stable. otherwise, it would certainly 

be a more sound procedure to look at the stabil ity 

of the hiring rate directly; clearly, one would not 

expect it to be stable over the cycle. Conse

quently, the conclusion is that the UV-curve must 

be subject to cyclical shifts to the corresponding 

ex tent (and as a by-product that the unemploy

ment-vacancy processes are not in a stable equilib

rium during a cycle). 

Holt's strange error can only be explained by the 

influence of the Phillips curve hypothesis, which 

had at that time reached its peak of authority. But 

it was really at the expense of violating his own 

model that Holt was able to conclude: 

'Because the expression on the right of the 

equation ilS) (Le. uv = e/k in the present 

notation, our note) tends to change slowly, we 

see that cyclical fluctuationg in unemployment 

are highly correlated with those of the vacancy 

rate, so we can obtain a fair ly stable 

Phillips relation that suppresses the role of 

vacancies.' [Holt (1970), p. 241.) 

Having made his basic analytical mistake, Hol t I S 

further arguments were consequently confused. e (in 

our notation) was not just the hiring rate; keeping 

to his process equil ibrium framework, for Holt it 
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was the general turnover rate of the unemployed and 

of vacancies. Clear ly Hol t was aware that an in

crease in the 'turnover rate' must shift the UV

curve outwards. He took great pains in finding 

arguments why such a shift ought to be interpreted 

as increased mismatches in the labour market, so 

that any shift outwards of the UV-curve could be 

seen as a sign of increased maladjustment. With the 

correct interpretation of e such an effort is of 

course in vain. 

In the same celebrated volume in which Holt (1970) 

was published, there is an impressive contribution 

by its editor Edmund Phelps [Phelps (1970)]. Focus

ing on money wage dynamics, he also discussed the 

relation between hires, vacancies and unemployment. 

Without using the notion of interacting stochastic 

processes , he arrived at the conclusion that the 

volume of hires is a function of the stock of va

cancies and unemployment: ' My theory denies a 

strict and simple short - run relation between the 

unemployment rate level and the vacancy rate level • 

•• • unemployment and vacancy levels together deter

mine the rate of change of employment (ibid . 

p. 149). In other words, Phelps argued that the UV

curve is not cyclically stable and stated the rea

son for it: unemployment and vacancy stocks 'pro

duce' new employment . His conclusion is in complete 

accordance with our analysis. 

Phelps' contribution did not go unnoticed by other 

researchers; his UV-analysis is described e.g. in 

Holmiund (1976) together with Holt's. However, 

Phelps presented his assumptions in away that 

looked unnecessarily ad hoc and he hastened to 

transform the rate of change of employment into one 

of unemployment, a procedure which required addi-
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tional assumptions. In that way Phelps was able to 

come closer to the ubiquitous Phillips relation, 

and he claimed quite consistently that it should be 

amended with the rate of change of unemployment as 

an additional explanatory variable. Thus the notion 

of abasic causa l relation between the hiring rate 

and the stocks of vacancies and unemployment fell 

into the background and was obscured. The contra

diction between Holt's and Phelps' simultaneously 

published contributions on the UV-relation was not 

conceived as so fundamental as it really was. 

Those researchers who used the UV-relation during 

the seventies did not question its traditional in

terpretation, at least not on its weakest point. 

Apart from the empirical problem, whether regis

tered unemployment and vacancies corresponded to 

the 'true' variables, most concern centered around 

the possible effects of various heterogeneities in 

the labour market [see e.g. Foster (1974) with 

references, Holmiund (1976)] . 

The contributions by Bertil Holmlund seem to merit 

special attention. His dissertation [Holmlund 

(1976)] and still more a revised and condensed ver

sion of it [Holmiund (1978)] reveal how very close 

Holmiund was to a reinterpretation of the UV-rela

tion: the position of the curve in the UV

plane depends La. on how efficiently the search 

processes in the labour market work, i.e. how 

rapidlya job applicant can find a job and a vacan

cy can be filled • Besides , the position of the 

curve is determined by the volume of unemployment 

inflow' [Holmiund (1978), p. 438, translated from 

Swedish] • 

Apart from the confusion about which flow to focus 
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on [an heritage from Hol t (1970)], the conclusion 

seemed to be just at hand that the UV-curve should 

be replaced by some relation that el iminates the 

effect of the flow component and isolates the ef

fect of the degree of efficiency of the search pro

cesses. However, Holmiund withdrew at the last step 

and repeated the usual interpretation of shifts in 

the UV-curve. 

At the same time we want to emphasize that Holm

lundls contributians [later in cooperation with 

Anders Björklund in Björklund and Holmiund (1981)] 

contain penetrating studies of the duration of 

vacancies and of unemployment. As was made clear in 

the preceding section, the empirical evidence on 

the determinants of the durations is essentiai for 

understanding the character of the interacting pro

cesses of vacancies and unemployment. 

The presentation given above should give an accur

ate picture of the state of the UV - analysis up to 

the publication of Jackman et al . (1984) . Before we 

consider their contribution it is convenient to 

summarize the results which follow from our analy

sis in the preceding sections. 

5 The alternatives to the UV- curve 

Let us return to Equation (l) 

e k * U * V 

where k k(U,V) may depend on U and V. 

Now it is clear that for any homogeneous birth-and

death process e/U and e/Vare to be interpreted as 
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the instantaneous probability of an unemployed per

son being employed, ~, and of a vacancy being 

filled, ~, respectively. So we have in general 

~- k '" V; k '" U (2 ) 

as we found for the I-D!I-D-system. The only dif

ference is that k may not be a constant. It is easy 

to check that the other systems of processes which 

we explicitly considered earl ier are covered by 

(2) • 

Expressing (2) in terms of the expected duration of 

a vacancy and an unemployment speIl, which we de

nate by Tv and Tu' respectively, we have 

T 
u 

1 
k '" V T 

v 
_1_ 
k '" U 

(2 ') 

So if the pure I-DII-D-system (or the basic Holt 

model) is applicable, it is a ch ange in the rela 

tion between the duration of vacancies and the 

stock of unemployment, or equivalently, between 

the duration of unemployment and the stock of va

cancies that indicates changes in the hiring effi

ciency of the labour market. 

In the I-E!I-D-system, which we claimed might be a 

suitable model for a depressed labour market, we 

have 

u k*"V; T v 
l 
k 

It is immediately clear that cyclical changes are 

solely reflected in the unemployment duration, 

while changes in the vacancy duration correspond 

unequivocally to changes in hiring efficiency. 
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It is now convenient to compare our resul ts with 

those of Jackman et al. (1984) . First of all, their 

study must be given credit for having reestab

lished the notion of ahiring function in vacancies 

and unemployment and for conducting their UV-analy 

sis in these terms . It should also be acknowledged 

that the approach of Jackman et a l . has inspired 

the presentation in this chapter as regards the 

systematic comparison between the notion of a hir

ing production function and that öf interacting 

stochastic processes . 

Nevertheless , the specification of the stochastic 

mechanisms in Jackman et al . (1984) is not particu

larlysuccessful . With reference to a certain ex 

ample of search behaviour they argue that the hir

ing function is homogeneous of the first degree in 

the vacancy and unemployment stocks . A scrutiny of 

their example (in footnote on p. 6) shows that if 

we transform their fixed period chain into the cor

responding continuous time process, their search 

model implies an I-D/I-E-system, i.e. hiring is 

determined solely by the unemployment stock, while 

vacancies are completely passive. To demonstrate 

this requires some technical exercises . We have 

relegated these to an Appendix, which can also be 

used as a guide to how the instantaneous probabili

ties defining the processes are used to derive 

their transient and equilibrium behaviour. 

Consequently, the corresponding hiring function has 

the suggested homogenei ty propert y only in a de

generate sense: 

e = k * U; k; ~ 
V 
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While one might conceive of an over-heated labour 

market, where such a model can apply, it is not 

very appropriate for the British labour market in 

recent years, with which Jackman et al. are primar

ily concerned. In fact, their data, showing small 

variations in vacancy 

creasing unemployment 

durations and steadily in 

durations since 1975, point 

more to an I-E/I-D-system at work, where the unem

ployment I-E-process is clearly out of equilibrium . 

If one accepts the homogeneity assumption of 

Jackman et al. for the sake of the argument, how 

ever , one immediately finds that their reasoning 

follows the same line as ours . Let fIO,V) = e have 

the proposed homogeneity propert y: the n it clearly 

ho~ds that 

f l!!. ~) = l 
e ' e 

For example , it may be that 

fIO,V) = k * O~ * vl-~ 

and , consequently , 

In this case the elimination of the scale effect 

in the production of hires yields a relation in Tu 

and Tv, which changes when there 

hiring efficiency. Consequently, 

are changes in 

Jackman et al . 

argue that this relation should replace the UV - re

lation . Thus their principle al.m is the same as 

ours: to eliminate the effect of the volume of 

hires on a vacancy-unemployment relation in order 

to establish a measure that can be used as _an indi

cator of hi ring efficiency. 
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As we showed the search theoretical argument in 

favour of ahiring function that is homogeneous of 

the first degree in vacancies and unemployment is 

weak. However, this assumption does take care of a 

complication that may otherwise arise. One would 

like to think that changes in size between labour 

markets (as between different countries) should be 

reflected in equiproportional chan'ges in flows of 

hires and in stocks of unemployment and vacancies, 

ceteris paribus. If U and Vare interpreted as ab

solute numbers, this resul t does not hold in the 

basic Holt model or our I-D/I-D-systemi it exhibits 

strong ' economies of scale ' in hi r ing . Incidental -

ly , Holt (1970) 

posed increased 

addressed this question and pro

' compartmental i zation ' in large 

labour markets as a counteracting force . 

However, if U and Vare interpreted as the ratio of 

the stocks to the total labour force (or total em

ployment) and e as the corresponding re l ative hir

ing intensity, the intuitive result with respect to 

changes in the size of the labour market obtains. 

To see this let us denote the absolute number of 

the unemployed and of vacancies by Ua and Va' re

spectively, and the labour force size by L, so that 

V = ValL and U = Ua/L . 

If the outflow intensities depend on Vand U we get 

u V 
A k * 

a k '" 
a = fl L L 

and 

V '" U 
V .. A k '" 

a a U '" e = = = fl , a a L a 

where e a 1.S the absolute hiring intensity. 



Hence 

e = 
e a 
L 

v u 
k" a .. ~ 

L L 
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k .. U .. V 

So with the suggested interpretation of the vari

ables U, Vand e as ratios , our Equation (1 l ob

tains in a form that is neutral with respect to 

equiproportionfil changes in the volume of hi ring 

flows, unemployment and vacancy stocks and the 

labour force size. 

It should be noted that the procedure adopted above 

is of ten used in the application of birth-and-death 

processes in chemistry, where the transition pro

babilities are made dependent on the concentration 

ratio rather than the volume of a~ active substance 

in a large system [cf. Gardiner (1983 l, Section 

7.2.3, especially example bl]. 

6 An extension to on-the-job search 

An extension of · the model to include on-the-job 

search offers few additional conceptual difficul

ties. The supply side of the labour market is now 

made up by two independent processes, one referring 

to the unemployed and the other referring to the 

employed job searchers. 

Let the stock of employed job searchers be denoted 

by J and the expected search duration until a new 

job is found bY~J. We might expect that the stock 

of vacancies has the same kind of impact on ~J as 

on ~ (which we will in this section denote by I' u l 

so that 
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~J ~ u 

As vacancies will be filled by both types of job 

searchers the hiring function now reads 

e = U * ~ * V + J * k J * V (3 ) 

and, repeating the above argument, 

So we get the relations 

~ = k * V = T -1 u u u 
~ = U * ku + J * kJ (4 ) 

The relation between Vand Tu reflects as before 

the ability of the labour market to turn the unem

ployed into employees, whereas the relation between 

U and Tv is now in addition also dependent on the 

stock of on-the-job searchers and their 'availabil

ity effect' adjusted reemployment probability. The 

straightforward conclusion is that changes in hir

ing efficiency are reflected in changes in a rela

tion between Tv' U and J. 

When there is no reliable information available on 

the stock of employed job searchers, one may take 

advantage of the fact that the inflow into the 

stock seems to be highly labour market induced. The 

Swedish data on the volume of this inflow show a 

strong procyclical pattern and HolmIund (1984) ex

plains this observation by the impact of the chang

ing probability of finding a job offer, Le. the 

availability effect of vacancies, over the cycle. 

This conclusion can be formalized by stating that 

the propens ity of employees to enter job search is 
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an increasing function of ~J = k J * V. Provided now 

that the function is not strongly non-linear in ~J' 

we should expect the equilibrium value of J to be 

approximately the same in the face of changes in 

labour market conditions and hence J should tend to 

be stable at the same value. In that case the UT V-

relation should be only marginally disturbed by the 

existence of on- the-job search; its changes can be 

interpreted as formerly stated. [Note that the in

flow into unemployment - at least in Sweden accord

ing to Björklund (1981) - is not labour market in

duc ed , so short run equi l ibr ium arguments cannot 

apply to U.l 

7 Further remarks on the concept of hiring effici

ency 

It should by now be clear that our analysis focuses 

on the efficiency of the labour market in a wel l 

defined sense, i.e. the efficiency of the interac 

tion between vacancies and unemployment in bringing 

about new hi res • In this section we broaden the 

d~scussion somewhat in order to clarify some con

cepts . However, a comprehensive treatment of the 

"efficiency " of a search labour market requires a 

more general approach that extends beyond the bor

der of unemployment-vacancies analysis. 

In this context it is worthwhile to reflect on the 

conspicuous absence of an explicit hiring produc

tion function interpretation of the UV- relation in 

the literature between Phelps (1970) and Jackman 

et. al. (1984). As we have argued, this causal 

interpretation is really one of the important re

sults that emerges from the application of search 

theory to the labour market. The hiring efficiency 
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concept is an immediate consequence of that result. 

How can it be that it has been overlooked? 

The answer to that question seems to be that there 

exists a vague 'efficiency' notion that has veiled 

the one inherent in the search theoretical approach 

to vacancies and unemployment. Regardless of which 

mechanism it is that governs the flow of hires, the 

stock of vacancies and of unemployment can always 

be interpreted as temporarily unsatisfied demand 

for hires (i.e. for new employees and for new jobs, 

respectively). So in a sense these stocks can be 

seen as indicators of how 'efficiently' the labour 

market satisfies the demand for hires. However, 

even in this sense they remain vague, as one may 

clearly assign the same intuitive meaning to e . g. 

the duration of vacancies and of unemployment. 

The essentiaI point, however, is that search theory 

assigns an important complementary meaning to va

cancies and unemployment. They do not only consti

tute demand for hires, they are the 'resources' by 

which hires are 'produced' through stochastic in

teraction. The vague notion of 'efficiency' in de

mand satisfaction can be replaced by the striet 

concept of production efficiency. 

It is here instructiveto campare the search market 

model with the neo-classical one. In the ideal ease 

the Walrasian auctianeer does all what is needed to 

match vacant jobs and the unemployed. The efficien

cy in producing hires is infinitely high by defini

tion, so the question of varYlng degrees of hiring 

efficiency cannot arise. Stocks and durations are 

kept at zero. When 'frictions' have been imposed on 

the functioning of a neoclassical labour market, as 

in the first theories of the Phillips curve, the 
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deficiency in the competence of the auctioneer has 

not been in establishing contacts between vacancies 

and job searchers. Rather it has been in his abili

ty to adjust wages so that the stocks of vacancies 

and of unemployment balance exactly, before they 

are el iminated. With s\lch an interpretation, the 

stocks indicate (lack of) efficiency in the wage 

equilibrating ability of the market (auctioneer). 

The connection with 'hiring efficiency' is at most 

indirect; hiring may reach its maximum at the equi

librium wage, but such an outcome depends on the 

slopes of the demand and supply curves of labour. 

Given the traditional assumptions on this matter, 

hiring will be a decreasing function of the abso

lute difference between the stocks of vacancies and 

of unemployment (one of them ought to be zero) . 

Clearly the conceptual differences between a search 

market and a neo-classical marKet model are so 

great , that o ne cannot heedlessly make reference to 

both of them . 

This does not imply, however, that wage adjustments 

play no role in the observed hiring efficiency of a 

search labour market . On the contrary, as the 

analysis in Chapter II demonstrates , the probabil

ity of a hire at a recruiting firm is the product 

of the probability of a contact with a job appli

cant and the probability that the offered wage 

exceeds his reservation wage. Generally speaking , 

the hiring efficiency should increase if the wage 

offer distribution over vacancies is shifted to the 

right in comparison to the reservation wage distri 

bution over job applicants. ConditionaI on a con

tact having occurred, the probability of a hire has 

increased. As we claimed in Section 2, the effici

ency facto r k should reflect such effects. 
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When there are more vacancies available, so that 

the probability of a wage offer to any job appli

cant increases, he should respond by increasing his 

reservation wage [cf. the studies referred to in 

Section 2 as weIl as the theoretical analysis in 

Albrecht, HolmIund and Lang (1986)). This is true 

even if the wage offer distribution is unchanged. 

Hiring efficiency may decrease because of this 

• suppl y' effect, as was noted in Section 2. This 

special type of relative sh if t in wage distribu

tions is of cycl ical character, so k will not be 

cyclically stable, if the basic Holt model is im

posed a priori . As the correlation between the 

stock of vacancies and the position of the reserva

tion wage distribution is very high, the supply 

effect of vacancies shows up just as a non-linear

ity in the estimated relation between e and V. 

Some kind of a stock effect on the wage distribu

tions is always to be expected . Consider, for exam

ple, a change in the stock of the unemployed . As 

the analysis in Chapter II demonstrates, an effect 

on the wage offer of a fi~m exists, although it is 

not clear-cut. Following the traditional assump

tion, according to which there is no change in the 

composite reservation wage distribution facing the 

firm, the wage offer should increase, so the wage 

offer distribution shifts to the right as a re

sponse to an increased unemployment stock. As a 

consequence hiring efficiency should increase by 

this 'supply' effect, induced by the increased 

availability of unemployed job searchers. On the 

other hand, it is conceivable or even likely that 

the • supply' effect of unemployment works in the 

opposite direction, according to the results of 

Chapter II. If so, the supply effects of vacancies 

and of unemployment may tend to offset each other, 

as the stocks are in general inversely correlated. 
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When one of the wage dist~ibutions begins to move 

the other one should in general respond to this 

shift. How such a sequence of interdependent shifts 

evolves over time is the kernel of the yet unex

plored wage dynamics of a search labour market. 

Some aspects of this issue should be noted, though, 

especially as it has been given a rather one-sided 

treatment in other research contributions . 

A change in the wage offer distribution should lead 

to a change in reservation wage distribution in the 

same direction, but there is in general no reason 

to think that the latter change should completely 

offset the first one , so that any recruiting firm 

will f i nd itself in an unchanged position as to its 

hiring intensity (but see below!) . As the unemploy 

ed make use of more favourable conditions in the 

form of more vacancies as an opportunity to de 

crease their expected sojourn time in unemployment, 

more f avourab l e wage offer condit i ons shou l d in 

part have the same effect . 

This observation justifies a comment on the empiri

cal studies on the determinants of unemployment 

duratians , referred to in Section 2 . Besides the 

'availability' and ' supply' effects of vacancies, 

the data should aiso be influenced by a 'wage of 

fer' effect. This wage offer effect is presumably 

correlated with the vacancy effects, because the 

wage offer distribution should shift at such phases 

of the business cycle, when the stock of vacancies 

is large. The 'wage offer' effect being unspecified 

in an econometric model, the result is of course to 

increase the reported 'availability' effect and 

decrease the 'supply' effect at high levels of 

vacancies . 
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A more general remark concerns the fashionable 

interpretation of job search models as to the unem

ployed being completely satisfied with their pres

ent expected unemployment duration, irrespective of 

the position of the wage offer distribution. If the 

wage offer distribution shifts to the right, so 

will the reservation wage distribution to a com

pletely offsetting extent. There exists no genuine 

'wage offer' effect. Hence only unperceived wage 

offer distribution changes can affect the unemploy

ment duration. If this account of labour market 

phenomena 

would be 

were true to any 

detrimental to 

signif icant extent, i t 

the hiring efficiency 

concept. Hiring efficiency is registered as tempo

rarily increasing just because the unemployed are 

fooled into employment by false expectations; 

eventually, as the job searchers realize their 

mistake, they quit into unemployment and hiring 

efficiency is restored to its lower level. 

Although the above version of unemployment dynamics 

happened to be associated with the search theory of 

the labour market at an early stage, it is neither 

a part of search theory per se, nor has ernpirical 

evidence validated it. We are prepared to judge the 

effect of rnisperceived wage offer distribution 

changes as unirnportant in practice. 

Nevertheless, the idea that job-searchers accept 

job offers without knowing the true ' characteristics 

of the offer is clearly not unrealistic. In Holm

Iund and Lang (1985) a model is presented in which 

there exist job attributes, that are unobservable, 

unIess the job offer is accepted and tried out . 

This rnechanism produces a nice explanation of the 

high quitting rate of ernployees with short job 

tenures. Clearly, such a kind of uncertainty intro-
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duces the possibility of 'hiring failures' in the 

sense that hiring should not have occurred, if the 

job attributes were perfectly known beforehand. 

When the truth is revealed, the hire results in a 

quit. 

The conclusion to be drawn from these observations 

is twofold: the hiring efficiency concept is just 

one aspect of the efficiency of job matching and it 

is a reliable indicator to the extent that the 

frequency of 'hiring failures' because of false or 

uncertain perceptions does not change signific

antly. It is a maintained hypothesis of the presetit 

analysis that such changes can be disregarded. Of 

course, this hypothesis is testable by observing 

the on-the-job search behaviour of employees; cas

ual inspection of the figures for Sweden, presented 

in Holmlund (1984), supports it, as no conspicuous 

change in this behaviour can be observed. 

Having discussed the 'quality' of realized hires as 

the output of the hiring production function, it is 

quite natural to address the question of the 'qual

ity' of the inputs. Leaving the vacancies and the 

employed job searchers aside, we could rephrase the 

question: are the unemployed job searchers the only 

input in the production of hires? By definition 

the unemployed are those in the labour force 

without a job at present but actively searching for 

one. This definition seems to be exhaustive, but 

there are pitfalls. The category of the unemployed 

borders in a fuzzy way both to those outside the 

labour force - the discouraged workers - and to 

those engaged in labour market programmes. One may 

argue that hiring efficiency should reflect the 

ability of the labour market 'to turn these latter 

categories into regular employees. Af ter a period 
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of long unemployment durations both the group of 

discouraged workers and of individuals in labour 

market programmes are likely to increase. As they 

are not reported as unemployed, hiring efficiency 

does not appear as low as it is. When they return 

as unemployed, because of better labour market 

prospects, observed hiring efficiency gets an 

artificial downward bias. 

One has to be careful here, though. To include the 

marginal groups as input in the production of 

hires , we must assume them to be prepared to search 

for a job at short notice . The fact that their 

search is at present. negligible must reflect a 

well-founded belief that search is practical ly 

useless . Consequently, we should expect such a 

situation to arise primarily when the unemployment 

process has become approximately an I-E-process . As 

we noted above, hiring is then determined by va

cancies L In such a ca se an assessment of the 'true' 

unemployment figure is justified rather as an esti

mate of the amount of idle resources that could be 

used in hiring production under more favourable 

circumstances, not as an estimate of the correct 

hiring efficiency measure. 

When the labour market 

an 

is fairly balanced, so that 

I-O-process and the Holt unemployment forms 

model applies, the effect of an (over)ambitious 

labour market policy is to take unemployed job 

searchers out of the market, at least temporarily. 

The result on the production of hires can be looked 

upon in two ways. The first view focuses on the 

market process and disregards the individuals in 

labour market programmes completely. The effect of 

the programmes is consequently a reduction in un

employment and an increase in the duration of va-
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cancies at an unchanged hiring efficiency. The 

other view regards the individuals as being 'unem

ployed' but with very small search intensity/high 

reservation wages. The effect is consequently an 

unchanged unemployment stock but increased vacancy 

durations because of decreased hiring efficiency. 

We adhere to the former viewas being in the 

spirit of the present analysis; the formally unem

ployed (according to Labour Force Survey defini

tions) are those engaged in the market interaction 

with vacancies and any extension to include other 

groups is bound to be fraught with arbitrary judge

ments . 

Let us at last make clear what should by now be 

obvious; we do not venture into the area of ana

lyzing the social efficiency of search labour mar

kets, in which the realized allocation of search 

costs and job positions is compared to the socially 

optimal one. The interested reade r should consul t 

Pissarides (1984) with references for that type of 

analysis . 

8 Empirical evidence for Sweden 

We are now going to apply our analysis to Swedish 

labour market data, the reliability of which we are 

able to assess. 

As has been made clear we need figures on the 

stocks and duratians of vacancies and of unemploy

ment. As regards the employed job searchers there 

are some figures available since 1976 for those who 

search through the public employment offices. We do 

not make use of them except as a complement at the 

end of this section, however, as we need series for 

longer periods of time. 
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Data on vacancies are found in the monthly statis

tical reports of the Labour Market Board. They are 

made up by all unfilled job positions that are no

tified by employers at the public local employment 

offices. As employment exchange is a public monop

oly in Sweden, all notified vacancies are included 

in the statistical reports • 
. ' 

The vacancies are reported as being notified for 

the first time during the month as weIl as remain

ing unfilled at the end of the month. They are di

vided into different categories e.g. by occupation. 

We have used the figures for manufacturing occupa

tions besides the figures for the total. 

Denoting the number of unfilled vacancies at the 

beginning and the end of a month by Vo and VI' re

spectively, and the number of new notified vacan

cies by v * t (where v is an intensity and t is the 

length of the month), we have, assuming constant 

inflow and outflow intensities during the month, 

V * -At ~ (l _ -At) 
O e +A*t e 

This equation determines At and, as t is given, A. 

Hence we obtain an estimate of the expected value 

of Tv' [The derivation of the equation is presented 

in detail in Schager (1981), pp. 410-411.] 

Apart from the homogeneity of the vacancies, which 

conditian is always violated to same extent in em

pirical work, the most pertinent question concerns 

the effect of some vacancies not being notified at 

the employment offices. In 1977 compulsory notifi

cation was introduced in Sweden, taking effect 

gradually in subsequent years as the new rules were 

extended into more regions. A study, carried out at 
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the first stage of the introduction, indicated that 

the flow of new vacancies was increased by fort y 

percent and the stock of unfilled vacancies by 

fifty percent as a consequence of the compulsory 

notification [see Labour Market Board (1983»). 

The reliability of this result may be questioned as 
I 

to the impact on vacancy figures in recent years. 

As the inflow of notified vacancies during this 

time has reached unprecedented lows, an upward cor

rection of earlier vacancy figures with as much as 

fort y percent would produce an implausibly sharp 

decl ine in 'real' vacancies for the last years. 

Presumably the effect is of less magnitude than was 

reported at first. 

We are left with the disturbing conclusion that the 

stock figures on vacancies are not consistent over 

the two last decades and that a correction is not 

easily accompl ished. There is, however, some en

couraging evidence, too. With regard to vacancies 

in manufacturing occupations, we know that the no

tification rate has traditionally been much higher 

than for salaried occupations or for occupations 

in the public sector (ibid.). Hence we are entitled 

to assume that the stock of notified vacancies in 

manufacturing occupations has been far less influ

enced by the new legislation than the total vacancy 

stock, so that the inconsistency over time for this 

vacancy category is not too disturbing. Another 

reason for paying special attention to data on 

manufacturing occupations is of course the higher 

degree of homogene ity within this group. 

With regard to the calculated duration of vacan

cies, it is clear that this measure is invariant at 

equiproportional changes in the stock an<:l inf low 
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variables. If we accept the reported magnitudes of 

the overall effect on these variables of the intro

duction of compulsory vacancy notification, the 

result should be an increase of the duration meas

ure by around seven percent as the compulsory noti

fication rules took full effect <calculated on an 

equilibrium basis). A disturbance of such a magni 

tude is not likely to affect our results. For the 

calculated vacancy duration in manufacturing occu

pations the disturbance can be expected to be even 

smaller. 

Turning to the quality of the unemployment fig

ures, the situation is reversed compared to that of 

vacancies, insofar as the stock figures are more 

reliable than the calculated duration measures. 

Data on unemployment are obtained from the Labour 

Force Surveys, which are carried out according to 

international standards . Although the stock figures 

are subject to sampling errors, these can be safely 

ignored for yearly averages of bot h total unemploy

ment and unemployment in manufacturing occupations, 

especially from 1970 and onwards when the surveys 

have been made on a monthly basis . Earlier the 

survey figures were based on only one month for 

each quarter . Nevertheless, one can conclude that 

the stock figures are consistently calculated since 

1963. 

There is, however, no immediate information on the 

inflow into unemployment between two consecutive 

surveys, so we cannot apply the same method of cal

culating the outflow intensity as we did for vacan

cies. The problem of estimating the expected dura

tion of unemployment from Labour Force Surveys is 

notorious, as is made clear in Björklund (1981). 

One approach, which is applied in Axelsson and Löf-
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gren (1977), is to make use of the figures on the 

number of unemployed persons with different dura

tions of experienced unemployment spel Is, published 

in the Survey reports. We will use this approach, 

too, but in a slightly different way than what 

these authors did. 

From the Survey reports we have the number of per

sons who have been unemployed for at most four 

weeks. Assuming that four weeks is also the period 

between the consecutive monthly surveys, which 

should hold approximately, we conclude that the 

remaining part of the stock of the unemployed (with 

unemployment spelis of at least five weeks) con

sists only of those individuals who were reported 

unemployed in the preceding survey . Hence we have 

and can calcu l ate ~t where t i s equal to four weeks 

and consequent l y the expected duration of unemploy

ment Tu ' 

The measure of Tu' calculated in this manner is as 

good as the available data permit, but its preci 

sion is presumably not ve ~y accurate . The elimina

tion of the inflow component during the period be

tween consecutive surveys is only approximate and 

the sampling error in the monthly estimates of the 

stock components may not be negl igible . It is not 

surprising then, that the calculated monthly out

flow intensities showamore unstable pattern for 

unemployment than for vacancies. 

To make a check of the calculated outflow intensi

ties we have appl ied the equation above to the 

yearly averages of the respective stocks . It turns 
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out that such a calculation produces almost . the 

same figures as a yearly average of calculated 

monthly intensities. In fact, the more simple cal

culation procedure must be appl ied to the years 

before 1970, where data are not available for every 

month. So for the pre-1970 years we calculate a 

yearly average directly by solving 

u * e -I' t = U - U 
T < 4 u 

for I't, U and U T < 4 being yearly averages of the 

stocks. u 

Unfortunately, the data presented in the Survey 

reports are not so detailed that we can calculate 

the duration of unemployment in manufacturing occu

pations. This deficiency ought to be remedied in a 

more detailed study, but here we must be content to 

consider the total labour market only. 

The figures on reported stocks and calculated dura

tions of vacancies and unemployment for the manu

facturing occupations and the total labour market 

are reproduced in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, respec

tively. 

In Figures 1.1-5 the observations on stocks and 

durations are depicted as to illustrate the rela

tions between the se variables. 

Figure 1.1 shows that there is no stable relation 

between the rates of unemployment and of vacancies 

in manufacturing occupations. The same is true for 

the total labour market; the observations are not 

graphed here, as they are also depicted in e.g. 

Klau and Mittelstädt (1985), Chart 7 . As has been 

argued in this paper, this lack of stability in the 

UV-relation should not surprise us. 
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Figures 1.2-4 all depict stock-duration relations 

of type (2'), changes in which should reflect 

changes in hiring efficiency. They convey very 

interesting information in that they all point to a 

marked deterioration in efficiency around the years 

1967-69. There are fairly few observations avail

able for the sixties. still the evidence is that 

the years 1963-67 produce observations generated by 

one hyperbolic relation, the years 1969-86 by an

other; 1968 seems to be a year of transition. 

As it happens the quaIity of the data is best for 

the stock of unemployment and the duration of va

cancies as we just demonstrated. Hence the TvU-re

lation should be the most rel iable one, provided 

that the job-search process of the employed does 

not change independent ly of that of the unemployed . 

Utilizing the immediately observable shift in the 

curves 1967-69, we introduce a dummy variable to 

take care of this shift, exclude the 1968 observa

tion and obtain as OLS estimations for the period 

up to 1984 (t-values in parenthesis) : 

Manufacturing occupations (Figure 1.2) 

D 

1.34 + 1.02 D 

<10 . 77) (9.21> 

o for 1964-67; D 

1.01 In U, R: 2 

(-7 . 41> 

l for 1969-84 

Total labour market (Figure 1 . 4) 

D 

1.04 + 0.59 D 

(22.15) <12.79) 

o for 1963-67; D 

{).72 In U, R2 

(-9.64) 

l for 1969-84 

0 . 83 . 

0.89 
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We want to stress that these estimates as weIl as 

those whieh follow should not be interpreted as a 

test of an hypothesis of a shift in hiring effiei

eney: the "hypothesis" is generated by the data 

themselves, as the eomments in the preeeding para

graph made elear. The estimates are a quantifi

eation of the parameters of the hiring produetion 

funetion and their shifts. The int_ercepts of the 

estimated equations are estimates of -In k . 

These equations eonfirm the strong impression given 

by visual inspeetion of the figures. Something 

obviously happened to Swedish hiring effieieney in 

the late sixties . It is striking that this deterio

ration took effeet so rapidly and that the lower 

level of efficieney has prevailed up to now . No 

obvious reason for this sudden ehange is easily 

produced . It may be noted that as the traditional 

UV-curve also moved at first around 1968, the seem

ing shift i n the funet i oning of the labour marke t 

was in issue eonsidered by Swedish eeonomists in 

the early seventies; no real eonelusions emerged 

from those discussions [ef. Holmiund (1976'). 

There is an interesting pieee of evidenee, how

ever, in the figures on interregional mobil ity. In 

1969 the re oceurred a sharp change in the migration 

pattern to the effeet that people stopped moving 

from the rural areas to the big city areas and 

began to move in the opposite direction [ef . e.g. 

Jonsson and Siven (1986', p. 30). If the structure 

of labour demand did not ehange eorrespondingly, a 

decrease in hiring effieiency is to be expeeted 

(ef. the discussion on aggregation effeets belowl. 

It appears that a new 

gional perspeetive in 

studies, is warranted. 

investigation, 

the spirit 

taking a re

of Holmlund's 
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The same estimation procedure applied to the TuV

relation yields 

Total labour market (Figure 1.3) 

D 

1. 82 + 

(41.57) 

o for 1963-67; 

0.40 D 

(7.75 ) 

D 

0.59 In V, R2 

(-8.97 ) 

1 for 1969-84 

0.91 

This result confirms the conclusion from the pre

ceding estimations, although unfortunately, the 

calculation procedure to obtain a measure of the 

duration of unemployment has to be changed just in 

the critical period between the years 1969 and 

1970. 

As regards the effect of the introduction of com

pulsory vacancy notification on the estimated TuV

relation, a look at the residuals reveals that an 

increase of the reported vacancy stock of a magni

tude of up to twenty percent is compatible with a 

roughly unchanged relation before and af ter the 

introduction. A reported stock increase of f:ifty 

percent, as was initial ly indicated, would of 

course imply higher hiringefficiency in recent 

years. However, as we argued, such a strong change 

in the notification rate seems implausible; the 

estimated TvU-relation, which is just marginally 

disturbed by the change in notification rules, 

indicates no substantiai change in hiring efficien

cy in these years. 

As the estimated equations stand, they seem to in

dicate a linear effect of the unemployment stock on 

the vacancy filling probability in manufacturing 

occupations, while the corresponding effect for the 
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total labour market shows an absolute elasticity of 

less than one . However, to investigate the proper

ties of the hiring function we must take into ac

count the strong (al though not perfect!) correla

tion between U and V. Hence we estimate an equation 

from which we can deduce the elasticities of the 

outflow intensity e with respect to U and V as 

V 
T v 

e = 

OLS-estimation yields 

Manufacturing occupat i ons 

InT v = 1. 01 + 0 . 93 D - 0 . 60 InU + 0 . 26 InV , ~2 
(7 . 96) (10 . 43) ( - 3 . 84) (3 . 61 ) 

D o for 1 96 4- 67; D 1 fo r 1969-8 4 

Total labour market 

InTv = 0 . 80 + 0 . 51 D - 0 . 30 InU + 0 . 35 I nV , ~2 
(12 . 75) (13 . 87) ( - 2 . 69) (4 . 38) 

D o for 1963-67; D 1 for 1969-84 

0. 90 

0 . 94 

The presence of multicollinearity prevents us from 

assigningmuch weight to the separate coefficients 

of l n U and l n V, but taken together they impl y 

elasticities of hiring with respect to U and V 

which amount to 1 . 34 for manufacturing and 0 . 95 for 

the total . (The corresponding calculation on Tu 

yields a value of 1 . 31 for the total but should be 

less reliable on data quaiity grounds.) 
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The estimated sum of the availability effects 

(elasticities) of the stocks of vacancies and un

employment is consequently less than two. This 

could be seen as an indication of the existence of 

fairly strong supply effects. Nevertheless, with 

reference to the discussion in Section 7 we do not 

favour this explanation to any larger extent. In 

general, the stocks are correlated in such away 

that the supply effect of vacancies on the reserva

tion wages of the unemployed is counteracted by a 

supply effect of unemployment on the wage offers of 

firms . In addition there might be an offsetting 

independent 'wage offer' effect . We l ike to draw 

attention, however , to the observation for 1977 

(see Figures 1 . 1 and 1 . 2) . In that year the stock 

of vacancies was unusually small compared to the 

(small) stock of unemployment . The supply effect of 

vacancies was consequently small compared with e . g . 

the situation in 1970 , when unemployment was of the 

same magn itude as in 1 977 • Obviously , the seem i ng 

tendency to increased hiring efficiency in 1977 may 

reflect an unusual combination of small supply 

effects of vacancies on the reservation wage dis-

tribution and strong supply effects of unemployment 

on the wage offer distribution . 

In general , though , we find the suggestion in Holt 

(1970) more appealing that lower measured elas 

ticities of the outflow into employment than those 

predicted by the basic Hol t modeloriginate from 

heterogeneities in the labour market. This is in 

accordance with our findings , where the elastici

ties are larger for manufacturing occupations than 

for the total labour market. It would be an inter

esting research project to study the relations 

between the relevant variables for a labour market 

which is more narrowly defined with respect to oc 

cupations and geographical proximity. 
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We should add that aggregation of homogeneous (and 

equally efficient) submarkets, where the basic Holt 

model applies, does not automatically lead to esti

mated elasticities of the aggregate outflow inten

sity with respect to aggregate stocks that are less 

than one, when the intensities in the submarkets 

depend on the ratio of the stocks to labour force 

size rather than on the sheer volume of the stocks. 

As a consequence and in contra st to the resul ts 

presented in Hol t (1970), compartmental ization is 

not a sufficient condition for reducing the outflow 

intensity at given aggregate stocks ; if either the 

unemployment or the vacancy ratios are the same i n 

all submarkets, compartmentalization will have no 

effect . To get a reduction in t h e aggregate outflow 

intensity, it must hold that vacancies and unem

ployment are distributed in an imbalanced way, so 

that vacancies are concentrated to some submarkets , 

unemployment to others . This is likely to be the 

usual case, but if same submarkets have more of 

both vacancies and unemployment , the estimated ag

gregate elasticities may even exceed one . For

mally, the aggregate outflow intensity is linearly 

dependent on 

v , * U , 

L: 
i 

~a~l~ __ ~a~l~, i being the submarket index, 
L, 

l 

but we estimate its dependence on 

LV , * L: U ' ,al ,al 
l l 

:n, 
, l 
l 

v * U a a 
L 

from this difference the above conclusions follow . 

As it happens that the outflow of vacancies for the 

total labour market seems to be nearly homogeneous 
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of the first degree in the stocks of unemployment 

and of vacancies according to our estimates by 

chance presumably - we should be prudent and check 

whether the stock-duration relation is seriously 

disturbed by cyclical factors. Consequently, we 

form the duration-duration relation, proposed by 

Jackman et al. Estimation of Tu and Tv yields 

Total labour market (Figure 1.5) 

2.46 + 0.84 D 

(21.73) (11.56) 

This resul t confirms 

ear l ier estimations. 

the 

The 

0.98 In Tv, R2 

(-7.17) 

0.87 

general conclusion from 

shift in hi ring effici-

ency around 1967-69 and its subsequent stability 

are robust results. 

Finally, we should consider the available data on 

the stock of on-the-job searchers . As we showed 

above, changes in this stock may influence the re

lation between the duration of vaeancies and the 

unemployment rate. 

The only source for this variable is the data on 

job searchers registered at the loeal empJ oyment 

offices. This is a fairly recently established sta

tistical series, and figures are available since 

1976 only. In Table 1.3 the figures on the stock of 

job searchers, who are not registered as unemployed 

(and prepared to take a job immediately) are re

produeed. 

As we see, the stock does not vary very much during 

the years 1976-81, especially not in comparison 

with the unemployment figures. This is in accord

ance with our suggestion that entrance into on-the-
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job search is largely labour market induced. How

ever, in the following three years the re has been a 

sharp increase in the stock of job searchers who 

dre not unemployed. This should produce an inward 

shift in the TvU-curve for the total labour market, 

ceteris paribus , but no such sh if t can be traced 

for these years. On the surface there seems to have 

occurred an additional deterioration in hiring 

efficiency since 1982. 

The series on registered job searchers has hardly 

been 

and 

used for analytical purposes yet, 

its properties are not weIl known . 

however, 

There is 

some evidence that in recent years the registered 

job search of the unemployed has increased more 

than corresponds to the Labour Force Survey fig

ures, because more people have had reason to 'indi

cate' unemployment status without really searching 

for a new job. Whether there is some recent system

atic trend also in the remaining part of the regis

tered stock of job searchers we do not know; the 

published figures are too crude to allow any inves

tigation of the issue. We prefer to be prudent and 

just conclude that by al so takip.g the on-the-job 

search process into account, we do not find any 

evidence in favour of a better development of hir

ing efficiency in Sweden in recent years than what 

is indicated by the TvU-relation. 

9 Summary and concluding comments 

In this chapter we have demonstrated that the rela

tion between the stocks of unemployment and of va

cancies is not stable at unchanged degree of hiring 

efficiency as has traditionally been perceived. By 

exploiting the notion of unemployment and vacancies 
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forming interacting stochastic processes which 

need not be in equilibrium - we have shown that 

hiring is a function of vacancy and unemployment. 

stocks in a production function sense. A stable 

relation between the stocks is but an is~uant of 

this hi ring production function. 

If the interacting processes have such properties 

as to produce a model of the type that was proposed 

by Charles Holt in his seminal contributions, it is 

a relation between vacancy stocks and unemployment 

durations or between unemployment stocks and va

cancy durations that is stable in the face of un

changed hiring effici~ncy . If the processes are 

not as efficient as in the Holt model in producing 

new hires (presumably because of heterogeneities 

that have not been controlled for) a relation be

tween the durations of unemployment and of vacan

cies may serve as a complementary indicator of 

changes in efficiency . 

If, finally, the labour market has been constantly 

depressed or overhe~ted for some time, hiring may 

be a function of only the vacancy or the unemploy

ment stock, respectively. There is no interaction 

on the margin between the processes , and hiring 

efficiency is reflected in either the vacancy dura

tion (the depressed case) or the unemployment dura

tion (the over heat ed case). 

The resul ts of the theoretical analysis have been 

applied to Swedish labour market data. The investi

gation reveals very clearly that there occurred a 

marked deterioration in Swedish hiring efficiency 

in the late sixties, which has not yet been compen

sated. This is a new discovery, which is not pos

sible to trace with the help of traditional UV

curve analysis. 
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It is indeed justified to suggest that the labour 

markets of other countries, the hiring efficiency 

of which has for a long time been evaluated by an 

erroneous UV-relation, should also be made subject 

to investigations of the same kind as far as the 

availability and quaiity of data permit. Let us 

point to just one interesting piece of evidence, 

given in Klau and Mittelstädt (1985) . In our intro 

duction we quote these authors as they describe the 

outward shifts of the UV-curve in several countries 

since the late sixties; we omitted the end of their 

sentence, which reads ' • .• most visibly in the case 

of the United states ' • Of course, it is counter

intuitive to think of the U.S . as having the worst 

development of hiring efficiency among the OECD 

countries! The answer to this seeming paradox is 

found in the following lines: ' In selected Europea n 

countries there has been a trend decline in hirings 

In contrast , in the United States a rising 

trend in layoffs was outweighed byarisi ng trend 

in hirings (ibid.) . On the basis of the ana 

lytical results of the present chapter, the conjec

ture is of course that the outward shifting UV

curve in the U.S . reflects increased hi ring flows 

and not decreased hiring efficiency . 

Let us finally point to a more far-reaching possi

ble consequence of our re interpretation of the 

UV- curve . The stabil ity of this curve became a 

maintained hypothesis as it was perceived as a 

prerequisite for a stable Phillips curve. Now we 

have seen that under stable efficiency conditions 

there is instead a stable relation between the 

unemployment stock and the duration of vacancies. A 

few years aga I argued on fairly intuitive grounds 

that the duration of vacancies should be a good 

indicator of excess demand in the labour market and 
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consequently a good explanatory variable in a nomi

nal wage increase equation; I managed to show that 

wage drift in Sweden was indeed best explained by 

this ' measure [Schager (1981); ef. also Bosworth and 

Lawrence (1987) l. Most important with respect to 

the present analysis is the fact that a shift in 

wage drift behaviour in the late sixties, left 

unexplained by the unemployment variable, is taken 

care of by the vacancy duration variable. 

In Chapter II of this book we show theoretically 

that the effect of unemployment on the wage behav

iour of an individual firm does work via its impact 

on the expected duration of the vacancies at the 

firm. We also show that dec rea ses in the unemploy

ment stock, whieh af feet the expeeted duration of 

vacaneies but leave the wage sensitivity of the 

duration (largely) unehanged, make the firm in

erease its wage. Consequently, the analysis of 

this ehapter does not only give rise to a reinter

pretation of the UV-eurve; it also constitutes a 

part of restoring a Phillips curve relation, estab

lishing a causa l ehain running from the labour 

market to aggregate wage inereases, but substitut

ing durations of vacancies for unemployment. 
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Figure 1.1 Vacancies (V) and unemployment (U) in 
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Figure 1.2 Duration of vacancies (Tv)' weeks, and 

rate of unemployment (U), percent, 

manufacturing occupations 1964-86 
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Figure 1.3 Duration of unemployment (Tu)' weeks, 

and rate of vacancies (V), percent, 

total labour market 1963-86 
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Figure 1.4 Duration of vacancies (Tv)' weeks, and 

rate of unemployment (U), percent, 

total labour market 1963-86 
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Figure 1.5 Duration of unemployment (Tu)' weeks 

and duration of vacancies (Tv)' weeks 

total labour market 1963-86 
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Table 1.1 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

- 77 -

Manufacturing occupations 

Tv' weeks 

2.2 

2.5 

1.9 

1.4 

2.0 

3.7 

5.0 

3.2 

2.8 

3.4 

5.0 

5.8 

5.2 

3.5 

3.0 

5.0 

5.6 

3.1 

2.0 

2.0 

2.3 

3.2 

3.6 

V 9" , o 

1. 49 

1. 76 

1.28 

0.76 

0.98 

2.16 

2.39 

1. 04 

0.90 

1.19 

1.85 

1. 74 

1. 31 

0.73 

0.60 

1. 26 

1. 39 

0.50 

0.25 

0.27 

0.55 

0.76 

0.83 

U, % 

1. 92 

1. 34 

1. 92 

2.86 

3.17 

2.53 

2.07 

3.70 

3.88 

3.54 

2.59 

2.13 

1. 93 

2.05 

3.01 

2.66 

2.35 

3.42 

4.41 

4.59 

3.94 

3.32 

3.10 

T = Duration of vacancies, based on monthly calcu
IXtions of the outflow probability. 

v = Reported stocks of vacancies as a ratio to 
labour force. 
Source: Labour Market Statistics, Labour Market 
Board. 

u = Reported stocks of unemployment as a ratio to 
labour force. 
Source: Labour Force Surveys, Central Bureau of 
Statistics. 
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Table 1.2 Total labour market 

1963 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Tv' 
weeks 

1.9 

2.2 

2.5 

2.1 

1.8 

2.2 

3.2 

3.8 

2.6 

2.5 

2.7 

3.5 

3.7 

3.6 

2.9 

2.6 

3.2 

3.4 

2.4 

2.0 

2.1 

2.4 

2.7 

3.0 

M 
Tu' 
weeks 

5.7 

9.3 

9.9 

9.6 

7.7 

8.5 

8.2 

9.9 

9.9 

9.0 

10.2 

12.8 

13 .1 

13.4 

12.9 

12.4 

12.1 

y 
Tu' 
weeks 

6.0 

5.1 

4.9 

5.4 

7.2 

7.4 

7.6 

(5.8) 

(8.5) 

<10.0) 

<10.1) 

(8.4) 

(8.6 ) 

(8.4) 

(9.4) 

(9.6) 

( 9.6 ) 

( 9.7 ) 

(11.6 ) 

(13.2 ) 

(13.1 ) 

<13.3) 

V, % 

1.12 

1. 27 

1. 44 

1.18 

0.86 

0.95 

1. 48 

1. 59 

0.99 

0.80 

0.89 

1. 21 

1. 22 

1.12 

0.91 

0.82 

1.16 

1. 25 

0.69 

0.46 

0.48 

0.66 

0.83 

0.89 

Definitions of Tv, Vand U: see Table 1.1. 

U, % 

1. 66 

1. 56 

1.18 

1. 56 

2.11 

2.22 

1. 89 

1. 51 

2.54 

2.70 

2.46 

1. 99 

1. 63 

1.60 

1. 80 

2.23 

2.07 

1. 98 

2.48 

3.15 

3.46 

3.09 

2.85 

2.67 

T~ = Duration of unemployment, based on monthly 
ca1culations of the outflow probability. 

TG = Duration _ of unemployment, based on a year ly 
average calculation of the outflow probability. 
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Table 1.3 Registered job searchers 

Unernployed, Not unernployed, 
thousands thousands 

1976 72.9 61. O 

1977 81.7 64.2 

1978 102.6 76.0 

1979 98.7 76.1 

1980 94.6 66.2 

1981 123.0 69.2 

1982 161. 3 80.3 

1983 178.3 95.4 

1984 159 . 3 111.1 

Unernployed = registered job searchers in 'category 
l' according to Labour Market Board defini
tions. 

Not ernployed = all registered job searchers except 
those in 'category l' 

Source: Labour Market Statistics, Labour Market 
Board . 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I 

A COMMENT ON THE VACANCY - UNEMPLOYMENT MATCHING 

PROCESS PRESENTED IN JACKMAN, LAYARD AND PISSARIDES 

(1984), 'ON VACANCIES' 

In the paper Jackman et al. (1984) the interaction 

between vacancies and unemployment 

about new hi res (or engagements) is 

as to bring 

very brief ly 

specified on page 6, especially in the first 

footnote. 

The model makes no distinction between realized 

contacts between unemployed job applicants and 

unfilled vacancies, on the one hand, and realized 

engagements, on the other . This feature is not 

essentiai for our discussion, however. 

The model specif ies that every unemployed person 

makes one and only one application per period. The 

number of unfilled vacancies at the beginning of 

the period is denoted by v. The paper state s that 

the probability that a vacancy remains unfilled 

during the period is (1_1 )u , where u is the number 
v 

of unemployed at the beginning of the period . 

can be Furthermore, it is claimed that (1_1 )u 
v 

approximated bye-u/v. This is obviously done by 

letting u and v go to infinit y in such away that 

the ratio u/v approaches some bounded value. 

It is clear from this statement that the authors 

apply a special static allocation model, which can 

be generally phrased as 'put u unnumbered tokens in 

v boxes; each box can contain any number of tokens' 

[see e.g. Chung (1979), section 3.3]. This last 
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assumption is important because it means that an 

unemployed individual searches over all initially 

unfilled vacancies v regardless of the possibility 

that it has already been filled by another appli

cant. If it has been, the unemployed individual who 

encounters it is 'absorbed' into a non-search state 

by the assumption that he searches only once during 

the period. 

It seems clear from this specification of the 

search mechanism that the model must be interpreted 

as a typical shortrun one. This is also confirmed 

by a look at the original application of the model 

as it appears in Hall (1977). The proper way to 

analyze both the transient behaviour and the 

equilibrium of the hiring process is consequently 

to extend the model to a sequence of periods. 

The main deficiency of the analysis given both by 

Jackman et al. and by Hall is the neglect to make 

this multi-period extension. They argue as if the 

situation at the end of the first period were the 

relevant state to focus on. As a consequence their 

model is made to produce curious resul ts. Before 

discussing that point, however, I want to propose a 

better technique for analysing the search and 

contact processes. 

As is of ten the case, the application of a discrete 

time period model leads to a fairly unwieldy 

analysis; the continuous time model, which focuses 

on the instantaneous transition probabilities of 

the process is much more attractive and eliminates 

automatically some features that are really 

unnecessary technical artefacts in the discrete 

model. 
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Instead of looking at the time period [0,11 we 

consider the very short time period [O,dtl. It is 

natural to assume that the total number of contacts 

between job applicants and vacancies during [O,dtl 

has a probability distribution such that the re is a 

positive probability that one contact occurs and a 

zero probability that more than one contact occurs. 

In the model of Jackman et al. the generation of a 

contact between an unemployed individual and an 

initial ly unfilled vacancy is deterministic, but 

here we assume that every unemployed individual 

gets in touch with a vacancy with a constant 

probability ~ during [O,dtl. Hence the probability 

that one vacancy will be contacted during [O,dtl is 

u p (and the probability that more than one 

vacancy is contacted is zero). 

This description of the contact process corresponds 

to the standard assumptions of birth-and-death 

processes [see e.g . Cox and Miller (1965) for a 

general discussion of such processes and 

Bartholomew (1973) for their application within the 

social sciences l • In an infinitesimally short 

period of time the system moves from the state (u, 

v, e) to the state (u-l, v-l, e+l) with probability 

u p and remains in the original state with 

probability 1 - u p (u is the number of unem-

ployed, v the number of vacancies, e the number of 

hi res ) • Given that e O at t O, the expected 

state of the system at the end of the time period 

[O,t] is [max (u-v;uel't ), max (O;v-u<1-e-l't »), 

minCv;u(l-e-~t)}l. The number of hires up to time 

t is determined by u and 1', provided that 

v -u(l-e-I't) ~ O; otherwise the system has at time t 

reached an equilibrium state [u-v, O, vl. With 

u < v the equilibrium state is [O, v-u, ul and it 

is reached when t goes to infinity. 
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Jackman et al. claim that their system is in the 
-ulv -ulv v(l_e-u/v )) at the state [u - v(l-e ), v-e , 

end of the first "period". This is not the expected 

state at t l in the continuous time process, 

because the assumption that the unemployed search 

over vacancies that might have been filled and then 

stop search until the end of the period is of no 

consequence when the period is very short . The 

unemployed search all the time and only over 

unfilled vacancies. 

As we remarked Jackman et al. pay as much attention 

to their one-period end state as if it were an 

equilibrium state and not merely a transitory phe

nomenon , the properties of which arise mainly be

cause of the fixed period assumption at that. Let 

us, however, reconstruct the birth-and-death proc

ess in continuous time which has the basic proper

ties and an equilibrium state equal to those given 

by Jackman et al . 

Consider the process which moves the state (u s ' up' 

v r ' e) to (us - l, up' vr- l, e+l) with probability 
v 

r and 
v +e 

r 

probability U s 

to 

e 
v +e 

r 

with 

in an infinitesimally 

short period of time; U s denotes the number of 

unemployed searchers, ~ the number of unemployed 

non-searchers, and vr the number of real vacanC1es. 

This is the process implicit in the model of Hall 

and of Jackman et al., if their assumptions hold in 

a long-term perspective. 

The search goes on in the same way as in the former 

process: the instantaneous probability that us~us-l 
v 

is Us - ~ [ ___ r_ + __ e __ ) = U s - ~. The probability 
v +e v +e 

r r 
of a hire, e ~ e+l, is not any longer U s ~, 
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process starts at vr = 

at any point of time 
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v __ r_ 
v +e 

r 
v and e 

that v 

= O 

Given that the 

it always holds 

v r + e so the 
v 

instantaneous hiring probability is U s I' v 
r 

Consequently the probability that a real vacancy is 

filled is ~(t) = ; . us(t) at any point of time t. 

The expected value of ~(t) is of course E[Å(t»)=~· 
v 

Keeping to the simplify-

ing assumption that search contacts are realized as 

expected (compare the determini stic structure of 

contacts in the Jackman et al. modell, the proba

bil ity that a vacancy is filled during [O,t) is 

t 
-p (T ldT 

p(tl l - e O 

l - e 

u (O l t 
__ s __ [ l-e -I' ) 

v 

u (Ol __ s __ 

The equilibrium value of p(tl is p = l - e v as 

stated by Jackman et al. and the equilibrium state 

of the system is their one-period end state; 

Us = O; up = us(Ol - v . p; v r = v(l-pl; e = v . p. 

This second hiring process is very inefficient 

compared to the first one. It is not only less 

efficient in the rather innocent sense that the 

unemployed search over vacancies that are already 

filled; this feature can only delay the hiring 

process but does not al ter its equil ibrium state. 

The crucial (and ln my opinion very dubiousl 

feature is the assumption that the unemployed stop 

search af ter their first unsuccessful trial! 
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As a matter of fact the high ly inefficient charac

ter of this search model was acknowledged already 

by Hall (1977), but his only way to modify it was 

to allow for a second 'period' of search and 

contacts to take place. In his immediate comment 

Stiglitz (1977) explicitly voiced criticism on this 

point and our investigation shows his critical 

remarks to be warranted. 

To sum up: 

l. The discrete time period model of Jackman et al. 

and of Hall is a fairly unwieldy device for 

analyzing short-run phenomena; a continuous time 

process approach that works with instantaneous 

transition probabilities is much more tract

able. 

2 . In a long-run context the assumptions impl icit 

in the model of Jackman et al. and of Hall are 

not convincing; its equilibrium properties 

should not be used to describe the properties of 

ahiring function in vacancies and unemploy

ment. 

3. Taking the short- run interpretation of the model 

of Jackman et al. and transforming it to the 

corresponding continuous time process with 

instantaneous transition probabilities we obtain 

ahiring intensity e = ~ u where ~ is inde

pendent of both u and v. Consequently v (> O) 

does not influence the ' hiring intensity (but 

v = O implies e = O). This is the basis for our 

claim in the main text of the chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE OPTIMAL WAGE AND HIRING POLICY OF A FIRM AS A 

CONTROLLED MARKOV PROCESS 

1 Introduction 

The theories of search in the labour market are by 

now a firmly established part of economic theory. 

At first concentrating its attention to the 

behaviour of the (unemployed) job searcher, the 

theory was later extended to treat the behaviour of 

the firm [see Mortensen (1970), Salop (1973), 

Pissarides (1976), Siven (1979), Viren (1979)J. 

emerged from the 

response to the 

characterizes a 

Several interesting resul ts 

analyses of a firm's optimal 

special kind of uncertainty that 

search labour market. 

The Phillips curve relation was one of the first 

issues addressed with the help of models of optimal 

firm behaviour in a search labour market. It turned 

out that such a relation cannot be derived from the 

optimizing behaviour of an individual firm in the 

sense that a decrease in the unemployment rate 

increases the wage paid by the firm. On the 

contrary, Mortensen (1970) found that the outeorne, 

al though somewhat ambiguous, is likely to be a 

decrease in the wage. This conclusion is strength

ened in Siven (1979), which ascertains that the 

wage will decrease as a response to decreased 

unemployment. 

Pissarides (1976), however, suggests that decreased 

unemployment causes the firm to increase its wage 
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offer. As his recruitment model is characterized by 

some rather special properties, partiyas a result 

of assumptions introduced for technical reasons, 

his results have not modified the common view that 

search theory does not imply a causa l relation of 

the Phi Il ips type, running from changes in unem

ployment to changes in wages. 

As a consequence the Phillips curve relation of 

recei ved search theory is not a theory of wage 

dynamics. If is rather a theory of unemployment 

dynamics. The typical presentation of the inf la-

tionary mechanism and 

repeated 

its 

on 

repercussions on un

innumerable occasions, employment, 

state s that prices increase as a result of an 

increase in nominal demand, e.g. as a result of 

monetary expansion. As a response firms increase 

their wages. The crucial assumption is then 

introduced that the unemployed misperceive this 

shift in the wage offer distribution and do not 

adjust their reservation wages accordingly. 

Consequently they find a larger proportion of the 

wage offers acceptable and leave the state of 

unemployment more rapidly, by wh ich the unemploy

ment stock .decreases. 

This is in epitome the purported causal chain 

behind the search theoretical Phill ips curve. It 

runs from unexpected wage increases to decreases in 

unemployment. A celebrated implication of the 

argument is of course that with correct expecta

tions (or with expectat~ons that are not correlated 

with actual wage increases) there is no observable 

Phillips relation at all. It is notable that the 

wage dynamic s of the mode l ha s ve ry l i t t l e to do 

with its search theoretical foundations. 
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The standard search model of optimal firm behaviour 

of the Mortensen type seems to suggest , however, 

that the wage offer of a firm is not invariant to 

but increasing in the unemployment stock. In such a 

case the usual description of the wage and un

employment dynamics does not fully picture the 

implications of search theory. When wages increase 

more rapidly than expected by the unemployed, the 

unemployment stock decreases. As an optimal 

response to this decrease, any f irm should lower 

its wage! The firms act in such a way as to make 

the incorrect expectations of the unemployed less 

incorrect. This phenomenon introduces a stabilizing 

influence of a rather peculiar nature on the wage 

dynamics of the model and disturbs its nice 

dichotomy between the expected inflation rate and 

the labour market situation. 

More important is to realize that a neglected 

result of search theory seems to be the existence 

of a Phillips relation, orthodox in its causal 

structure but perverse in i ts qual i tati ve proper

ties. To the extent that the unemployment flows are 

not dominated by the effect of false expectations 

- and it would be a bold proposition to suggest that 

they are this kind of Phillips relation should 

be observable according to standard search theory. 

If this conclusion is disturbing, one should regard 

it as one reason for a closer look at the models of 

optimal wage behaviour of a firm, which faces a 

search labour market. 

The aim of this chapter LS precisely to specify a 

rigorous model of the optimal wage and hiring 

policy of a firm, recruiting from a search labour 

market, and to investigate its properties, e.g. 

with respect to changes in the unemployment stock. 
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The model and its properties are presented in the 

comprehensive Technical Supplement, which gives a 

selfcontained 'account 'of the basic assumptions and 

a complete and rigorous analysis of the dynamic 

optimization problem. The method used is an 

application of the special type of stochastic 

dynamic programming which is called Markov decision 

processes. 

The Technical Supplement is of a highly mathemati

cal nature. The basic assumptions of the model and 

an outline of the optimization procedure are also 

presented in Section 2 of this chapter and Section 

3 gives an account of the results of the Supplement 

on the structure of the optimal policy in graphical 

and verbal form . 

In Section 4 we discuss further the properties of 

the optimal wage policy with regard to the shape of 

the reservation wage distribution of job ap~li 

cants. We consider in particular the possible 

effects of different distributions of reservation 

wages for unemployed and employed job appl icants, 

respectively. Section 5 of the chapter is devoted 

to sensitivity or 'comparative static' analysis . 

There we consider e.g. the effect of a change in 

the stock of the unemployed and show that if such a 

change is modelled as a uniform change in the 

search intensity, leaving the reservation wage 

distribution intact, the results by Mortensen and 

Siven are confirmed. We also show, however, that if 

a change in the unemployment stock resul ts in a 

change in the search intensity exclusively at the 

lower part of the range of this distribution, a 

traditional Phillips curve response by the firm is 

alikely outcome. 
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In Section 6 we give some conjectures on the 

properties of a model, that is extended to include 

quits. Such a model seems to amend to but not to 

alter our previous results. 

In the last two sections we discuss some connec

tions between our results on optimal firm behaviour 

and the cyclical behaviour of wages and labour 

market variables. We consider especially the 

implications 

Phill ips curve 

of downward wage rigidity. 

iss\le is again addressed in 

The 

this 

setting. The discussion must necessarily be 

tentative as it is outside the scope of the present 

contribution to analyze the full interdependence 

between the optimal actions of all agents in a 

search labour market . 

To the main text of the chapter there is appended 

an excursus on the formal similarities between our 

stochastic recruitment model and a determinis t ic 

model in which employees quit as weIl as become 

hired . 

To facilitate the reading a list on the notation 

used is given at the end of the chapter. 

2 The recruitment model: basic assumptions and 

an outline of the optimization procedure 

The basic model of the analysis is that of search 

in the labour market under incomplete information . 

The job applicants know the distribution of wage 

offers over vacant jobs and the firms know the dis

tribution of reservation wages over job applicants, 

but no one can tell where a specific wage offer or 

job applicant is to be found. 
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Mortensen (1970) is the first c.ontribution to ana

lyze strictly the optimal wage policy of a firm in 

such a labour market environment. Its crucial fea

ture is the ability of the firm to control the 

(expected) speed ofits hiring process by its of

fered wage level. Hence the firm faces the dynamic 

optimization problem of balancing higher wage costs 

against reaching more rapidly more profitable em

ployment states. Mortensen studied this problem by 

using deterministic controI methods, assuming that 

expected expansion is always · realized, and his 

analysis has been extended by subsequent authors 

[Salop (1973), Pissarides (1976), Siven (1979), 

Vir~n (1979.), Leban (1982a,b)l. 

No extension of the model of firm behaviour under 

labour market search has explicitly taken into con

sideration the stochastic nature of the hiring flow 

to the firm [at least not as far as analytical mod

els are concerned; Eaton and Watts (1977) simulated 

numerical results on the basis of a stochastic 

modell. From a methodological point. of view the 

novel feature of the present contribution is i ts 

treatment of the firm's dynamic optimization prob

lem as an explicitly stochastic one. The stochastic 

flow of job applicants to the firm is modelled in 

analogy to the way in which the flow of customers 

to a service station is modelled in operations 

research. Such models belong to the area of queuing 

theory, 

optimal 

so technically speaking we use methods of 

controI of queues, al though appl ied in a 

somewhat unconventional setting. Markov decision 

processes is a more theoretically disposed notion, 

which largely overlaps that of queue control. To 

use yet another concept our method is an example of 

stochastic dynamic programming. 
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Before proceeding with the optimal control aspects 

of our analysis we present the basic assumptions of 

the model. They are partly standard in search 

theory applications to the labour market. 

The firm is modelled as a one-product production 

unit. Labour is the only variable factor of produc

tion . The production technology is characterized by 

fixed coefficients of production over separate 

employment intervals, so that the i:th employee 

produces ~ units of the product if i belongs to 

[N~_l +1, N ~l; ~=1,2 •.• L; NO=O . We de not e by 

[N.t _l +l , N~ l the ~ :th productivity or employment 

interval . NL is the physical capacity level (in 

terms of the number of employees) . 

We assume that the marginal productivity of labour 

is non-increasing in the productivity intervals, so 

that a.t~a~+l' aL> O. This assumption is a generali

zation of the traditional notion in economics of a 

strictly concave production function in the volume 

of employment; that ca se is obtained by letting 

strict inequality hold and by narrowing the produc

tivity intervals as to contain one employee only. 

Our assumption can also be justified by reference 

to the so - called vintage approach to technical 

progress, where the production possibilities of a 

firm are the result of technical advances embodied 

in equipment of different age and hence of differ

ent productivity. 

If the firm has i employees, i belonging to the 

.t:th productivity interval, the rate of production 

q(i) is 

q(i) 

~=l, ••• L 
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By defining L:.ak ak - ak+l ~ O, we can write 

q( il 
.t -l 
L L:.a· • N· + a.t. i , 

j=l J J 
.t 1, ••• L 

This expression is easily interpreted; all i em

ployees will in the first place produce a.t units 

each; in addition N.t_l «il employees will produce 

another L:.a.t_l units each and so on. 

We further assume that the firm can sell all it 

produces at a fixed price p. If the firm pays the 

wage wi in employment state i, it will in that 

state earn a profit rate per unit of time equal to 

.t -l 
r(i,wi) = p·q(il - i·wi = p •. :: L:.aj"Nj+i(p·a.t-wil 

]=1 

1, ••• L 

The stochastic feature of the model emanates from 

the firm's interaction with the labour market. When 

the firm announces vacant jobs, it will be con

tacted by job applicants, who arrive according to a 

stochastic process. We will assume that the process 

of contacts is Poisson with an intensity denoted y. 

It should be a natural assumption, if the firm is 

small compared to the size of the labour market and 

the stock of job applicants. As a consequence the 

time between successive contacts is exponentially 

distributed with expectation y-l. 

According to results from labour market search 

literature, each job applicant should under fairly 

general conditions conduct his search by calculat

ing a reservation wage such that a job offer should 
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be accepted if and on ly if the corresponding wage 

offer exceeds the reservation wage [see Zuckerman 

(1983) with references]. We denote by F(') the 

distribution function of reservation wages over all 

job applicants. The corresponding density function 

f ( .) is supposed to be continuous and differen

tiable. It has a range [~, v], ~ ~ O; V ~ oc. Any 

randomly selected job-applicant would accept a job 

offer from the firm with probability F(v), if the 

firm offers the wage v. 

Let the firm offer the wage wi in employment state 

i . Then the recruitment or hiring process is also 

Poisson and has the intensity A(wi)=y'F(wi)' The 

time until the (i+l):th employee is hired - or the 

sojourn time in employment state i - is exponenti

ally distributed with expectation [A(wi)] - l. In 

this way the firm is able to controi the intensity 

of its hi ring process by its wage offer. 

Besides the passibility of controlling the expected 

speed of the hiring process the firm has at its 

disposal a stopping controi , /Si = (0,1). When o i = 1, 

vacancies are announced and the hiring process goes 

on at the intensity A(wi) as indicated above . When 

"'i O, no vacancies are announced 

state i and the process is stopped. 

remain in state i forever af ter. 

in employment 

The firm will 

We assume that the firm pursues the traditional aim 

of maximizing expected total profits. It faces an 

infinite horizon and discounts profits continuously 

at an intensity ~. To reach its objective it has to 

select optimally a sequence of wages {wi}~ and a 

stopping state 8, such that 68 O, o i = 1, i 

n ••• 8-1, n being the initial employment state. In 

technical terms, the firm faces a Markov decision 
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process with discounting. According to results from 

basic theory of Markov decision processes the solu

tion to the firm's decision problem corresponds to 

sol ving the following functional equation of dy

namic programming 

å . ·A (w. ) 
1. 1. 

A (w . ) +cx 
1. 

• L(i+l)~ 

where L(i) is the maximum expected discounted total 

profits in employment state i and i and wi are 

subject to appropriate restrictions [ef . e . g . 

Stidham a nd Prabhu (1974)] . 

It is a propert y of Markov decision processes - or, 

equ i valently, of controlled exponential systems -

that the optimal policy is dependent only on the 

state of the process. In principle the value of the 

controI variables w(t) and å (t) can vary continu

ous l y in t. We need only to cons i der stationary 

pol i cies , 1. . e . values wi and c, i' however, in our 

search for the optimal policy, if the state is, as 

we have it, completely characterized by the employ

ment volume i. 

As a consequence the optimal policy is time-inde

pendent . At any given point of time af ter the start 

of the recruitment process the number of employees 

will obey a probability distribution , so the opti 

mal policy , deterministic in the state variables, 

is stochastic in the time variable . This poses no 

problem within this framework, however; the firm 

simply observes its present state and chooses the 

optimal values of its policy variables accordingly, 

irrespective of time. As is typical for dynamie 

programming modeIs, the optimal policy is a closed 

loop control . 
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It is easy to see how the exponentially distributed 

sojourn times in the Markov process give rise to 

the functional equation above. Let the firm be in 

employment state i and let the value of applying 

the optimal policy in state i+l be Lli+l). The 

profit rate in state i is rli,wi)' when the firms 

pays the wage wi; the present value at time zero of 
-",T 

the profit rate at time T is rli,wi)e • If the 

sojourn time in state i is t, the total discounted 

profit in that state is 
t -",T 
r r I i ,w i) e dT . 
O 

As we saw, t is exponentially distributed and has 
-\ Iw· ) t 

the probability density function \Iwi) e l 

on [0,00), so the expected discounted profit in 

state i is 

-\ Iw.)t 
l dTdt 

r(i,w.) 
l 

\ Iw.) + ex 
l 

Af ter the time t spent in state i, the firm enters 

state i+l, from which state and onwards it will 

earn total expected discounted profits, evaluated 

at time t, equal to Lli+l); evaluation at time zero 

yields 

[,(i+1). 

Taking expectation over the pdf of t gives 

00 -llw.lt 
I L(i+1)e-~t . \Iw.)e l dt 
O l 

:\ Iw. ) 
___ -L. __ • [,1 i+1) 
>- Iw.) + ex 

l 

Adding the two contributions to total expected 

discounted profits, evaluated at time zero, in 

state i 

over w· 
l 

when the wage wi is paid, and maximizing 

yields the functional equation above for 
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8 i l, i.e. when the firm ehooses to expand 

employment from i to i+1. 

As it is not necessarily optimal for the firm to 

expand~ it may choose to stay in state i (i.e. it 

may choose S=i) and earn the profit rate r(i,wi) 

forever, so that total discounted profits are 

00 
-o<T J r ( i, w . ) e dT 

O 1. 

di,w. ) 
1. 

O< 

putting 8 i = O and maximizing over wi reduces the 

functional equation to this form . 

L(i) is the overall maximum which emerges from a 

comparison of the two solutions . 

A rigorous analysis of the functiona l equations 

corresponding to the firm ' s decision problem is 

carried out in the Technical Supplement to this 

chapter . The sketch of the optimization procedure 

given above corresponds to that version of the 

firm's decision problem, in which wages are assumed 

to be flexible . We also treat the case , when wages 

are downward rigid. The difference in wage policy 

feasibility has formal consequences . When wages are 

downward rigid , the state must be characterized not 

only by the employment volume but also hy the wage 

level itself. The controi variable is not the wage 

hut the wage increase (hesides , as hefore, the 

stopping control). 

In the Technical Supplement the two cases as to the 

feasible wage policy are treated on equal terms and 

the result of the analysis is comprehensively, but 

n9n-technically descrihed in the following section. 
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In the sequel we will be more brief in treating the 

case of flexible wages, however. The reason for 

this difference in emphasis is that we find the 

assumption of downward rigid wages more relevant in 

a model of a firm's wage behaviour. 

The existence of downward wage rigidity is as 

acknowledged byeconomists as they find it hard to 

derive from the optimizing behaviour of job appli 

cants and firms. The theoretical issue is far from 

settled, though some recent approaches may yield 

more convincing resul ts in the future [see Yellen 

(1984), Lindbeck and Snower (1986)] . Dur position 

is simply that as firms seem to be constrained in 

their choice on feasib l e wage policies, an analysis 

of the optimal wage policy should take such a 

constraint into account . As will be shown, the 

existence of downward wage rigidity has important 

consequences for the behaviour of a firm . 

The case of flexible wages deserves proper atten

tion for at least two reasons, however. There are 

analytical insights to be gained from a comparison 

between the two cases . Besides, wage flexibility is 

an outstanding feature of the traditional determin-

istic models of firm behaviour 

Mortensen (1970), Siven (1979) 

in search theory; 

and Pissar ides 

(1976) all build their models on that assumption. 

[It is true that Pissarides (1976) also treats a 

'fix-wage' case, but then he assumes that wages are 

indeed fixed in all directions and dimensions, so 

the wage is no decision variable to the firm . ] 

Consequently we ne~d to evaluate to what ex tent any 

difference in results between our analysis and the 

traditional ones depends on different assumptions 

about the feasible wage policy. 
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One theoretical weakness of the wage flexibility 

assumption should be particularly noted. Typically 

this assumption leads to an optimal pol icy such 

that wages decrease when - employment expands. This 

result has been criticized by Leban (1982a,b) and 

Viren (1979) as running counter to observed facts 

and they have analyzed (deterministic) model s of 

the firm' s dynamic optimization problem under the 

assumption of downward money wage rigidity. In 

addition Vi ren points out that the assumption of 

wage flexibility is not only a bad empirical gener

alizationj it is also inconsistent with the stan

dard models of job search behaviour: 

'If we allow wages to be downward flexible, an 
inconsistency arises between this and the (job) 
search model, in which it is assumed that the 
firm' s wage offer also implies the same wage 
rate for the participant in the future. This is 
the same as assuming that an employee ignores 
the possibility that an eventually high offer 
implies only a temporary high wage in the firm . 
... There seems to be no reason why an employee 
would be have in such a nonoptimal way. 

There are two obvious ways out of this dilemma: 
one is to postulate downward rigid wages with 
regard to each firm ••• j the other is to con
sider explicitly the employee's expectations 
formation with respect to the future wages in a 
firm, when the search model is specified.' 
[Viren (1979), p. 78)] 

The first approach is the one chosen by Viren as 

weIl as in this chapter. The second one does not 

appear to have attracted any research effortsj it 

is understandabIe, because the technical difficul

ties presented by such a model seem to stand in 

inverse proportion to its reIevance. 
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3 The recruitment model: a summary of the 

results on the optimal wage and vacancy 

policy 

The structures of the optimal wage and vacancy 

policies, as they have been derived in the Techni

cal Supplement, are graphically depicted in Figure 

11.1. Graph a) illustrates the ca se of downward 

wage rigidity, graph b) the case of flexible wages. 

In both graphs the marginal productivities pak' 

k=.t .•• 1, and the wage level w or wi are measured 

along the vertical ax is and employment states i 

above the i.nitial state n are measured along the 

horizontal axis; the Nk's, k=.t .•• L are the end

points of productivity intervals. The probabil ity 

density curve f(w) along the vertical axis with 

range [~, vl is that of the reservation wage 

distribution . These parts of the graphs represent 

the parameters of the controi problem common to 

both wage regimes . In the ca se of downward rigidity 

an initial wage level Wo must be specified; it has 

a counterpart in the flexible case in the form of 

an externally given minimum wage ~. 

The feasible combinations of optimal wages and 

optimal expansion are shown by the shaded areas in 

the two graphs. In both cases it i.s easy to see 

that the optimal wage during expansion will never 

exceed v; the recruitment process has at w=v 

reached 

creases 

its highest 

mean just 

speed 

higher 

and further 

costs. In 

wage in

addition 

downward wage rigidity implies that the optimal 

wage during optimal expansion inta any employment 

state cannot exceed the marginal productivity in 

that state; because wages cannot be lowered, a 

higher wage must imply perpetual negative marginal 

profits with respect to expansion into that state. 
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Figure 11 . 1 The 'optimal wage and vacancy policy of 

a recruiting firm 

a) Downward wage rigidity 
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b) Wage flexibility 
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Such a condition on the combination of optimal wage 

levels and optimal expansion does not hold when 

wages are flexible; wage decreases can always 

restore the necessary optimality requirement that 

marginal profits with respect to expansion are 

positive. 

In both wage regimes the re exists a lower bound on 

the set of feasible wage leveIs, and they have the 

common feature that expansion is inoptimal beyond 

the employment state N~I' above which the marginal 

productivity becomes less than this lower bound. 

Otherwise the nature of the lower bound is quite 

different ln the two cases: under downward wage 

rigidity it is the wage Wo whieh was ehosen by the 

firm before employment state n was entered; under 

wage flexibility it is an externally given minimum 

wage w. This is also the reason why we have chosen 

Wo > ~=~ in the graphs of Figure 11 . 1 . 

Consider now the dynamics of a point (i,wi) in the 

shaded areas , i. e. of a stationary pol icy process 

that is feasible and obeys the necessary optimality 

conditions above. Such a point moves through time 

to the right in discrete steps by one, corre

sponding to employment expansion with a veloeity , 

the expected value of which is proportional to the 

area under the reservation wage probability density 

curve f(w); denoting the reservation wage distribu-

tion F(· ), the expected velocity is y F(wi) , 

where y is the expected rate at which job appli-

cants eontaet the firm. The higher the point is 

situated ln the shaded area, the more rapidly it 

moves to the right (in expectation) and as long as 

wi > ~ the movement will go on, unIess it is 

stopped by the vacancy control. 
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While the stati·onary policy point can move freely 

upwards or downwards at the discretion of the firm, 

when wages are flexible, it can move at most 

upwards, when wages are downward rigid. Conse

quently, in the latter ca~e the point must move (in 

expectation) at a non-decelerating velocity to the 

right and eventually hit the right-hand boundary of 

the optimality region. UnI ess stopped by the 

vacancy controI it would enter the inoptimal 

region, so vacancies must be put to zero at the 

boundary. It is intuitively clear and also true 

that stopping should take place only at an employ

ment state Nk' where the marginal productivity is 

strictly decreasing. 

It is an important resul t of the analysis of the 

case of downward wage rigidity that a vacancy 

controI is an indispensable part of the optimal 

policy. The firm should not accept anyone job appli

cant who is prepared to accept to work for its 

wage. [For the sake of completeness we may take 

into account the unlikely possibility that Wo ~ y 

so that a point (n,wo ) with no expansion at all is 

included in the set of feasible and possibly 

optimal policies. Whenever expansion occurs, 

however, a vacancy controI needs to be appl ied. ] 

The relation between the optimal wage policy and 

the optimal vacancy controI is also an important 

result that we will shortly consider. 

when wages are fully flexible the vacancy · control 

plays a far less prominent role. If it plays any 

role at all, depends on the relation between w and 

v. The vacancy control is needed to prevent the 

firm from expanding beyond the right-hand boundary 

of the optimality region. But with flexible wages 

this can always be accomplished more profitably by 
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a wage decrease, so that the stationary policy 

point is moved downwards, until eventually ~ is 

reached. As we have drawn graph b) in Figure 11.1, 

vand F( v) O. In such a ca se the vacancy 

controi is obsolete; when the firm wants to stop 

expansion, which must happen at least when it 

reaches employment state N~" it just chooses ~ as 

the optimal wage and expansion stops automatically 

at the same time as current profits are maximized . 

If it should happen that w>v or perhaps more 

realistically that F(~) O, because of a 

clustering of job-applicants at a reservation wage 

equal to the minimum wage , the firm will eventually 

reach (N~ ,,~) as the endpoint of the optimal 

expansion proc ess and use the vacancy controi to 

stop further expansion into the inoptimal region. 

Under a flexible wage regime the firm has either no 

use for a vacancy contrei or etherwise its optimal 

use is immediately given by the relation between 

the externally imposed minimum wage and the firm ' s 

value productivity structure . when downward wage 

rigidity prevails, however, the optimal vacancy 

controi is an integral part of the total optimal 

policy of the firm. 

It is one of the main results of the Technical 

Supplement that under downward wage rigidity the 

optimal wage policy is to choose a constant wage 

level to hold in all future employment states 

during expansion. In graph a) of Figure 11.1 the 

optimal pol icy is the trajectory indicated by the 

straight line with arrows and the constant value of 

the optimal wage level is denoted w*. In the 

initial state (n,wo ) , the firm should choose a wage 

level w*~wo and expand at a constant (expected) 

speed yoF(w*) up to an employment state N~ such 
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that the marginal productivity at Nk is greater 

than w* and at Nk+l lower than w*. At Nf{ t .he 

vacancy controi is used to stop the process. 

Of course, all wage levels w between Wo and v (or 

pa.(, if pa.( (vI are possible candidates for being 

the optimal one. By virtue of the concavity of the 

production function and the condition for optimal 

stopping the values of the optimal stopping states 

Nk(wl corresponding to a chosen wage level w form a 

monotone (non-increasing l function of w as indi

cated by the stepwise falling right-hand boundary 

of the optimality region in graph al of Figure 

11 . 1 . Consequently, we just 

expected discounted profits 

trajectories w to find 

procedur e depends on how 

behaves, i . e . how 

productivity structure is . 

have to 

over aH 

w*. The 

regularly 

regular 

maximize total 

constant-wage 

computational 

the function 

the marginal 

Provided that the production function is strictly 

concave on at least some employment intervals 

within the region of optimal expansion, as in 

Figure 11.1, so that Nk (w l is strictly decreasing 

for some w, we get the interesting resul t that 

under downward wage rigidity a higher wage level 

means more rapid expansion but a lower l evel of 

announced vacancies and of ultimate employment . The 

faet that wages cannot be lowered eonstitutes a 

eost to the firm, whieh is reflected in the 

employment state, where the recruitment process is 

stopped, by not only a higher wage but also a lower 

value added eompared to a situation where wages are 

flexible. The optimal va lues of wages and of 

vacaneies are jointly determined by all the 

parameters of the decision problem and the firm 

must in the initial state balanee the effect of its 
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wage decision on the (expected l recruitment speed 

against the effect on the profit margin in all 

future employment states, including the possibility 

that the profit margin changes sign and induces 

changes in the stopping state. 

When wages are flexible, the firm needs to consider 

the cost effects of its wage decision on the profit 

margin in the current employment state only. As a 

consequence it can pay more attention to the effect 

of its wage decision on the (expectedl speed of 

expansion to higher and more profitable employment 

states . It is another main result of the Technical 

Supplement that when wages are flexible the optimal 

wage trajectory is non-increasing in the employment 

states during expansion. As a matter of fact it is 

strictly decreasing up to an employment state i, 
from which state and onwards the wage is con

stantly held at the minimum wage w. The optimal 

trajectory is depicted in graph bl of Figure 11.1 

as the curve with arrows, denoted wl . If F(~I=O, as 

Figure 11 . 1 indicates , expansion is automatically 

stopped at i~N,t " which then becomes the implicit 

optimal stopping state of the decision process . In 

that case all employment expansion takes place at a 

strictly falling wage level. 

The decreasing optimal wage level in terms of 

employment state s means that (expected l expansion 

is most rapid at the beginning of the recruitment 

process and slows down gradually to a minimum as 

the exogenously determined capacity limit N,t' is 

approached. This propert y is a reflection of the 

fact that the increases in employment states become 

less valuable to the firm as employment expands; 

technically speaking, maximized expected discounted 

total profits are concave in the employment state. 
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To clarify matters I we should point out that a 

similar feature exists in the case of downward wage 

rigidity . In the graphs of Figure II.1 and the 

concomitant commentsabove , n is the initial 

employment state and i>n are the employment states 

subsequent to the initial one. In the case of wage 

flexibility any i can also be regarded as an 

initial state ; there is formally no difference 

between initial and subsequent state s . When wages 

are downward rigid, however, there is a difference 

between the two concepts. In the initial state 

[n,wo ] Wo is by definition arbitrary, so an initial 

state at higher employment levels is defined as 

[i,wo ] ' Wo arbitrary . In a sub~equent state li,wi1, 

however, wi is not arbitrarYi on the contrary, wi 

is equal w*(n), if an optimal policy is followed . 

Let us now consider a sequence of initial states 
NL 

Cn , wo)O ' where the arbitrary wo ' s 

~ I say . It is a resul t of the 

are put equal to 

analysis in the 

Technical Supplement, intimately coupled to its 

main result on the structure of the optimal policy 

in the case of downward wage rigidity, that w*(n) 

is non-increasing in n. In analogy to the optimal 

wage trajectory w! in the ca se of flexible wages 

the sequence w*(n) will decrease monotonically in n 

until w*(n)=~ for same n, which occurs at least at 

n=NL• The sequence w*(n) is not equal to the 

trajectory w!' of course. For n=i, a relation w*(n) 

~w! clearly holds, such that w!=~ implies w*(n)=~ 

and w*(n»~ implies w*(n)<w!. These relations 

follow from the fact that under downward wage 

rigidity the optimal wage level at any n must 

necessarily imply an 'inoptimally' high wage level 

in the future compared to the case of flexible 

wages and the firm counteracts this effect by 

ehoosing a lower wage. 
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Returning to the case of flexible wages we have 

drawn graph b) of Figure 11.1 in such a way as to 

illustrate two features of the optimal solution. 

The first one is the possibility that the profit 

rate might be negative in some statesi the firm 

might choose to forgo profits in lower, transient 

employment states in order to reach the most 

profitable ultimate state more rapidly. For reasons 

already discussed this cannot happen, when wages 

are downward rigid. The second feature concerns a 

relation between the optimal solution and the 

reservation wage distribution. As shown in the 

Technical Supplement an interior optimal solution 

at any employment state must be situated at a wage 

level where this distribution function is concave 

(the probability density function f(w) is falling). 

With an unimodal pdf of reservation wages, as 

depicted in Figure 11.1 , a discontinuous drop in 

the optimal wage is consequently bound to occur at 

the end of the recruitment process. In the case of 

downward rigidity the (second-order) condition for 

an interior optimal wage level does not necessarily 

imply concavity of the reservation wage distribu

tion at that wage level. 

4 The optimal vage policy and the reservation 

vage distribution 

With the exception of the explicit comment in the 

last paragraph of the preceding section, none of 

our results presented up to now - i.e. the results 

of the analysis in the Technical Supplement 

depends on any assumptions concerning the shape of 

the reservat.ion wage distribution (other than the 

condition that its pdf is continuous and dif-
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ferentiable). The properties of this distribution 

become important, when the multiplicity of optimal 

solutions, or rather the multiplicity of interior 

local maxima of expected discounted total profits 

(the value functionl, is considered. 

In the ca se of downward wage rigidity a multiplic

ity of interior maxima may arise, when changes in 

the constant-wage trajectory w are considered, 

because . of sudden changes in the optimal stopping 

state. In the Technical Supplement we demonstrate 

that the derivative with respect to w of the value 

function increases discontinuously at such values 

of w where the optimal stopping .state is reduced. 

With the exception of a short comment in connection 

with Figure II. 2, graph b) we will not consider 

this complication in the sequel, however, but limit 

our attention to the special case, in which the 

production function is linear (up to a given 

capacity limit). As a consequence there will be no 

further discussion on the vacancy controI issue, 

which is trivial in such a case. The loss in this 

respect is compensated by a clearer presentation of 

other important aspects of the model. 

Having eliminated any possible influence from a 

discontinuously changing optimal stopping state, 

the number of possible candidates for the optimal 

wage policy is crucially dependent on the shape of 

the reservation wage distribution. Let us consider 

the case of downward wage rigidity. The value 

function then reads 

A A N 
~V(n,w) = (pa-w)(n + ;[1 - (A+~) J} 
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where ~ is the discount intensity, pa is the value 

productivity , now constant for all employment 

intervals, A = Y F(w) and N is the now unique 

optimal stopping state . 

The essentiai properties of V(n,w) are most easily 

observed if we begin by looking at the situation in 

which N is infinite (strictly speaking this case is 

not treated in the Technical Supplement , but 

uniform convergence of V ensures that a solution 

to the decision problem exists and has the same 

properties as shown for the ca se with N bounded). 

Cl early it holds 

l im ~ • V( n,w ) 
N"" 00 

~W(n,w) 

dIXW(n , w) 
dw 

A 
IXW ' ( n ,w) = -o - - + 

O< 

A ' 
(pa-w) IX 

= - n +~[(pa-w)f(w) - F( w ) ] 
IX 

0< ' W"(n,w ) = 1: lIpa - w) f ' (w) - 2f(w)] · 
O< 

Consider the expression 

O< • W'( n ,w) + n = 1: [(pa-w) f (w) - F (w)] ; IX 

it holds tha t F(v) O; F( wl w>~) > O; 

(pa - w)f(w) = O for w = min[pa ; v] . 

Consequently , o<W'(n , w) + n (and a forteriori 

W' (n,w)) is negative at the upper boundary of the 

optimality region. 

It is obvious that uniqueness of an interior 

solution is guaranteed if f (w) is non-increasing, 

Le. if the .probability density of job applicants 

is never higher at a higher reservation wage than 

at a lower . In such a ca se f (~) is positive and 

o<W' (n,w) + n decreases monotonically from a 
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positive to a negative value as w increases in the 

optimal ity region. In Figure 11.2, graph a l, we 

have used the uniform distribution to illustrate 

the ca se of a non-increasing pdf of reservation 

wages; we have also added a graph bl to depict the 

effect of a changing optimal stopping state in this 

simple example (the legitimacy of going from an 

unbounded to a bounded N while preserving the 

general properties of W' (n,wl will be vindicated 

shortlyI • 

In Figure 11.2 the interior maxima are denoted by 

wmax ' When the reservation wage density is non

increasing, a unique wmax (n l exists for all 

sufficiently small n. Because ~ • W' (n,wl decreases 

in n, wmax(nl decreases "continuously" in n until 

wmax = ~, 

it ceases 

from which employment state and onwards 

to exist. If wmax(nl exists and is 

feasible, Le. greater than wo' it is also the 

optimal wage level w*(nl. Note that even with this 

uncomplicated distribution function, the existence 

of changing optimal stopping state s introduces 

multiple interior maxima as graph bl in Figure 11.2 

illustrates, so that the optimal wage jumps 

downwards from one wmax to another when n in

creases and the optimal stopping state is changed. 

To clear up any remaining confusion we should point 

out that the optimal wage level w*(nl is, as 

before, the optimal constant wage trajectory as a 

function of the initial employment state n, Wo 

arbitrary; in terms of subsequent state s i the 

optimal wage is constant. 
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Figure 11.2 The optimal vage level at different 

types of reservation vage distribu

tions 

a) Uniform distribution 

a-W' (n,w) 

w 
o 

w 
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b) Uniform distribution: 
changing stopping states 
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It is hardly a satisfactory empirical generaliza

tion, though, to postulate a non-increasing 

probability density function of reservation wages. 

Little is known of such density functions in 

practice, but available evidence supports the 

conjecture that the reservation wages of the 

unemployed job applicants are distributed according 

to an unimodal pdf, presumably reaching its peak 

quite rapidly and ~apering off at higher wage 

levels (see Lancaster and Chesher (1983) l. 

If the reservation wage distribution has an 

unimodal pdf of any standard distribution type (the 

beta distribution is the obvious candidate, if v 
is to be bounded), the expression for ~ • W'(n,w) 

behaves as follows when w increases from v to 

min[pa;v]: it is first increasing from zero up to 

a maximum, then decreasing to zero and finally 

inereasingly negative as min[pa;v] is approached. 

This plausible result is demonstrated in some 

detail in Schager i1986b). The qualitative behav

iour of ~ W' (n,w) is depieted in Figure 11 . 2, 

graph el , in which the pdf f(w) is also reproduced. 

The peak of ~ • W'(n,w) must lie to the left of the 

mode of f(w), but we cannot say a priori whether 

f(w) is inereasing or deer~asing at a wmax • 

As in the former ease the wmax(n) is unique if it 

exists, and the eonclusions as to its existence are 

the same as in the ca se of a non - inereasing pdf of 

reservation wages. The eondition for wmax(n) to be 

the optimal wage w*(n) is not the same, however. As 

is illustrated by the wo-value to the left in graph 

c), it may hold that W(n,wo ) ~ W(n,wmax(n)l even if 

wmax(n) > wo; Le. even if wmax(n) exists and is 

feasible, it is not neeessarily equal to w*(n) . As 

a consequence w* (n) does not necessarily approach 
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the lower bound on w "continuously" as ninereases. 

but can make a downward jump to it from wmax(n) at 

some critical level of n (as illustrated by a 

lowering of the "'w I -curve in graph c) of Figure 

II.2). We also see that the position of the lower 

bound Wo on feasible wage levels has a somewhat 

complicated impact on w*(n): let wmax(n) exist and 

Wo increase from y to min[pa;v]; then w*(n) is at 

first equal to wo' later on equal to wmax(n) and at 

last again equal to wo' Another implication, which 

is important when sensitivity analysis results are 

considered • is the possibility that small varia

tions in parameter va lues can cause the firm to 

make sudden changes between a low-wage. mini

mum-expansion strategy and a high-wage. rapid

expansion one. 

Even if the reservation wage distribution of the 

unemployed can be represented by a distribution 

with a unimodal pdf. we must take into account that 

the firm recruits employed as well as unemployed 

job applicants. Clearly one should not expect the 

employed job searchers to have reservation wages 

distributed in the same way as the unemployed . The 

empirical evidence on the matter seems to be 

non-existent, but on the other hand one is entitled 

to assume a priori that the reservation wage of an 

employed job searcher is equal to the wage he earns 

at his present job plus a premium to make up for 

his transition costs. Consequently the reservation 

wage distribution of the employed can by st yl ized 

as the distribution of paid wages over all employ

ees with some sh if t to the right. According to 

elftPirical evidence such a wage distribution has a 

fair ly symmetrieal. unimodal pdf (see e.g. Jonsson 

and Siven [1986] for Swedish data). 
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Given an optimal seareh ' behaviour of the unem

ployed, weshould expeet their reservation wage 

distribution to be situated to the left. of the 

distribution of paid wages [ef. Axell (1976), 

Chapter 5, where a eorresponding resul t is shown 

for priee distributions in a seareh goods marketJ. 

The total distribution of reservation wages is thus 

the weighted eonvolution of two separate distribu

tions, eaeh with an unimodal pdf, sueh that 

F(w) 
r u • FU(w) + rE . FE(W) 

r U + rE 

r u + rE = r; Fu(w) > FE(w) 

FU and FE are the reservation wage distributions of 

the unemployed and the employed job searehers, 

respeetively . ru and rE are the eorresponding 

eontaet intensities. 

We immediately note that the recruitment intensity 

)..(w) r . F(w) = rU • FU(w) + rE·FE(w) 

)..U(w) ~ )..E(w) 

is now the sum of two independent intensities, one 

representing reeruitment of unemployed job appl i

cants, the other reeruitment of employed ones. 

Given that fU(w) and fE(w) are unimodaL f(w) can 

elearly take on different shapes. Bimodality is one 

perfectly possible outcome. Although sueh a 

propert y of f(w) is not necessary for establishing 

some important results of ours in the sequel, the 

bimodal case illustrates nice ly the consequences of 

a dichotomized recruitment process. (In order to 

get a bimodal pdf f(w) out of the constituent 
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unimodal pdf's fU(w) and fE(w), they must b~ 

sufficiently separated from each other in the sense 

that the distance between their modes is signifi

cant and their variances are not too l arge. In 

addi tion r u and r E must be of the same order of 

magnitude; otherwise the shape of f(w) will be 

determined essentially by the pdf associated with 

the dominating contact intensity.) 

Simple substitution establishes that if recruitment 

of job applicants is generated in the way described 

in the preceding paragraphs the expression for 

~ • W'(n,w) + n becomes 

~ . W'(n,w) + n 
r u 
~ [epa-w) fu(w) - FU(w)] + 

rE 
+ ;- [epa-w) fE(w) - FE(W)]. 

The additive propert y of the constituent recruit

ment processes carry through to establish that 

~W(n,w) is the sum of the value to the firm of 

each process taken separately; hence ~ • W'(n,w) + 

+ n is the sum of two ~ W'(n,w)-curves as 

depicted in Figure II. 2. graph c) I al though 

different ly peaked. Bimodality of ~ . W' (n,w) + n 

does not necessarily follow from the bimodality of 

f(w) but it is a highly plausible outcome. In graph 

d) of Figure 11.2 such a situation is depicted . 

Following the same argument as in the earlier 

cases, it is easily seen how w*(n) may decrease 

from the higher wmax(n) to the lower one and 

further to the lower bound on feasible wage leveis, 

as n increases. It is worth observing that the 

lower wmax may never be optimal, even if it is 

feasible . An increase in Wo from ~ to min[paiv] may 
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now produce a sequence of w,. (n) such as (wo' low 

wmax(n), wo' high wmax(n), wo}, We can identify the 

low-wmax-solution as a decision to recruit primar

ily unemployed applicants, while the high-wmax -

solution relies to a large extent also on the 

employees of other firms as a seurce for recruit

ment. 

shape of 

of bot h 

The possibility of a potentially bimodal 

~ W'(n,w), generated by recruitment 

employed and unemployed job applicants, introduces 

interesting effects, which bear upon the Phillips 

curve issue. We will consider them further in 

Section 5 on sensitivity analysis results. 

Before we briefly consider the case of flexible 

wages, we must take into account that V(n,w) 

rather than W(n,w) is the . relevant value function 

to analyze. The qualitative properties of the 

derivative of the value function with respect to w 

as described above are preserved, however. We have 

~ • V' (n,w) + n 
N-n 

1:: «pa-w)f(w)[l - (-)'-) 
~ Å+~ 

~ 

Å +0< 

Å N-n 
(N-n) (Å+O<) l-

Å N-n 
- F(w) [1 - (Å+O<) ]}. 

Compared to the expression for O< • W'(n,w) + n, the 

terms (pa-w)f(w) and F(w) are multiplied by factors 

smaller than one and greater than zero; the factor 

applied to (pa-w)f(w) is the smaller ene but its 

positivity is ensured by considering its serial 

form 

N-n 
O< 2 [(_Å_)i-l 

Å+~ i=l Å +0< 
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Furthermore, both factors are decreasing in A and 

hence in w. Consequently, the effect of introducing 

a bounded capacity limit is to contract ~ . W'(n,w) 

and to decrease further its positive term. The 

general shape of ~ . v' (n,w) remains the same as 

that of ex • W' (n,w) but any wmax must necessarily 

be lower; its existence and its optimality may also 

disappear when N becomes bounded. The reason is of 

course that the value to the firm of a more rapid 

expansion through a higher wage diminishes, when 

expansion must be stopped. 

Let us now consider the case of flexible wages. We 

recall that the decision variable is now the wage 

level wn to hold at the present employment state n 

only, so there is no conceptual distinction between 

initial and subsequent states. It turns out that an 

analysis of the impact of the shape of the reserva

tion wage distribution on the optimal solution is 

much simpler in this case. With flexible wages we 

can consider the current decision separately, 

taking for granted that optimal decisions are taken 

at the next stage of the process, independent ly of 

the current decision. Differently expressed, with 

flexible wages the firm can take any decision now, 

optimal or not, but nevertheless choose the optimal 

one at the next instant; any mistake is reversible. 

With downward rigid wages, an inoptimal wage 

increase may establish too high a wage level and 

that mistake is irreversible and has perpetual 

consequences to the firm. 

In the Appendix to the Technical Supplement it is 

established that the properties of the optimal 

solution w~ is determined by the implicit expres

sions 
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L' (n,w ) 
n 

l 
y +cx 

C-n + y • f(w )[L(n+l) - L(n))} 
n 

so that 

~ 
y +cx 

a wn , max is found 

+ y f(wn)[L(n+l) - L(n) ] O and 

L(n) ] < O; L(n+l) and L(n) are 

expected total profits in employment 

where -n + 

f' (w n ) [L(n+l) 

the maximized 

states n+l and 

n, respectively, and L(n+l) - L(n) is positive (and 

decreasing in n) according to the resul ts of the 

Technical Supplement. 

Let us at first compare the express ian -n + 

+ y f (wn ) 

expressian 

[L(n+l) - L(n)] with the corresponding 

when wages are downward rigid (for 

simplicity with N unbounded) 

-n -
y • F(w) 

O< 
+ y • f (w) 

The term - ~-~ 
O< 

is the (expected) eost effect 

with respect to all future employees of a wage 

increase, that must be accounted for when the 

increase is irreversible. This term has no counter

part when wages are flexible. 

The factor (pa-w)/ex is immediately seen to be equal 

to W(n+l,w) - W(n,w) and corresponds to L(n+l) 

L (n). The important difference between them is 

that W(n+l,w) - W(n,w) depends on w, the decision 

on the current and future wage level, while L(n+l) -

- L(n) does not depend on wn ' the decision on the 

current wage level. 

Consequently, when wages are flexible and wn is 

allowed to vary, we consider variations in the 

simple expression -n + y L(n)] , 
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L(n+1l - L(nl being a positive constant. Of course, 

-n + y f(w n l[L(n+1l - L(nl] has a many maxima as 

f('l has modes on the interval [~,v]. Consequently, 

the maximal number of wn ,max I s is equal to the 

number of non-adjacent decreasing intervals of the 

pdf of the reservation wage distribution. They must 

be situated at values where the pdf is falling 

according to the second-order condition 

f I (wn l [L ( n + l l 

wn,max's are 

value of n; 

L (n)] < O. Whether all potential 

realized depends as before on the 

the main result of the Technical 

Supplement on the ca se of flexible wages is a cor

ollary to the finding that -n + y • f(wn l[L(n+1l -

- L(nl] is strictly falling in n. 

The comments as to the situation when the pdf of 

the reservation wage distribution has different 

shapes are by large the same as in the downward 

rigidity case. The graphs of Figure II.2 can also 

be used to depict the case, when wages are f lex

ible, if the following changes are observed: 

ex W' (n,w) is replaced by (Y+D<) L ' (n,wnl; 

min(pa;v) is replaced by vand the (Y+D<l L'-curve 

never enters below the (-nl-line; Wo is replaced by 

~ (which should be situated not too much above vl 

and w is replaced by wn' 

Note also that discontinuities because of sudden 

changes in the optimal stopping state, as depicted 

in graph bl of Figure II.2, do not occur when 

wages are flexible. To produce a downward-sloping 

L'-curve as in graph al f(wnl must be strictly 

decreasing; a uniform distribution gives rise to a 
-

horizontal L'-line. As we just established, 

L' (n,wnl culminates at exactly those wn-values at 

which the pdf has its peaks (and not to the left of 

them, as when wages are downward rigidl. Contrary 
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to the downward rigidity case a peak of the pdf is 

not only necessary but sufficient to produce a 

maximum of L' (n,wn ). 

We should observe that wages like wn,max and ~ are 

indeed realized along the optimal trajectory as n 

increases, because they are optimal in subsequent 

as weIl as in initial state s when wages are 

flexible. Let us assume that there exists a bimodal 

reservation wage distribution, made up by the 

reservation wages of unemployed and employed 

job applicants in the way we described earlier; 

then the recruiting firm may at first dec ide on a 

high wn,max' which attracts a majority of the 

employed job searchers , change abruptly to a l ow 

wn,max at a higher employment state and rely 

primarily on unemployed job applicants and eventu

ally sett le down at ~ with a minimum speed of 

recruitment. A firm under a downward wage rigidity 

regime must on the contrary dec ide on the composi

tion of its recruitment sources from the outset and 

stick to it during its expansion . 

5 Sensitivity analysis 

In this section we investigate the impact on the 

optimal solution of changes in the parameter values 

of the decision problem . Traditionally such an 

investigation is called 'comparative statics 

analysis' in the economics literature, but that 

term is better replaced by 'sensitivity analysis' 

in the present (and perhaps also in a traditional) 

context. 
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We are not going to give a comprehensive analysis 

of all possible sensitivity analysis resul ts that 

offer themselves in our recruitment model. For the 

case of downward wage rigidity (with a constant 

capacity limit N) a more detailed investigation is 

carried out in Schager (1986b); as the value 

function is then explicit in the decision variable 

w, the procedure is quite straightforward. For the 

case of wage flexibility the value function is 

implicit in the decision trajectory, Le. it is 

explicit in wn conditionai on (wl)~+l being chosen. 

Applying, as we have already done in the preceding 

section, without explicitly referring to it, the 

method of virtual decision epochs, described in the 

Appendix to the Technical Supplement, the principal 

difficulty lies in establishing how L(n+l) - L(n) 

is affected by a change in parameter values. This 

problem can usually be handled by using induction 

from the ultimate state L(N). 

It is useful to consider separately those parame

ters which affect directly the profit rate struc

ture and those which affect the process structure. 

The parameters with a direct impact on the profit 

rate structure (pa-wi)~ are the value productiv

ity pa and the capacity limit N. Under both wage 

regimes a change in either pa or in N changes the 

optimal wage in the same direction, as one would 

expect. The value to the firm of the decision 

process also changes in the same direction. We 

summarize: 

The optimal wage and the maximized expected total 

profits are non-decreasing in the va!ue productiv

ity and in the capacity limit. 
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Of course, non-decreasing can be replaced by 

strictly increasing if w* (n) and w~ are interior 

solutions at the initial value of the parameter. 

The situation becomes more involved when changes in 

the process structure are considered . The process 

structure is characterized by Å (. ), Le. by the 

contact intensity y and the reservation wage 

distribution F(·). We should also add the discount 

intensity ~ to the set of process structure 

parameters; as we have seen, ~ appears in away 

that is formally similar to Å (.) and it can be 

interpreted as the instantaneous probability that 

the horizon is reached. Al though we have trea ted 

the horizon as infinite, the presence of discount

ing enables us to think of the horizon as being a 

stochastic variable, exponentially distributed with 

finite expectation ~-1. The process of contacts and 

of hires competes in a sense with a process of 

"horizon arrivals ". 

To see this, consider the expression, applicable 

when wages are downward rigid and the capacity is 

unbounded, 

~ . W'(n,w) + n L [( pa -w) f' (w) - F (w) l . 
IX 

From this expression it is clear that, besides 

experiencing a windfall gain or loss, when ~ is 

changed, the firm is indifferent to simultaneous 

proportional changes in ~ and y. Differently 

stated, a simultaneous change in the expected 

horizon and in the expected time between contacts, 

such that the expected number of contacts up to the 

expected 

the firm 

decision. 

horizon, 

in an unchanged 

is unaltered, 

position as 

leaves 

to its 
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Some reflection on the behavior of 

W' (n,w) l C-n + r.[(pa-w) f'(w) - F(w))} 
O< O< 

when O< or y changes makes it clear that the optimal 

wage must be increasing 

As the same result is 

flexible wages in the 

in y and decreasing in 0<. 

proved for the case of 

Appendix to the Technical 

Supplement , we can summarize : 

When wages are flexible or when they are downward 

rigid _and the capacity is unbounded, the optimal 

wage as weIl as the maximizec:], expected d_iscoul}ted 

total profits is non-decreasing in the contact 

;intensity and non-increas!!l~!"I)_ .. the discount 

intensity . 

As is shown in Schager (1986b) this result does not 

necessar il y hold whe n wages a r e downward rigid and 

the capacity is bounded . If, for example, n=O, 

implying that w*(O) is an interior solution, unaf

fected by y when capacity is unbounded, the 

existence of a capacity bound makes w*(O) decreas

ing in y. Otherwise it seems to be no easy matter 

to establish useful conditions for the optimal wage 

to be non-decreasing or non-increasing in y or 0<. 

Loosely speaking , to get w* non-decreasing in y 

the re must remain much to be gained in the future 

recruitment process and that is not guaranteed when 

the process is stopped at some capacity limit. 

It is now time to address the issue, announced in 

our introduction, of the firm's response to a 

change in the unemployment rate. The stock of 

unemployment, u, affects the firm through the 

contact intensity, as we have yu = U . BU' where BU 
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is the search intensity to the firm of any unem

ployed job appl icant. Ignoring the recrui tment of 

employed job applicants and simply putting y = YU' 

we find that U (and 8 U) affects the optimal wage of 

the firm in the same way as y does. 

Consequently, with the exception of the ca se of 

downward wage rigidity with capacity bounded, an 

increase in the unemployment stock must have a 

non-decreasing impaet on the wage level. It would 

be hazardous to suggest that a "representative" 

firm faces such a combination of parameter values 

(i.a. a small number of vacancies and a small 

number of employees) that the existence of downward 

wage rigidity with bounded capacity should reverse 

this relation in empirical findings, although this 

possibility should deserve further attention. We 

are rather inclined to say that the result of 

Mortensen and of Siven is confirmed by our model 

when y is identified with YU' 

How is this result brought about? Consider again 

the expression 

W' (n,w) 1 C-n + :t. [(pa-w) f(w) - F(w)]} 
(X (X 

1 l 
(X C-n + (X lIpa-w) A'(W) - A(W)]} 

A change in y changes A' (w) and A (w) proportion

ately. Let us, however, for a moment forget about 

the relation y • F(w) = A(W) and just think of A(W) 

as the intensity of hires and ).., (w) as the wage 

sensitivity of this intensity at the wage offer w. 

Then it is clear that a change such that ).. (w) is 

increased 

W' (n,w). 

but 

The 

such a change. 

).. , (w) 

optimal 

remains constant decreases 

wage is non-increasing in 
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This is in fact the way in which Pissarides (1976) 

arrives at his deviating results, which we referred 

to in the introduction. He identifies an increase 

in the unemployment stock with an increase in the 

supply of labour to the firm, astatement that is 

clearly in accordance with our relation AU(W) = U . 

8 U FU (w). Sut Pissarides does not consider any 

explicit reservation wage distribution, so he feels 

unhampered to postulate that A'(W) (in our nota

tion) is unchanged when the supply of labour to the 

firm, i.e. A(W), increases. It is in complete 

accordance with the results of our model that with 

such a characterization of the effect of a change 

in the unemployment stock, an increase in this 

stock should lead to a decreasing (non-increasing) 

optimal w<;!ge. 

It is difficult, though, to accept 

approach in the con text of a search 

model of the labour market. What he 

assumes is that every additional 

Pissarides' 

theoretieal 

implieitly 

unemployed 

individual has a reservation wage equal to y, or 

rather, to get the model eonsistent, that all the 

unemployed have that reservation wage. So FU(w) = 1 

for all w ~ y and fu(w) = O for all w ~ y, i.e. the 

reservation wage distribution of the unemployed is 

degenerate. On the other hand, sueh an assumption 

does not imply that the firm' s decision problem 

degenerates, as long as there exists a reservation 

wage distribution FE(w) ~ FU(w) over the employed 

job applieants. 

What Pissar ides ' assumptions amount to, when 

amended with a reservation wage distribution of 

employed job applieants, is a limiting case of a 

bimodal total reservation wage distribution. The 

important thing is that his results can be obtained 
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with such a distribution without imposing any 

implausible restrictions on it. Consider again our 

decomposi tion of A. (w) according to the preceding 

section. 

r . F(w) = rU . FU(w) + rE . FE(W) 

A.U(w) + A.E(w) 

An increase in the stock of unemployment increases 

ru as before. As a result r is increased but F(w) 

is also shifted to the left. We consider con-

sequently a simultaneous change 

In complete analogy an increase 

but shifts F(w) to the right. 

in r and in F(w). 

in YE increases y 

(This will be the 

only type of change in the process parameter F(·) 

considered in this section on sensitivity ana

lysis. ) 

Although F(w) is shifted, the constituent distribu

tions FU (w) and FE (w) are unchanged, so we can 

fruitfully exploit the additive properties of A.(w). 

Recall the expression 

ex· W'(n,w) + n 

+ 

For notationai convenience, we put 

u(w) 

e(w) 
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u(w) and e(w) are depicted in Figure 11.3. u(w;YD) 

is the position of the curve at a lower unemploy 

ment stock, u(w;Y6) its position at a higher one 

(the dashed curve); e(w) is unaffected by YU' We 

have drawn the curves so that two wmax-solutions 

appear at Y6; at those values denoted w~ax it holds 

that u(w;Y6) + e(w) n. The second order condition 

requires that u' (w) + e'(w) < O at a wmax ' 

Figure 11.3 The effect of a change in the supply 

of unemployed job appl icants on the 

optimal wage 
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The important distinction between the w~ax's is 

that u(w;Y5) ) O at the lower w~ax' while u(W;Y5) < 
< O at the higher one. An increase in Yu to Y6 does 

not change the sign of u(w) but pivots proportion

ally the curve clockwise around the w-value where 

u(w) O, as indicated by the dashed curve . 

Consequently, the conditions for a wmax - solution 

require that the lower wmax is increased and that 

the higher one is decreased, when Yu increases. As 

the curves aredrawn in Figure 11 . 3 the lower wmax 
actually disappears when rU is increased to y~, so 

the two w~ax's collapse into the intermediate w~ax 
2 at Yu = YU' 

What is produced is really the possibility of either 

a "Mortensen" or a "Pissarides" outcome of a change 

in unemployment . The decisive factor as to which of 

them is realized is whether a change in the firm's 

wage decision at its optimalIeveI affects primar-

ily the speed of recruitment 

To 

must 

of unemployed or of 

get the optimal wage 

be negative at the 

employed job applicants . 

decreasing in rU' u(w) 

optimal wage. For this to happe n the pdf ' s f U (w) 

and fE(w) must lie well apart (so that u(w) and 

e (w) lie well apart) and the employed job appl i

cants must constitute a significant source of 

recruitment to the firm; u(w) < O implies e(w) > n 

in the neighbourhood of the optimal wage, so e(w) 

must be able to produce a wmax ' on its own' . 

Again we should consider the effect of a bounded 

capacity N on our results in the ca se of downward 

wage rigidity. As we recall that an increase in Yr 

F(w) unchanged, will not necessarily lead to a 

non-decreasing optimal wage when capacity is 

bounded, the possibility that the optimal wage is 

decreasing in Yu is strengthened . We have 
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D<. V'(n,w) + n 

YU·FU(W)+YE·FE(W) Cl_[~lN-n} 
D< ,,(W) +cx 

The decision process is not as simply dichotomized 

as with N unbounded but the same general structure 

emerges: the second term is negative and increasing 

in absolute value with respect to YU as it is equal 

to 
N-n 
~ 

i=l 
the factor within 

curly braekets in the first term is, as earlier 

established, positive but decreasing in " and hence 

in Yu. So, in accordance with our earlier findings, 

at a wmax where 

makes ()(·V' (n,w) 

fU(w) is low , an increase in rU 

turn negative and calls for a 

reduction in the optimal wage, if original ly equal 

to that wmax . 

When wages are flexible the situation can be 

described in terms similar to those of the preced

ing discussion. AIso in this case increases in 

unemployment can have a non-increasing effect on 

the optimal wage because of the same mechanism. We 

do not carry through a formal paraliei demonstra

tion, though. 

To sum up, we have demonstrated that an increase in 

the unemployment stock (or in the search intensity 

of the unemployed) has an increasing impact on the 

optimal wage if it also increases the probability 

density of the job applicants considerably at the 

optimal wage level; it has a decreasing impact on 

the optimal wage, if the reverse is true. 
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Our analysis of the effect of a change in YU can 

easily be adapted to handle a change in YE. It is 

clear that the optimal wage must in general be 

non-decreasing in YE' i.e. non-decreasing in the 

supply of employed job applicants . 

It is worth noting that under wage flexibility, the 

firm applies, as we observed earlier, different 

strategies as to the composition of its recruitment 

sources at different stages of expansion, cor 

responding to the changing optimal ity of high and 

low wages at 

downward wage 

different employment leveIs . Under 

rigidity the firm has decided once 

and for all on the composition of its recruitment 

sources . Consequently, it should respond qualita 

t ively uniformly to a change in the unemployment 

stock at different stages of expansion . 

On the other hand , when wages are downward rigid , 

the firm can not lower its wage a l ong the optimal 

trajectory . The wage level in subsequent states 

during expansion is in a kind of 'disequilibrium ' 

as we note in Section 3 of the Technica l Supple

ment . This introduces some interesting features 

with respect to sensitivity analysis results in a 

dynamic context. We will consider them in Section 

7, where we discuss tentatively some possible 

interdependency effects in a labour market , a part 

of which is the present model of optimal firm 

behaviour. 

It is at this stage of the analysis obvious, that 

the effect of unemployment on the wage decision of 

a f irm is an invol ved question, which cannot be 

answered by theory alone but requires empirical 

information. Especially much more evidence is 

needed on the composition of the supply of labour 
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to the firms and its impact on the composite reser

vation wage distribution facing them. According to 

the hypothesis put forward in this section these 

conditions playa crucial role. Here search theory 

needs the support of empirical investigations and 

data collection on a large scale. 

6 Conjectural remarks on an extended recruit

ment-cum-quit model 

The resul t:s 

analysis in 

of the 

the 

present 

Technical 

chapter build on the 

Supplement and are 

consequently established with a considerable degree 

of rigour . We have deliberately chosen to confine 

our contribution to provide a rigorous , yet 

tractable analytical model, that can also be used 

as a part: of and a step to further extensions in 

future research . Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to 

venture somewhat into the structure of a wider 

search theoretical framework , consistent with our 

stochastic dynamic programming model. This we will 

do in the present and the following sections. 

As noted ln the introduction to the Technical 

Supplement, a drawback of the present recruitment 

model is the absence of quits. This deficiency lS 

acknowledged and the reason for neglecting quits is 

purely technical: a stochastic model, in which the 

firm moves to bot h higher and lower states accord

ing to a probabilistic law of motion, is much less 

tractable than a model, in which t .he movement is 

one-way. This is especially true when wages are 

assumed to be downward rigid. 

It is at this point to be noted, that from a formal 

point of view a stochastic recruitment control and 
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a deterministic controI of both recruitment and 

quits have a similar structure. With a slight 

reformulation of the contact process, such that the 

contact intensity is increasing in the number of 

vacancies announced by the firm, these similar

ities become especially apparent, as the Excursus 

to this chapter demonstrates. This is not surpris

ing as the effect of a deterministic approximation 

of the recruitment and quit processes is to make 

the composite net process one-way at any wage 

level. 

The first extension of the present stochastic 

recruitment model to aim at should consequently be 

the inclusion of a stochastic quit process, which 

is influenced by the wage decision of the firm. In 

Section 5 of the Technical Supplement we give some 

conjectures as to the structure of the optimal 

policy in such a stochastic recruitment-cum-quit 

model . The reader is referred to that section, 

which is non-technical, for a presentation of our 

conjectures. 

It is obviously of interest to see whether our 

results from the sensitivity analysis of the 

preceding section, for example the effect of a 

change in unemployment, can be expected to hold in 

such an extended model. 

The policy-determining expression can easily be 

formulated for the flexible wage case in its 

virtual decision epoch form . An investigation of 

its structure reveals , that we have no reason to 

doubt that a change in the unemployment stock has 

the same effects on the optimal wage as those 

discussed in the preceding section. As the wage 

sensitivity of the quit rate is not directly 
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influenced by YU' any non-increasing effect of YU 

on the optimal wage would in fact be strengthened. 

The conjectured structure of the optimal policy is 

complex in the case of downward rigid wages. 

Nevertheless, we may gain some insights by consid-

ering the value function, corresponding to a 

eons tant wage trajectory w in all subseguent states 

and an unbounded capacity limit; the value to the 

firm of such a policy in the recruitment-cum-guit 

model is 

WT(n , w) 
pa-w 

O< +fl (w) 
[n + A(W)j 

O< ' 

where fl ( . ) is the guit intensity of an employee at 

the firm . 

max (WT(n,w)} is not the optimal value, uniess n=O, 
w~wo 
according to the conjecture . It might be optimal to 

increase strictly the wage , when a lower employment 

state is entered, although it ~s optimal to keep it 

fixed, when a higher one is entered, if the 

conjecture is true. 

is a straightforward generalization of 

pa-w [n + A(W)j . W(n , w) = O< 0<' the existence of guits 

diminishes the value of the decision process to the 

firm. 

Differentiation of WT with respect to w yields 

A (w) 
n + -

O< ,A I (w) 
(-1 + (pa-w) ' o< ·n+A (w) 

fl I (w) ]) 
fl (w) +cx 
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Rearranging the expression for W'(n,w) yields 

n + 

ex 
(-1 + 

).., (w) 
( pa -w) ex' n +).. (w)) w' (n,w) 

The properties of W' (n,w) have been thoroughly 

investigated ln earlier 

between W.j. and W' shows 

sections. A comparison 

that the inclusion of a 

quit function ~ (w) does not simplify the structure 

of possible interior maxima. Depending on the shape 

of ~'(w), i . e ., on the shape of the pdf of the wage 

offer distribution, new interior maxima may come 

into existence . We also see that the facto r within 

curly brackets increases when quits are introduced; 

in addition, W.j. is contracted compared to W' and it 

is contracted more at low values of w than at high 

ones. At w min[pa;v ] WT is negative. Conse

quently , if a ' high wmax ' exists in the recruitment 

model , a corresponding wmax exists in the extended 

model, too, and its value is higher; furthermore, 

if this wmax is optimal in the recruitment model, 

its counterpart is 'optimal' (conjecturally , of 

course) in the extended model. 

If an increase in the stock of unemployment 

decreases the optimal wage in the recruitment model 

in the way we described in Section 5, the facto r 

with in curly brackets in the expression for W'(n,w) 

must decrease at the optimal wage and at higher 

wage levels. Consequently, the factor within curly 

brackets in the expression for W.j. (n, w) must 

decrease in the neighbourhood of its 'optimal' wage 

level, when unemployment increases (~(w) and p '(w) 

being unaffected by this change). We conclude that 

the 'optimal' wage (again in a conjectural sense) 

is decreasing in the unemployment stock in the 
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extended model, when the corresponding effect holds 

in the recruitment model. 

Summing up our discussion on the extended model, we 

see no reason why our qualitative results on the 

recruitment model would drastically change, if 

quits are included . This is of course no excuse for 

abstaining from efforts to establish rigorous 

resul ts as to the stochastic recrui tment-cum-qui t 

decision process; as we stated earlier, this should 

be an important task for future research. 

7 A discussion on business cycle dynamics under 

downward wage rigidity 

In this section we comment tentative ly on some 

dynamic aspects of our model of optimal firm 

behaviour in a market i nterdependence setting • In 

particular we investigate some features of the 

decision process under downward wage rigidity, 

taking into consideration the fact that the firm 

will usually not be in an initial but in a subse

quent employment state af ter some time has elapsed. 

As is pointed out in some detail in Section 3 of 

the Technical Supplement, under downward wage 

rigidity the firm will be increasingly in 'disequi

librium' with respect to its wage level as employ

ment expansion goes on. This is easily visual ized 

with the help of Figure II. 2; an increase in the 

employment state cause s the D< W' (n, w) -curve to 

shift downwards. In a subsequent state the firm can 

not respond to this downward shift by a reduction 

ln the wage level. Consequently, D< • W'(i,w*) will 

be negative and increasingly so, as employment ex

pands. Succinctly stated, O ~ W' (n,w*) > W' (i,w*) > 

> W'(i+l,w*), i> n. 
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This propert y of the recruitment process has 

important consequences when sensitivity analysis is 

applied in a dynamic context. In the first place it 

is immediately obvious that any non-increasing 

parameter change (with respect to the optimal wage) 

will leave the optimal constant wage trajectory 

unchanged . At the same time it will establish or 

increase a wage disequilibrium in the sense just 

defined along the optimal trajectory . 

Secondly, any non-decreasing parameter change will 

be strictly increasing only to the extent that it 

operates on a wage along the optimal trajectory , at 

which W' (i , w* ) = O. otherwise it will just decrease 

the disequilibrium at state (i , w*), leaving the 

wage unchanged . Consequently, i f the firm has been 

successful in expanding employment , a non-dec reas 

ing parameter change will partlyor wholly be 

"exhausted" in reducing the disequilibrium at the 

h igher emp l oyment state and the more emp l oyment has 

expanded t he more the parameter must change in 

order just to restore the equilibrium condition 

W'(i,w*) = O. Expressed in other terms, a consider

ab l e parameter change of non-decreasing character 

may be required to f ree the f i rm f rom the con se 

quences of its earlier wage increase decision and 

make a new wage increase warranted . 

Let us think of the firm, having initially expanded 

employment, facing an (unexpected) series of 

parameter changes of at first a non-increasing and 

later on a non-decreasing character. Employment 

expansion itself produces a wage disequilibrium. 

This disequilibrium is increased by the first 

non-increasing parameter change . If 

affects the profit rate structure 

the parameter 

directly (and 

especially if the production function is strictly 
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concave in the relevant range) the recruitment 

process might also be stopped at a lower employment 

state. At a later stage a non-decreasing parameter 

change occurs. Under the same conditions as above 

it may increase the optimal stopping state, but the 

change has to be considerable to make up for the 

established wage disequilibrium. If we think of two 

consecutive non-decreasing parameter changes _ 

occurring at the end of the series of changes, the 

first one is likely to have its main effect in 

eliminating the wage disequilibrium, while th~ 

second one has agreater chance of affecting the 

wage level . 

The important aspect of this generally phrased 

example is that it can be seen as an illustration 

of the series of events that faces the firm during 

a business cycle. While still expanding at the peak 

of the cycle, the firm experiences worsening 

business conditions, e .g., a fall in the price of 

its products . The wage level is unaffected by this, 

but the number of vacancies may be reduced (perhaps 

to zero). If other firms are also hit, so that some 

of them stop recruiting, things obviously happen in 

the labour market, but we ignore this important 

aspect for a moment. The firm is now experiencing a 

period of marked wage disequilibrium, at an early 

stage of which it is l ikely to have reached its 

(reduced) stopping state and ceased recruiting. 

When business conditions improve, e.g. in the form 

of an increase in the product price, we may expect 

the firm to open up vacancies again but the price 

increase must be considerable in order to produce a 

wage increase; it is not enough that the pre-slump 

price level is restored. 

We should also not e that the firm may find itself 
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at too high an employment level when the slump has 

occurred, i.e. its actual employment exceeds the 

(reduced) optimal stopping state. If the firm does 

not resort to lay-offs, this introduces a second 

kind of disequilibrium in the form of labour 

hoarding in the slump period . As a consequence 

vacancies will not immediately or fully respond to 

an improvement in the product market, part of which 

is used to eliminate the disequilibrium in the 

employment level . It is a striking feature of the 

process that the first recovery phase may leave the 

decision variables of the firm, the wage level and 

the creation of vacancies, unchanged . What happens 

to the firm in the form of reduced disequilibria 

remains largely hidden under the surface . 

We have now described what can be called a 

firm-specific business cycle process. As a first 

step towards a macroeconomic interpretation we 

must t ake into account what happens in the l a bour 

market, when most firms face the same type of 

parameter changes simultaneously . Clearly the 

effect to the firm must be a change in the parame

ters of the process structure, i.e. the reservation 

wage distribution and the contact intensity . 

When the slump sets in, many firms will cancel 

their vacancies and stop recruiting . Such a change 

must necessarily imply that job applicants face a 

decreased intensity of wage offers. It is by no 

means certain, however, that the wage offer distri -

bution itself changes in any systematic fashion at 

this stage of the cycle; anyone firm has an 

unchanged wage level, and we cannot say a priori 

that high-wage firms stop recruiting to a larger 

extent than low-wage firms . As an optimal response 

to a decreased intensity of wage offers the 
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unemployed should decrease their reservation wages 

[cL Albrecht, Holmiund and Lang (1986)]. So the 

reservation wage distribution of the unemployed is 

shifted to the left when recruitment is reduced. 

Although the total effect of a decreased wage offer 

intensity, a concomitant optimal decrease in the 

reservation wage and, possibly, an optimal change 

in the individual search effort on the probability 

of an unemployed individual of becoming recruited 

is not explored in Albrecht, Holmlund and 

(1986), it is likely to be a decrease. If 

Lang 

the 

arrival rate into unemployment is at least constant 

(it might be increasing at this stage of the cycle 

because of a higher frequency of l ay-offs), the 

unemployment stock will increase. Consequently, 

af ter the economy has been hit by a slump, the firm 

will experience a successive increase in the 

contact intensity of the unemployed job applicants, 

rU' as weIl as a shift to the left of the pdf of 

the reservation wage distribution , fU(w) . 

It is an important consequence of downward wage 

rigidity that if the firm has chosen to recruit at 

such a high wage level as to attract a significant 

part of the employed job applicants at the previous 

business cycle peak (and we can add with reference 

to the extended model, as to prevent its own 

employees from quitting on a large scale) , it has 

to stick to that high level in the slump period. In 

such a case the change in the labour market during 

the recession, manifesting itself to the firm as a 

rise in rU FU(w) ~U(w), will have a non

increasing impact on the optimal wage, as we 

demonstrated in Section 5. Consequently, the 

disequilibrium at the unchanged wage level will be 

further increased. 
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We have not taken into account the possibility that 

the total number of vacancies announced in the 

labour market may influence directly the contact 

intensity to the firm, given the stock of unemploy

ment. As we discuss in Chapter I on the interpreta

tion of the UV-curve, different search "technolo-

gies" can 

presented 

including 

be envisaged; the 

there do not point 

a separate effect of 

aggregate data 

to the need of 

vacancies on the 

contact intensity, given the stock of unemploy

ment. One reason can be that the individual 

job searcher adjusts his search intensity, when the 

offer intensity changes in away consistent with 

the model of Albrecht, Holmlund and Lang (1986). As 

it were , any direct influence from the stock of 

vacancies implies that both Yu and YE increase in 

the slump . At a 'high' wage level such an addi

tional change in YU increases the disequilibrium, 

the change in YE decreases it . The composite effect 

is uncertain and presumably of l ittle importance . 

Obvious l y any change in FE(w) can be safely 

ignored, as it is closely linked to the distribu

tion of paid wagesi it takes massive lay-offs of 

systematic character to change it in a recession, 

when wages are downward rigid . 

To sum up, we conclude that a firm, which has been 

relying on recruitment of both employed and 

unempl~yed job applicants on a comparable scale 

will find itself in wage disequilibrium at the end 

of the slump period for three additive reasans : 

former employment expansion, worsened conditions in 

the product market a-nd increased number of unem

played with lowered reservation wages in the labour 

market. It might also find itself ln employment 

disequilibrium with hoarded labour. 
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If a majority of the firms is in a • high wage' 

position, our conclusions as to the effect on a 

single firm of the parameter changes in the 

recovery phase of the business cycle hold in the 

aggregate; they are in fact strengthened by the 

recession effects on the labour market parameters. 

Consequently, the improved conditions in the 

product market in the form of higher prices and 

increased stopping state s are at first • absorbed . 

by higher profit margins (and possibly decreased 

labour hoarding) without affecting wages (or 

vacancies). 

For the sake of the argument we can assume that the 

parameters of the profit rate structure are 

restored to the level of the previous business 

cycle peak. This also res tore s the optimal stopping 

states, eliminates labour hoarding and gives rise 

to vacancies and recruitment . The wage disequilib 

rium is not eliminated completely by th is paramet e r 

change , however . First of all , the expanding firms 

we re in disequilibrium exactly because of expansion 

at the previous peak and this condition must still 

hold . Secondly, the labour market has changed 

during the recession and the higher unemployment 

stock gives rise to an additional wage disequilib

rium . The reservation wage distribution of the 

unemployed may be fairly quickly restored to its 

pre-slump position (although that is not certain) 

but the unemployment stock can only diminish 

through the time-consuming recruitment processes of 

the firms. In fact, it might require a prolonged 

period of time until the labour market is restored 

to its pre-slump situation. 

Two characteristics of the outlined aggregate 

dynamie process deserve to be explicitly noted. One 
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is that the combination of parameter values at a 

business cycle peak must constitute a strictly 

increasing, non-infinitesimal change (with respect 

to the wage level) compared to the parameter value 

combination at the previous peak in order to 

produce a strictly positive wage increase . Increas

ing changes from slump period values, which fail to 

meet this requirement, just reduce existing wage 

disequilibria. The other feature is the importance 

of the ordering in time of the sequence of increas

ing parameter changes during the business cycle . 

If, as we have described it, increasing changes in 

the recovery phase emanate from the product market , 

the y will have little visible effect on wages; they 

show up in increasing profits, recruitment and 

production . In the mature phase of the boom labour 

market parameters change in an increasing manner , 

as indicated, and as now former wage disequilibria 

have largely been eliminated , firms respond by wage 

inc r eases . Obv i ously, the first kind of parameter 

changes is per se no less ' wage-inflationary' than 

the second kind; it is just that the timing 

becomes very significant, when wages are downward 

rigid . 

This implication of downward wage rigidity should 

be important for understanding the observed pattern 

of wage increases during a business cycle . Theo

retical work on wage dynamics has as a rule 

disregarded this possibility, which is not surpris

ing, as the case of downward wage rigidity has not 

been attended to in the more rigorous contributions 

on the subject . The paper by Leban (1982b), which 

is an exception in this respect, has apparently not 

attracted enough attention to change this state of 

affairs; al though that paper is strictly confined 

to an investigation of the decision problem of a 
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single firm, Leban's model produces similar 

disequilibrium effects as we have discussed and 

tried to apply in a context of labour market 

interdependence. [It should be mentioned that Leban 

(1982b) is primarily focusing on disequilibria in 

the employment state of the firm, leaving the 

concept of wage disequilibrium largely implicit.] 

Let us now take into consideration 

effect on the wage and employment 

including quits. When the slump 

the possible 

dynamics of 

occurs, the 

existence of quits alleviates to some extent the 

situation for a firm which is brought into an 

employment disequilibrium; for the firm, which 

still recruits, realized quits will diminish the 

wage disequilibrium. As a general slump decreases 

the intensity of wage offers, both 'equilibrating' 

effects are working slowly and in the aggregate 

they should partly offset each other; the recruit 

ing firm, which still aims at expansion , although 

possibly to a lower stopping state, is hardly 

likely to experience a net loss of employees in the 

slump because of quits. Even so, in order to 

produce a wage increase, its employment volume must 

decrease below its historical minimum and beyond 

(as the parameter values were changing decreasingly 

at the occurrence of the slump) according to the 

conjecture on the optimal policy in the recruit

ment-cum-quit model. 

The existence of on - the-job sea.rch and resul ting 

quits accounts for the fact that there exist 

vacancies and labour turnover even in a prolonged 

slump period. Given the parameter values character

izing this phase of the business cycle and the fact 

that most firms, which aim at expansion at the 

beginning of the slump, are likely to have been at 
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least partly successful in their attempts, the 

turnover of employees implies mainly a • re-

shuffiing' of wage disequilibria between firms. 

Wage increases would seldom occur because of this. 

The turnover of employees will play a much more 

significant role in the boom period. When the 

recovery set s in, because of a favourable change in 

the profit rate structure parameters, vacancies are 

opened up and recruitment restarts on a broad 

scale. Because of the accumulation of a large stock 

of unemployed job applicants during the recession. 

a larger proportion of the new employees comes from 

that recruitment source. As a consequence most 

firms will experience an increase in employment 

volume, although the quit intensities of their 

employees also increase as a response to the 

increased wage offer intensity. 

As time goes on af ter the start of the recovery 

phase, the unemployment stock decreases and a 

larger proportion of any expansion must take place 

at the expense of a net reduction in employment of 

other firms. At this phase of the cycle, however. 

many firms are in wage equilibrium. Consequently, 

labour turnover may have a strong impact on wage 

increases on the average, because the firms with 

net los ses in employment increase their wages while 

those with net gains keep their wages constant , 

according to the conjecture o n the optimal policy 

in the reeruitment-eum-quit model (ef. Section 5 of 

the Technical Supplement). As we discuss in the 

next section, even stronger effects may result from 

th~ interaction between the distributions of 

reservation wages and wage offers in connection 

with the turnover of employees. 
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In addition it should be not ed that a change in the 

quit intensity affects the optimal wage, regardless 

of any quits actually occurring. The conjectured 

resul t of such a sensitivity analysis carried out 

on the recruitment-cum-quit model is that the 

optimal wage is non-decreasing in the quit inten

sity, if the quit intensity changes uniformly 

because of a change in the wage offer intensity (we 

have the quit intensity ~ (w) = 0[1 - G(w)], where 8 

is the wage offer intensity, and we 

conjecture is consistent with the 

see that the 

effect of a 

change in 8 on the expression for WT(n,w) in 

Section 6 ). Consequently, the occurrence of a 

slump, decreasing the wage offer and hence the quit 

intensity, introduces an additional disequilibrium 

effect at the unchanged wage level , an effect that 

is reversed when the wage offer intensity increases 

at the recovery. 

The above sketch of the cyclical pattern of wage 

and employment dynamics under downward wage 

rigidity must suffice for the time being. It must 

be seen as a conjecture of what more rigorous and 

detailed analysis can yield in the future. The most 

complicated parts of the aggregate, interdependent 

process are the simulataneous changes that occur in 

the wage distributions as recrui tment proceeds , a 

problem hardly touched upon in the preceding 

discussion . The matching of vacant jobs and 

job applicants implies that job searchers and 

vacancies are successively eliminated . This process 

does not occur uniformly, however . In expectation 

vacancies with higher wage offers and job appli

cants with lower reservation wages should be 

el iminated more quickly. As the matching process 

goes on, both the wage offer and the reservation 

wage distribution change systematically (the 
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existence of on-the-job search and quits adds to 

this tendency). It is consequently not consistent 

with the model to think of the wage distributions 

as unchanged to the firm or to the job searchers 

when recruitment takes place in the labour market. 

It is on the other hand virtually impossible to 

establish analytically the result of such simulta

neous changes in the relevant wage distributions 

(quite apart from the fact that the result is a 

stochastic variable), without assuming what is to 

be shown. For example, recruitment means, ceteris 

paribus, that the unemployed become fewer and that, 

through self-selection, those remaining should be 

distributed according to a reservation wage 

distribution that has shifted to the right. At the 

same time, the number of vacancies has been reduced 

and those with high wage offers most rapidly at 

that. Consequently, the wage offer intensity goes 

down and the wage offer distribution shifts to the 

left to the effect that the unemployed job appli 

cants ad just their reservation wages downwards. The 

total effect on the reservation wage distribution 

is unclear. Hence the effect on the wage decision 

of a single firm is unclear, too, especially if we 

take into account that the reduced contact inten

sity pf the unemployed is in expectation balanced 

by an increase in the employment volume of the 

firm, corresponding to 

realized recruitment. 

its , share ' of total 

These observations point to the need for a formida

ble future research program, in which an extended 

recruitment-cum-quit stochastic decision model is 

coupled to a job search model of the type presented 

in Albrecht, Holmiund and Lang (1986) to form a 

model of stochastic interdependence ln a search 
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labour market. Such a model will hardly be analyti

cally tractable wi thin a foreseeable future, but 

conjectures may be formed as to its structural 

properties and subjected to tests in the form of 

numerieal simulations. 

Before concluding this section on the eyelieal 

pattern we should add a remark. As the reader has 

observed we have trea ted the ehanges in parameter 

values as eompletely unexpeeted, applying the 

traditional method of sensitivity analysis in a 

dynamie context. Clearly this proeedure may appear 

somewhat unsatisfaetory, especially as we have 

assumed that the firm is fully informed about the 

eurrent value of all relevant parameters. Again we 

want to stress that the discussion in this section 

is eonjectural and intended to indicate plausible 

results of a more rigorous treatment. That the 

existence of wage disequilibria is plausible, even 

if ehanges in parameter values were foreseen, is 

indicated by its existence at employment expansion 

in our basic model of firm behaviour; there the 

future ehange in the employment state - or rather 

its probability law 

firm [ef. also Leban 

is perfectly known by the 

(1982b) in which the firm is 

supposed to know the pattern of parameter changes 

during the first business cycle in the futureJ. 

To specify a known pattern of parameter changes is 

of course another and quite natural extension of 

the present model of the firm' s optimal decision 

problem. In teehnieal terms sueh an extension would 

lead to a Markov decision process with uneontrolled 

deterministie drift, if the parameters 

fied as deterministic functions of 

are speci

time. Sueh 

general processes have been espeeially considered 

in Vermes (1980). Restrietions must clearly be put 
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on the simultaneous changes in the parameters, so 

that the dimension of the state space, which now 

contains the parameters, does not become in

tractably large. 

An extension in the opposite direction is to relax 

the assumption that the firm possesses full 

knowledge of the current values of the parameters . 

Here the problem is not essentially that a certain 

value of the parameter has to be replaced with a 

probability distribution over different values; it 

is rather the specification of the distribution and 

i t s changes , when new information is gathered by 

the firm, which cause s trouble . This latter issue 

does not seem to have attracted much attention in 

the Markov decision literature . In Yeh and Thomas 

(1983), a simple queue controi model is modified i n 

an 'adaptive " way; the (uncontrolledl arrival 

intensity , corresponding to our contact intensity , 

is a stochastic variable, the distribution of which 

changes as the process goes on , but in a very 

mechanical way, it seems . There is certainly no 

lack of challinging research opportunities within 

this area. 

How the current va l ues of the parameters and their 

changes in the future are percei ved is of impor 

tance when empirical applications of the model are 

considered . In principle it is possible to overcome 

the difficulties of analyzing theoretically the 

interdependent market process by observing the 

evol vement over time of the relevant parameters, 

including the different wage distributions. In 

order to make inferences from these observations, 

however, we must also make an assessment of the way 

in which the firms and the job applicants have 

themsel ves observed the state of the system and 

formed expectations on its future state. 
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8 The Phil lips curve issue reconsidered 

The Phillips curve issue has been a recurrent theme 

in this chapter and concludes it fittingly. Up to 

now we have argued that a causal relation of the 

Phillips type exists on the firm level in the sense 

that the firm increases its wage in the face of a 

decrease in unemployment. A necessary condition for 

this to happen is that the firm is in a 'high wage' 

position, where the wage sensitivity of recruitment 

of unemployed job applicants is low. Such a 

position is a plausible 

response to the recruitment 

result of an 

(and turnover) 

optimal 

condi-

tions in the labour market during a business cycle 

peak and downward wage rigidity preserves such a 

position during the downturn of the cycle. 

We have also argued 

impact of unemployment 

that the seemingly 

(and other labour 

strong 

market 

variables) on the rate of wage increases may be due 

to the timing of wage-increasing events during the 

business cycle . 

the end of a 

Decreases in unemployment occur at 

series of such events and when 

downward wage rigidity prevaiis, the early events 

in the series just eliminate existing wage disequi

libria, while the decrease in unemployment can 

exercise its increasing impact on the wage level 

unhamperedly. It also seems plausible - though this 

is a conjecture on the basis of a conjecture - that 

labour turnover between firms replaces changes in 

unemployment as the strongest wage increasing 

factor in the mature phase of the boom. 

Besides the 

when all 

further complexities 

interdependencies ln 

that 

the 

processes 

how strong 

may arise 

composite 

striking 

hold ln 

are taken into account, it is 

the conditions are that must 
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order to yield a stable relation between wage 

increases and unemployment decreases • It is clear 

already from the basic decision model that unem

ployment exerts its influence through its impact on 

u . 8 U . FU(W). If there is fall 

in Yu' reflecting either a decrease in unemployment 

or a decrease in the search intensity of the 

unemployed, the firm reacts in the same way. 

Similarly, if FU(w) decreases, reflecting an 

increase in the reservation wages of the unem-

ployed, the same ~age response follows. All these 

changes show up as a decrease in AU(w) or, equiv

alently, a~ an increase in the expected duration of 

a vacancy. 

Making use of Swedish data Schager (1981) has shown 

that a positive relation between the rate of wage 

increases and the mean duration of vacancies 

recovers much of the regularity that is lost when 

unemployment is substituted for the vacancy 

duration measure . Together with the results 

reported in Chapter I, these empirical findings 

must clearly be seen as an indication that our 

argument in favour of a labour market influence on 

the wage formation process is relevant . 

As we demonstrated earlier, our results are 

crucially depending on a clear division between the 

reservation wage distributions of the unemployed 

and the employed job applicants. If these distri

butions begin to shift in relation to each other, 

another source of instabil ity is introduced. 

Consider, e.g., the effect of a right hand sh if t in 

the reservation wage distribution of the unem

ployed. The firm in a 'high wage' position will now 

experience a decrease in A (w) and an increase in 

A'(W), both changes calling for an increase in its 
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wage. If such a shift in the reservation wage 

distribution takes place over time, e.g. because of 

more generous unemployment compensation rules, wage 

increases may be observed without any decreases in 

unemployment. In fact, we should expect the effect 

in the labour market of 

attitude on the part of 

increase in the stock 

such a more fastidious 

the unemployed to be an 

of unemployment. Higher 

unemployment will cause counteracting responses, 

that is true, but it should be noted that they are 

weakened as fu(w) is increased at the optimal wage. 

In the extreme case, where the two reservation wage 

distributions coincide, the qualitative properties 

of the mode l are changed drastically. Higher 

unemployment now gives rise to higher wages. With 

reference to our earlier discussion we can say that 

the Mortensen effect has replaced the Pissarides 

effect of unemployment . It is not unI ikely that 

something of this kind has happened in many Western 

economies since the late sixties . To validate this 

suggestion, however, would require empirical 

evidence that is not at hand (and cannot be 

recovered for past periods). 

The observant reade r has noticed that on the basis 

of the model of firm behaviour there is a relation 

between the level of unemployment [through its 

impact on the values of AU(W) and AU(W)] and the 

wage level of the firm. The Phillips curve as 

originally conceived is a relation between the 

level of unemployment and the rate of wage ln

creases in the labour market. At an early stage of 

the debate on the Phi 11 ips curve i t was argued, 

though, that the rate of change of unemployment 

should be incl uded as another 

[et. Phelps (1970), Section 3, 

Clearly our model supports this 

explanatory factor 

with references]. 

view. The level of 
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unemployment may turn up as a seemingly 'explana

tory' facto r in the market process, however, along 

the following lines. 

Consider any wage-increasing parameter change 
I 

affecting the firms, when most of them are in wage 

equilibrium. The firms increase their wages, so the 

wage offer distribution shifts to the right. As a 

response to this the unemployed increase their 

reservation wages, so this distribution will also 

shift to the right. The change in the reservation 

wage distribution will in tur n cause a new shift to 

the right in the wage offer distribution and so on , 

until possibly the two distributions become 

consistent with each other . 

The stock of unemployment will presumably decrease 

as a response to the first change in the wage offer 

distribution, as the unemployed will partly take 

advantage of the better offer conditions by 

reducing their expected sojourn time in unemploy 

ment (in the nowadays received version of the 

Phillips curve mechanism they do so fully, but only 

because and as long as they have not realized that 

the wage offer distribution has changed) . This is 

not essentiaI , however . Our point is that a wage 

increasing change at the critical state of the 

market process, where firms have generally achieved 

wage equilibrium, will trigger off a selfsustaining 

sequence of right-hand shifts in the wage distribu

tions. The time-path of unemployment 1S at this 

stag e of importance only in so far as it does not 

dampen the process of wage increases, which it 

should not do if our partitioning of the reserva

tion wage distribution holds. 

Recall from our discussion on the business cycle 
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pattern that the stock of unemployment goes down as 

the firms are on average gradually diminishing 

their wage disequilibria. This means in practice 

that more and more firms will increase their wages 

at any further reduction of the unemployment stock. 

Eventually increases will be as prevalent as to 

influence the wage offer distribution signifi

cantly. The reservation wage distribution will be 

affected as we just described . Although there might 

be additional reductions in unemployment, the 

increase in the reservation wage distribution per 

se indicates that the unemployed are not too keen 

to reduce further their search time in unemploy

ment. Consequently, the shifts in the wage distri

butions begin to gain momentum at the same time as 

the stock of unemployment approaches its minimum; 

at least we may think of the duration of unemploy-

ment approaching its 

that low stocks of 

minimum. What happens is then 

unemployment accompany (but 

essentially do not cause) selfsustaining changes in 

the wage distributions . Clearly this wou l d also 

explain the asymptotic behaviour of the Phil lips 

curve at high rates of wage increases and low 

levels of unemployment. 

The behaviour of the reservation wages of the 

employed and of labour turnover between firms plays 

presumably an important role for the speed of the 

change in the wage distributions. When the stock of 

unemployment is very low, the composite reservation 

wage distribution facing the firms 1S in effect 

dominated by the employed job searchers. In 

principle the reservation wages of the employed 

should follow closely the changes in wage offers 

and in paid wages. Consequently, rapid successive 

adjustments in the wage distributions are then to 

be expected. Otherwise, the process by which firms 
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recruit employees from each in a situation where 

the stock of the unemployed is low is complicated 

to penetrate . It is clearly a most important 

subject to investigate . 

One remark should be made, though. In our formal 

analysis , we have worked with an upper bound on the 

reservation wage distribution and no 

incentive to offer a wage beyond it . 

firm has an 

In a dynamic 

setting this wage cannot be regarded as an upper 

limit to the sequence of shifting distributions of 

wage offers and of reservation wages , however. If 

sufficient ly many firms begin to offer a wage in 

the immediate neighbourhood of the originally 

highest reservation wage and recruit (as i s like l y) 

to that wage, this must produce employed job 

applicants with reservation wages equal to t hat 

wage plus the transit i on premium . Consequent l y , the 

upper bound is moved upwards through time and 

canno t per se constitute an ultimate l imit t o a 

sequence of r i ghthand shifting wage distributions . 

In our mode l with downward rigid wages the value 

added per employee (in the most productive firms) 

sets such an ultimate limit, however. No firm will 

ever offer as high a wage as this value. To get an 

inflationary process moving, new demand must be 

injected in the product market. In this respect our 

model is no different from other search theory 

appl ications, that concentrate on the labour 

market. Siven (1979) in his analysis of bot h a 

search labour and a search product market argues 

that a 'quasi-equilibrium' the concept is 

borrowed from the celebrated study on inflation 

theory by Hansen (1951) with positive (unex-

pected) rates of wage and 

exist, when the two markets 

price increases can 

interact . His conclu-
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sion appears attractive, but is tentative, because, 

as Siven himself points out, it is based on an 

aggregation of the individual firma, not on an 

analysis of their interaction. 

As far 

search 

as 

in 

more rigorous 

a labour and 

interdependence mode l s of 

product market are con-

cerned, it has recent ly been established as a 

significant result that a two-point wage and price 

distribution can sustain itself (is locally stahle) 

under partly very weak conditions [Albrecht, Axell 

and Lang (1986)] . Clearly a search theoretical 

model of inflation with all complicated dynamie 

distributionaI changes carefully analyzed is not 

near at hand . In the meantime there is of course no 

reason to let search theory be firmly associated 

with any particular macroeconomic inflation theory, 

whether monetaristic or not . 
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ACUIl8US TO CBAPTER II 

OM ~ STROCTORAL SIMILARITIES BETWEEN A STOCBASTIC 

..eR6ITMBMT CONTROL AND A DETERMINISTIC CONTROL OF 

RBCROI7NBWT-COM-QOITS 

In this excursus we substantiate our claim in 

Section 6 of this chapter that the formal structure 

of our 8tochastic decision process of recruitment 

18 very similar to that of a deterministic controi 

of both recruitment and quits. 

In order to do so we shall apply the case of 

Go",mlliird rigid wages, but use a slightly modified 

version of the decision process presented in 

Section 3 of the Technical Supplement. Instead of 

having a constant intensity of contacts y, we 

assume that the contact intensity is falling 

linearly in the employment state i so that 

Yi (S-ily. Such a structure of contacts will 

arise, e.g., if the intensity is linearly increas

ift9 in the number of vacancies announced by the 

firm. If S is the optimal stopping state of the 

firm, the optimal number of vacancies at state i is 

(S-il, IilO the probability of a hire at the firm 

depends on its number of vacancies as weIl as on 

it. wage level. 

Expre.sed in other words, in the process analyzed 

in the Supplement, the vacancies work in series, so 

that it t.k~8 (in expectationl twice as long a time 

to fil l two vacancies instead of one; in the new 

proce.s the vacancies work in parallel, so that any 

ftwaber of vacancies are (in expectationl filled 

within the same time period. With reference to the 
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terminology of Chapter I the first process is an 

I-E-process of vacancies, the second one is an 

I-O-process. 

When the number of vacancies influences the contact 

intensity, the determination of S is not only the 

determination of an optimal stopping state; S 

affects the contact intensity as weIl. Ruling out 

the possibility of 'false vacancies', which are 

never meant to be filled, there is still the 

possibility that the optimal S will not coincide 

with any of the endpoints Nk of the productivity 

intervals. Given that an optimal S exists, as it 

must clearIy do when capacity is bounded, it has 

been shown by the author in an unpubl ished exten

sion of the analysis in the Technical Supplement, 

that the optimal structure of the wage policy is 

the same as when the contact intensity is constant, 

Le . the optimal wage trajectory is constant at 

employment expansion . 

We will not present the analysis of this decision 

process here. Our intention is to use it in a 

comparison with a deterministic controi process I 

and to that end we postulate that S = Nk' pak+l ~ 

~ wN < pak' k=~ •.. ~', just as in the process with 
k 

constant contact intensity (while an optimal S > Nk 

is plausible for n sufficient ly smaller than Nk)' 

Without utilizing the established result on the 

structure of the optimal wage policy, we can state 

the formal decision problem, when Yi 
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max CHk(i,w. l'x.)} 
X.~O 1- 1 

1 

di,Wi _ 1 +Xi ) 

)..i(Wi_1+X i ) + O< 

O< 
pak+ l ~ wN < pak , k 11.. •• 11. I 

k 

The reader can compare this functional equation to 

(3 . 2) in the Technical Supplement and verify that 

they are almost identicali )..i(wi) r (Nk- i) 

. F(wi) i s just substituted for )..(wi) y ' F(wi) ' 

Let us now turn to the determinist ic controI of 

both hires and quits , 

Typically , the deterministic models of labour flow 

controI assume that the f l ows are continuous in t he 

state space , We can adhere to that assumption but 

in order to maintain the discrete nature of 

realized employment state s , we assume that there 

exists a critical level B such that bi ' t B 

implies a transition from employment state i to i+1 

and bi et < B implies that the firm remains in state 

ii bi is the continuous net flow of labour to the 

firm when it is in state i and t is the time it has 

spent in that state, 

The standard way of specifying bi is 

h(v) - i'q(v) 

where h is the hiring rate, h(v) ~ Oi h'(v) ~ O, 

and q is the quit rate, q(v) ~ O: q'(v) ~ O. 
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Let the firm be in state (n,wn_l) and suppose that 

the firm only considers such wage policies that are 

consistent with net expansion, so that bn(w n ) > O, 

wn wn-l + x n ' The firm will (with certainty) 

remain in employment state n for a period of time 

[O,Tnl, Tn(w n ) = B/b n and move to state n+l at the 

end of that period. 

If the firm earns as hefore a profit rate r(n,w n ) 

when it has n employees and pays the wage wn ' the 

total discounted prof i ts over an infinite horizon 

p (n ,wn-l' x n ) must obey the functional equation of 

dynamic programming 

PCn,wn_1) max (PCn,w l'x)} 
xn?O n- n 

T (w ) 
n n 

f 
O 

The terminal conditions remain to be specified. 

There is little difference in this respect, 

however, between the stochastic control problem as 

presented above and the deterministic one, provided 

that the production function is the same in both 

cases . The expansion should stop at any of the 

i-i ' +l endpoints Nk of the productivity intervals, 

wN such that pak+l ~ wN < pak' 
k k 

The only qualification to add is that it is con

ceivable that expansion cannot occur up to all Nk's, 

because of the requirement that bN -l(wN ) > O, 
k k 

i . e., h(wN ) - (Nk-l) • q(wN ) > O. The left hand 
k k . 

boundary of this feasibility region defines Nk as 

an increasing function of w while the condition Nk' 
for optimal expansion defines Nk as a (stepwise) 
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wN 
k 

region 

it serves as a right 

of possible optimal 

states • Consequently, the effect is to eliminate 

all Nk' k=&" ... &', &" being the lowest k such that 

bNk- 1 (wNk ) ~ 0, wNk< pak' as feasible terminal 

employment states and replace them with terminal 

state s (s,ws ) defined by b s - 1 (w S ) > O; bS(wS ) ~ ° for 

all Ws < pa&". 

So in the terminal state we have 

Consider again the expression for P(n,wn_l'x n ); 

evaluating the integral, we have 

P(n,w l'x) n- n 

-<kT (w ) 
[1 - e n n l 

-<kT (w ) 
+ e n n P(n+1,w ) 

n 

-oiT 
A first order approximation of e n yields 

B~l[h(w ) - nq(w )l 
n n + --~----~------~~-- P(n+l,wn ) 

B-l[h(w) - nq(w )l + <k 
n n 

-l B [h(w) - nq(w )l + <k 
n n 

Compare this expression with the functional 

equation for the stochastic decision process above, 

which, substituting n for i and writing down An(Wn ) 

explicitly, reads 
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+ 

+ 

with the exception of a few minor differences the 

structure of the two functional equations is the 

same. The terminal conditions are partly identi

cal; the difference which appears for low wages 

introduces nothing new in principle. 

We can consequently 

resemblance between 

establish the strong formal 

a stochastic model of pure 

recruitment and a deterministic model of recruit

ment-cum-quits, given net expansion. The critical 

line as to tractability is not to be found between 

these two approaches but is encountered when hires 

and quits are both treated as realizations of 

independent, simultaneous stochastic processes. 

The deterministic process contains an implicit 

")..i(v)" lT i (v)]-1 = B- 1 lh(v) - iq(v)], which is 

decreasing in i and increasing in v, so we should 

consequently not be surprised to find that downward 

wage rigidity implies the same structure of the 

optimal wage policy in that process as in our 

stochastic processes; in Viren (1979), Ch. 4, a 

model is developed which has essentially the same 

properties as the deterministic model presented 

here and it is shown that downward wage rigidity 

implies an optimal policy such that the firm makes 

one immediate wage increase and establishes a 

constant wage level to hold along the employment 

expansion path. 
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TECBNICAL SUPPLEMENT TO CBAPTER II 

STRUCTURES OF MARKOV DECISlON PROCESSES OF AN 

EMPLOYMENT-EXPANDING FIRM 

1 Introduction 

In this Supplement we analyze the structure of a 

firm's optimal wage and hiring policy under the 

assumption that the firm faces a flow of job appli

cants , that forms a Markov process . The process of 

contacts with job applicants can be transformed by 

the firm into a process of hires, the intensity of 

which is increasing in the wage offered by the 

firm. The recruitment of new employees increases 

the reward (profit) rate earned by the firm, while 

the wage reduces it . The optimization problem of 

the firm is a weIl defined Markov decision process 

and the concepts and tools of such processes can be 

appl ied to establ ish the structure of the optimal 

policy. 

Those acquainted with the area of optimal controi 

of queues will easily recognize that the present 

analysis is an application of methods used in that 

theory. The queue controi theory has traditionally 

been occupied with specific problems that appear 

quite naturally in a queuing context. For our sub

ject of study some of these problems are of little 

interest, while we want to focus on some features 

that have not received much attention in the queue 

controi literature. For example, optimal queue 

controi through pricing is usually not considered: 

Low (1974) was one of the first to address this 

issue. A series of articles by Deshmukh and Chitke 
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(1976), Deshmukh and Winston (1979) and Lippman 

(1980) treats the problem of an industry regulating 

the flow of new entrants by its pricing policy. We 

have drawn upon their method in analyzing the case 

with fully flexible wages. As to the investigation 

of the case, when wages are downward rigid, we have 

applied a more original approach [Schager (1986a)]. 

As shown below strong results are obtainable as to 

the structure of the optimal policy in a pure 

recruitment model, where no quits (departures ) of 

employees are allowed. That is because the process 

of hi res is stopped at a well-defined absorbing 

employment state, from which induction can easily 

be applied. Unfortunately, the state of the art is 

not so developed as to the structure of optimal 

policies of birth-cum-death-processes, the applica

tion of which is reguired in order to deal with 

guits also [cf. Deshmukh and Winston (1977)J. I do 

not doubt that a concentrated effort should over

come the obstacles connected with such an extended 

model but this ambitious aim will not be pursued 

here. Some conjectures as to the structure of the 

optimal policy in a recruitment-cum-guit model will 

nevertheless be presented in Section 5. 

otherwise, the basic assumptions of the model are 

given ln Section 2. Section 3 investigates the 

decision process, when wages are downward rigid, 

and Section 4 the decision process, when they are 

flexible. The main results of the analysis are 

found in Theorem 3.2 and in Theorem 4.2, respec

tively. 

An appendix presents the device of virtual decision 

epochs, applied to the decision process of Section 

4. 
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A list of notation concludes the Supplement as weIl 

as the chapter as a whole. 

2 Basic assumptions 

In this section the assumptions of the model are 

succinctly stated in a formal fashion. A more 

roundabout presentation of the assumptions with 

references to economic theory is given in Section 2 

of the main text. 

The model describes a profit maximizing firm, which 

expands employment through recruitment from a sta

tionary stochastic arrival process of job appli

cants in continuous time. 

Production technology and profit (rewardl rate 

Number of employees i e I CO,1,2 •.• ) 

For every i>O, i e [N x_1+1, Nxl, x=l, ••• L+1, such 

that if i e [Nx _1 +1, Nx l, the i:th employee pro

duces a x units of the product per uni t of time, 

a1~a2~aL~aL+1 =0, L bounded. [N x_t1, N~l is called 

the x:th productivity interval. 

Production per unit of time 

x-l 
g(il = 2 6a J.·N J.+ ax·i, 

j=l 

Wage level v e R+ 

6a. 
J 

Profit rate at i and v per unit of time 

r(i,vl = p·g(il-i·v, p exogeneously given. 
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Objective function 

The firm maximizes expected total discounted prof 

its over an infinite horizon 

00 -~t 
E [J re i(t) ,v(t) le dtl, 

O 

i(O), v(O) and ~>O exogeneously given . 

The recruitment process 

Job appl icants arrive at the firm according to a 

stationary Poisson process with intensity y, y >0. 

F ( . ) is the distribution function of the reserva

tion wages of job applicants with the range ly, ij l, 

y~O; ij~oo . F ( ' ) has a differentiable density func

tion f(·). 

The firm can choose to hire job applicants who 

arrive (stopping controi c, =1) . The hiring or re-

cruitment process is then Poisson with intensity 

y'F(v) at the wage offer v . The firm can also 

choose to reject job applicants (0=0), by which the 

recruitment process is stopped . 

As the arrival process of job applicants as weIl as 

the time preferences of the firm are stationary , 

there is no loss in general ity in assuming that 

decisions are taken by the firm only at changes in 

the employment state. Policy trajectories of type 

v(t), o(t) are replaced by sequences of decisions 

(wi}' (oi}' We can analyze the decision problem of 

the firm as a Markov decision process . The method 

of dynamic programming applied to such a process 

gives rise to functional equations, the structure 

of which we will study in the following sections in 
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order to establish the properties of the optimal 

policy of the firm. 

3 The structure of the optimal wage and v~C~DCy 

policy: downward wage rigidity 

In this section we analyze the structure of the 

optimal wage and recruitment policy of the firm 

under the assumption that the firm cannot lower its 

nominal wage leveiover time. Only non-decreasing 

wage policies are feasible. 

The existence of downward wage rigidity affects the 

formal structure of the decision problem. We must 

now consider a decision process in two state vari

ables, the number of employees and the wage level, 

and two controi variables, the stopping or vacancy 

controi and the non-negative wage change, which we 

denote xi; xi is the wage increase to be chosen at 

the point of time state (i, wi-1) is entered. 

The functional equation of our decision problem 

reads: 

(3.1) 

= max CH(i,w. l'x.,iS.)} 
x.~o 1- l l 

1-

0i =0,1 

W. 
l 

i 0,1. •. 

The existence of a solution to (3.1) is not immedi

ately guaranteed. In the case of flexible wages to 
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be considered in Section 4, the existence of a solu

tion is easily verified, as the state space is 

countable and the wage control influences continu

ously the profit rate and the transition intensi

ties in such away that a maximum must obtain at a 

bounded wage level. In the present case the wage 

state variable is not countable and its value is 

directly changed by the decision variable x (some 

authors prefer to call such a decision variable not 

a control but an intervention). 

Nevertheless, a solution to (3.1) exists. Suppose 

that H(i+1,v) is realvalued, continuous and non 

increasing in v. Then H(i,wi_1' xi' 8 i ) is continu

ous in xi and strictly decreasing in xi for 

xi~~ -wi-1 and Sie(O,lJ. Consequently, a realvalued 

function H (i,v) exists and it is continuous in v 

according to the Max imum Theorem . Furthermore, an 

increase in v must have a non-increasing impact on 

H(i,v) . According to Theorem 3.1 below, there ex 

ists a stopping state (S,V) such that H(S,v) has 

the properties that were supposed to hold for 

H(i+l,v). Induction with respect to i establishes 

the existence of a solution to (3.1) for every 

i €( O , 1. .. S) • 

We now demonstrate the existence and character of 

an optimal stopping state (S, wS ). 

Theorem 3.1. There exists an optimal stopping state 

(S, wS ) as a part of the solution to the decision 

problem (3.1) such that S belongs to the set of 

righthand limits [N~ ... N~,l of the and productivity 

intervals, where ~ is given by i e[N~_1+1, N~l 

and ~, by wi-1 e [pa~'+l,pa~,l; ~, ~'=l ••. L. Fur

thermore, S=Nk , k=~ ... ~' I implies wS=w N e[ pak+1' pak). 
k 
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Proof. An optimal stopping state must always exist, 

because expansion inta the (1'+l)th productivity 

interval can only yield lower profit rates in the 

future with wi-1 ~ pa1 '+l acting as a lower bound 

on all feasible wage levels. Regardless of the 

non-negative value of wi-l such a situation must at 

least occur when NL is reached as paL+1 = O. 

To show that any optimal stopping employment state 

must be Nk' k = 1 ••• 1', let us suppose that the 

firm has reached states 

to expand into the kth 

such an expansion to be 

(Nk-l,WNk_1-1) and is about 
productivity interval. For 

optimal it must hold that 

wNk _1 - 1 < pak' It is clear that a policy which 

keeps that wage level constant and allows expansion 

up to the employment state Nk yields higher ex

pected discounted profits that any feasible policy 

which stops the process before Nk is reached. This 

follows from the inequality 

O< 

A(W N-I)' r(i+1,wN -1) r<i,w
1
,) 

_..!.:k,--..o.,1 :-:-__ --,._:-'k=---~l_ > 
CX(A (w 1 )+0<) Nk _1-A (wN -1 )+IX 

k-l 

+ 
O< 

where the L.H.S. is the value of applying the con

stant-wage pol icy, expand to the next employment 

state and then stop and ,the R.H.S. is the value of 

stopping immediately at any feasible wage level wi' 

The inequality holds for any i e [Nk - 1 ,Nk-l] by 

virtue of r(i,v) being strictly decreasing in v, 

strictly increasing in i on the kth productivity 

interval (with pak > wN -1) and the feasibility 
k-l 

condition wi~ wNk_1-l' Consequently, any stopping 

of the process before Nk is reached is not an opti 

mal policy. 

O< 
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By the same argument it is even more obvious that 

any increase of the wage level up to pak during the 

expansion in the k:th interval is inoptimal (imply

ing an implicit stop and useless decrease of imme-

diate profits). 

(Nk' wNk -1) with 

if wN -1 ~ pak+l 
k 

cess is stopped, 

Hence the firm will reach the state 

wNk -1 < pak and stop if and only 

as we noted above. When the pro

no wage increase is warranted, so 

wNk wNk-l' Hence the optimal stopping state 

(S, wS ) must be one of the state s (Nk,wN ), pak+1 ~ 
k 

~ wN < pak' k = l ••• l'. 
k 

D 
We proceed by analysing t he optimal wage increase 

policy conditionai on the assumption t.hat the re-

cruitment. process stops at (Nk ,wNk )' This 

ditionai decision problem can be formulated 

con-

max CHk(i,w .. l'x.») 
x.~O 1- l 

1-

(3 .2) 

wN_l<P~ 
k 

In order to find the structure of this decision 

process, we will first eonsider the case where the 

firm applies a very special wage (increase) policy: 

to make an increase at the initial state and to 

keep the established wage level constant during 

expansion up to employment state Nk' of course, the 

elass of such policies does not necessarily eontain 
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the solution to (3.2). We do require, however, that 

the constant wage level policy is compatible with 

optimal vacancy . creation in so far as the chosen 

wage level, denoted by w, shall lie in the interval 

[wi-1' pak)· 

The problem of selecting the best future constant 

wage level in the initial state (n,wn _1) corre

sponds to the following functional equation system: 

(3.3) 

Note that the maximization in (3 .3 ) is only carried 

Out in state (n, wn -1); the following state s (i,w), 

i=n+1 •.. Nk are not allowed to have any feedback on 

the wage level. 

We now intend to show that the systems (3.2) and 

(3.3) are equivalent for pak+1 ~ w < pak and that 

the easily found closed form solution to (3.3) is 

the solution to our decision problem (3.2). To do 

this we need the following 

Lemma 3.1 

Let the firm be in state (n,wn_l) and dec ide on a 

constant wage level wn -1 ~ w < pak to hold for all 

possible future employment states i as given by 

( 3.3) • 
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.t-l 
2: 

j=l 
l;a. 

J 
N. + 

J 

Furthermore, Vk(n,w), the derivative of Vk(n,w) 

with respect to w,is strictly decreasing in n. 

Proof. We recall that the profit rate r(n,w) 

.t -1 
= p 2: l;aj • NJ. + n(pa.t-w). The two first terms in 

j=l 

the expression for ex Vk(n,w) state that the n 

employees already in place will contribute this 

profit rate immediately and for all future time, 

when the constant wage level w is chosen. The last 

serial term in ex • Vk(n,w) is the basic profit rate 

(pak-w) that will be contributed by all (Nk-n) 

future employees, evaluated with respect to the 

expected discounted waiting time until they are 

hired. The third serial term is the additional 

profit. rate from those (Nrn) employees which will 

be hired at earlier stages of the recruitment proc

ess and hence will be employed in intervals 

j=.t .•. k-1 of higher productivity, evaluated in the 

same way. 

A more formal demonstration appl ies the standard 

methods of solving first order linear difference 

equations to (3.3) as in Schager (1986a). The tech

nique used there is directly applicable if the 

productivity intervals are treated separately. For 

a comparison not e also that 
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~[l 
'" 

N,-n h i (_A_) 
h=l A +c< 

To show that Vk(n,w) is decreasing in n we first 

rewrite Vkln,w), utilizing the relation a k= 
k-l 
L <">a + a , as 

j =k j k 

k-l 
p' L 

j=l 
<">a , 'N ,+ P 

J J 

k-l 
L 

j=k 

Nk-n h 
A 

+ Ipa -w)[n+ L (~) l. 
K h=l cx 

N ,-n h 
J A 

<">a , [n+ L (---) l + 
J h=l A+cx 

From this expression it is immediately clear that 

N,-n 

p • 
k-l 

2: 
j=..t 

<">a ,[ l 
J 

A J 
(A+CX) l + 

N -n 
A k 

+ (pak-w)[l - (A+",) l > O 

pak - w > O. 

This relation holds even if n = Nk so that n+1 does 

not belong to [N..t_1+1,Nk ]. We just have to replace 

k with ..t+1, which is a matter of formalism. 

Consequently, by differentiation with respect to w, 

which is clearly admissible for w < pak as A'(W) = 

= y • flw), we get 

ex [V' k (n+ l • w) - V' k (n. w) l 
k-l 

-P' L <,,>aJ,(N],-n) 
j=k 

N -n 
cx'A' A k 
---[l-(A+cx) 1<0 

(A+O<) 2 

N ,-n-l 
A J 

(!.-+"') 

N -n-l 
!.- k 

(A +CX) 
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pak - w > O; }., (w) = y • f(w) > O. 

D 
We are now in the position to state the following 

Theorem 3.2 

Let the firm be in the initial state (n,wn_l) and 

face the decision problem (3.2) . Then the optimal 

wage (increase) policy is to make a wage increase 

x~ ~ O and to keep the wage level wk = wn-l + x~ 

fixed for all future, regardless of the realization 

of higher employment states i, i = n+l ••. Nk , i.e. 

the optimal wage increases xi = O for i = n+l .•• Nk • 

Furthermore, wk is the solution to max(Vk(n,w)} 
pak+l~w<pak 

Proof: As was established in the formulation of 

(3 . 2) X*Nk = O. When the firm has entered the 

state (Nk -1. wNk -2) 

and establish 

it will make a wage increase 

xNk-l 

~ wN - 1 
k 

future. 

wNk -2 + 

Consequently, 

the wage level 

xNk-l < pak to hold for all 

recalling the definition of 

Vk (i,w), we have 

Hk (N k-l, wN -2' x N -1) = Vk (N k-l, wN -2 + x N -1) 
k k k k 

and xN -1 is to be chosen such that 
k 

max{V k (N k-l, wN -2 + x)} 
k 

x ~ max (O, pak+l-wN -2} 
k 

Vk (Nk -l, wN -2 + x* ) 
k Nk -l 

Thus the theorem is true for n 
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Let us assume that the firm has entered state 

(i,wi_l)' n ~ i ~ Nk-2 and that it has been estab

lished that the optimal policy when state (i+l,wi) 

is reached is to make one wage increase xi+l and to 

keep the wage level wi +xi+1 = wi+l constant for 

all future. This corresponds to the following for

mulation of (3.2) 

As it holds that 

V (i+l w,+x* ) = 
k ' 1 1+1 

and from (3 . 3) that 

max(Hk(i,w, l'x,») :?o 1- l x i -

r(i,wi_l+xi ) 

A (w i _1+x i )+cx 

r(i , wi _1+x i ) 

A (wi _1 +xi )+cx 

we obtain 
A(wi_1+xi ) 

Hk(i,w1'_I'x1,) = Vk(i,w1'_I+ X1' ) + A( ) wi_1+xi +cx 

An optimal choice of 

is maximized. 

x , =x~ 
l l 

xi+l 
f Vk ' (i+l ,w/x)dx 
O 

Let x i ~ O be any choice of x, that establishes a 
l 

Wi=Wi _1 +x i such that the corresponding xiTl=xi+l>O . 

The value of applying such a policy is 

A( W, ) 
l + -~---

A(W,)+CX 
1 

xi +l 
J Vk(i+l , wj +x)dx 
O 
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Consider now another, strictly different policy 

xi xi + xl+1; x i +1 = O. It must yield the value 

xi+l 
J Vk(i,wi+x)dx 
O 

The difference in value between the first and the 

second policy is consequently 

A (w . ) 
l 

J.. (w. ) +0< 
l 

xi+l 
J Vk(i+l,wi+x)dx 
O 

because 

xi+l 
J V~li+l,wi+x)dx ~ O by the assumption that xi+l 
O 

is a strictly positive, optimal wage increase in 

state li+l,w.), 
l 

O < 

and 

A Iw. ) 
l 

A Iw. ) +0< 
l 

< 1 

Xi+l 
Vkli+l,w i +x)dx < J 

O 

as Vk'li,w) is strictly decreasing in i for all w, 

wn-l ~ w < pak according to Lemma 3.1. 

Thus we conclude that x cannot be an optimal wage 
~ l 

increase policy. But hi is any policy in state Ii, 

wi-l) which establishes a wage level wi such that 

in state li+l,wi) the optimal increase is xl+1 > O. 
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Consequently, an optimal increase x! in state 

(i,wi_1) must imply xi+1* = O, provided that it 

is an optimal policy to keep the established wage 

level wi+xl+1 = wi+1 constant for all future. 

Furthermore we have already shown that it is opti

mal to keep the wage level wNk-1=wNk-2+xNk-1 con

stant for all future. We conclude that xNk-1 =0 

if xNk-2 is optimally chosen as an element of the 

solution to the decision problem. Consequently it 

is optimal to keep the wage level wNk-2 con

stant for all future. Induction then establishes 

the sequence of opt~mal wage increases (x N =)x N -1= 
k k 

= ••• x~+1 O, when (n ,w n-1) is the initial 

state, in which the optimal policy is determined. 

As by definition given and not deter-

mined as a part of the optimal policy, x~ ~O. 

Consequently, we can restrict the search for the 

optimal wage policy to the class of constant wage 

level policies w=wn_1+xn. 

For Nk to be the optimal stopping state, it must 

hold that pak+1 S wn -1 + xn = w < pak. Consequent

ly, 

Hk (n,w n-1) = max Vk(n,w) 
pak+1Sw<pak 

Ht , (n,wn_1 ) = max Vt , (n,w) 

wn _1Sw<pat , 

and 

i 

k ..t • •• .R. '-1, 

D 
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We have shown that the solution to the decision · 

problem (3.2) is a simple one, implying the choice 

of a constant wage level to hold for all future. 

The policy is conditionai on the optimal stop-

ping employment state being Nk ' k = .t ••. .t', with 

the accompanying restriction that max {wn-1,pak+1} ~ 

~ wN <pak' 
k 

The condition max{wn_l' pak+1}~w~<pak is necessary 

and clearly also sufficient for Vk(n,w~) to be a 

part of solution of the unconditional decision 

problem (3 . 1), where optimal stopping is fully ap

plied. We can directly state the following 

Theorem 3.3 

Let the firm be in the initial state (n,w n-1) and 

.face the decision problem (3.1). Then the optimal 

wage policy is to choose a wage level w*~wn-1 and 

keep it constant for all future, w* being one of the 

(.t-.t'+1) solutions to 

Hk (n,wn _1 ) = max {Vk(n,w)}, 

pak+1~w<pak 

H.t' (n,wn _1) = max {V.t' (n,w») 

wn_1~w<pa.t' 

k .t ..• .t '-1 

such that max (H k (n,w n _1 )} is obtained. 

k =.t ••. .t ' 

Proof: The theorem follows directly from Theorems 

3.1 and 3.2. 

D 
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We end this section by pointing to some interesting 

features of the optimal solution to the vacancy and 

wage decision problem of an employment-expanding 

firm under downward wage rigidity. 

The wage and vacancy decisions are closely inter

linked in the case of downward wage rigidity. The 

optimal wage level depends on the set of possible 

optimal vacancy levels Nk-n at the same time as it 

determines which one of them is optimal. A change 

in the initial employment state n might easily 

change the optimal vacancy level not only directly 

but also by changing the optimal stopping employ

ment state N, through its influence on the optimal 

wage level . 

It is a nice feature of the solution that the vacancy 

decision is reflected explicitly in the initial wage 

decision by virtue of the future constancy of the 

wage level . If the optimal wage level belongs to 

[pak+1 , pak) t he optimal vacancy leve l is Nk-n (and 

vice versa) . 

An important consequence of the assumption of down

ward wage rigidity is that a successfully recruit

ing firm will find itself increasingly in 'disequi

librium' with respect to its wage level , as higher 

employment states are realized . This follows from 

the crucial propert y that Vk'(n,w) is strictly de

creasing in n. Let the optimal wage leve] w*(n) 

constitute an interior solution to (3.1) so that 

w*(nl>wn _l; let us further denote wn-l by Wo to 

indicate that it is not determined as a part of the 

optimal solution. Then it must hold that w*(n+1l < 
< w*(n), if Wo were the same at the two employment 

states. However, in the optimal two-state decision 

process (3.1) the lower bound in employment stat e 
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i=n+1 is not Wo but w*(n) and the best the firm can 

do is to choose that wage level. Vk'(i,w) will be 

negative at w*(n) for i = n+1 .•. N~ and increasingly 

so as i increases. 

We can formulate the effects of downward wage ri

gidity by saying that the firm, in order to be able 

at an initial stage to recruit as rapidlyas it 

wants to, must make itself able recruit more rap

idly than it wants to at a later stage. Due to the 

vacancy control it must never recruit more employ

ees than it wants to at the chosen wage level, 

however. On the contrary, one probable effect of 

the higher wage level is clearly that less vacan

cies will be anno une ed and fewer job appl icants 

hired as the higher wage will make expansion into 

employment intervals with lower 

unprofitable. Again the firm will 

state i, i)n, but the historical ly 

w*(n)eEpak+1,pak) forbids it 

productivity 

enter the 

given wage 

to choose level 

w*(i) e [pak '+1' pa k') k') k and to announce 

vacancies instead of the lower number Nk-i. 

We demonstrated in Theorem 3.1 that the firm will 

never choose w=pak af ter that it has entered pro

ductivity interval k. We will now show that w=pak 

will not be ehosen in productivity interval k-l 

eit.her, so that the optimal wage level is never 

egual to the static marginal produet of labour 

(uniess wn-1 is chosen and by ehance happens to be 

egual to pax '+l)' At the same time we present some 

analytical properties of the val ue function which 

are implicit in Theorem 3.3. 

As is clear from Theorem 3.3, there exists a single

valued function of w, defined for all weEwn _1,pax ) 
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V(n,w) pak + 1 ~ w < pa k , k=~",~'-l 

wn - 1 ~ w < pa~" k=~ , 

as for every value of w e[wn_1,pa~) there exists 

one and only one single-valued function Vk , Theorem 

3,3 is equivalent to 

ma x C V ( n , w ) } 
w~wn_1 

V(n,w*) 

It is easily verified that V(n,pak) = Vk-1(n,pak) 

= lim V(n,w) = lim Vk(n,w), so V(n,w) is continuous 
w~pak w~pak 

everywhere on [wn_1,pa~), 

V' (n,w) evaluated at w=pa k becomes 

ex ' = IX 

N.-n 
p , 

k-2 
L 
j=~ 

IX ').. , J 
t.a. ' L i 

J ( ).. +IX ) 2 i = 1 

N .-n 
J k-l IX')..' 

P 'L t.a. ' L 
(A +IX ) 2 i = 1 j=A. J 

Nk - 1 -n ).. i 
- [n + L ( A +0<) J, 

i=l 

i 

A' 

V'(n,w) evaluated in a left hand neighbourhood of 

is 

IX ' V'(n,w) 

k-l 
N .-n i-l 

ex • A. ' J ).. 

P 
, 

L t.a . . L i . (- ) + (pak-w) 
J ().. +IX ) 2 i=l 

).. +!X 
j=~ 

i 

A = A(W); A' A ' ( w) 



So 

l im '" . V' (n, w ) 
w:::pak 

i-l 
(_A_) 

A +'" 

A' 

p 
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k-l 
2: 

j =t 

6a. 
J 

N. -n 
J 
2: 

(A+",)2 i=l 

Consequently, ",V' (n,pa k ) - lim ()( . V' (n,w) 
w~pak 

i 

Nk i 
2: (-).-) > 0, so V' (n,w) is discontinous at 

i=N +1 A +cx 
k-l 

pak' k=t+1 .•• t' and exhibits an upward jump as 

w increases to pak' 

The reason for this behaviour of V'(n,w) lS simply 

that by raising the wage level to almost pak the 

firm has eliminated the profits from employment 

interval k but has still to pay the wages for the 

employees in that interval. By raising w to exactly 

pak (and by correspondingly stopping expansion into 

employment interval k) the firm suddenly saves the 

wage costs of those employees without any further 

loss in profits. 

for w = pak to be an interior solution on [w n-1,pa t ) 

as described by Theorem 3.3 it must hold that 

V' ( n , pa k +E ) 

small > 

- V' (n, pa k -E 

O. But as we 

< ° for a sufficiently 

showed above, just the 

opposite is true. Hence w pak' k t ••• t '-l, 

cannot be an optimal solution to the decision 

problem (3.1). 

The further properties of V(n,w) and of 

H(n,wn _1) are crucially dependent on the charac

teristics of the reservation wage distribution 
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F(·). This issue is diseussed in Section 4 of the 

main text of this chapter. The discussion there is 

based partly on results from Schager (1986b), where 

a slightly simplified version of the present model 

is further analysed. 

4 The structure of the optimal wage policy: 

flexible wages 

In this section we analyze the structure of the 

optimal wage policy of a recruiting firm under the 

assumption that wages are fully flexible, i.e. bot h 

increasing and decreasing wage paths over time are 

feasible. 

As before we need to take onl y stationary wage 

policies into account and as wages are fully 

flexible, the state is unambiguously defined by the 

employment state i. When the firm is in state i, it 

ehooses a wage level wi and makes a transition to 

state i+1 af ter a sojourn time that is exponential

ly distributed with expectation [~(wi)]-1 

[y·F(w · )]-1. [Note th~ difference in notions 
1 

between this section and section 3: here w· 1 
is a 

controi variable, the value of which is ehosen whpn 

state i is entered; in section 3, wi is a state 

variable and xi is the contra l variable, the value 

of which is chosen when state (i,wi-1) is entered, 

so wi=wi-1+xi is the wage state during the sojourn 

time in employment state i.] 

The optimal wage policy is to satisfy the following 

functional equation of dynamie programming: 



(4.1) 
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L(i) max (L(i,wi)} 
wi~~ 

L(S) 

di,w i ) 

A (w i ) +0< 
i=O ••• S-l 

O< 

We have introduced ~ as the lower bound on the 

interval of feasible wage leveis, because wages 

cannot be treated as unbounded downwards, even if 

the wage level is 'flexible'; for example, the wage 

cannot attain negative values. As to the properties 

of the optimal stopping state S, they differ 

according to whether w>v or ~~y (y is, we reca Il, 

the lower bound of the range of the reservation 

wage distribution). 

If ~>y, the determination of S is simple . If wage 

costs cannot be further reduced, clearly the firm 

should aim at expanding up to a terminal state 

where the profit earned on the latest hired 

employee is positive and the profit earned on the 

next employee is non-positive. The concavity of the 

production function, the flexibility of the wage 

level and the feasibility of expansion for all wil~ 

ensures that the optimal terminal state S=N~" 

where ~' is defined by pa~'+l ~ ~ < pa~,. When N ~, 

is reached, the firm should use the vacancy controi 

to stop the otherwise automatic expansion inta 

unprofitable productivity intervals. In this case a 

vacancy controi is needed, but its optimal value is 

immediately given by the parameters of the decision 

problem, regardless of the determination of the 

optimal sequence of wage controis. 
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If Ii~~, any vacancy controI is obsolete, because if 

the firm wants to stop the recruitment process at 

employment state S, it is always to its advantage 

to put wS=Ii, by which L(S, wS ) is maximized at the 

same time as the process stops automatically. This 

situation can be called the pure case of wage 

flexibility in the sense that no quantity controI 

of the process is needed in order to obtain its 

maximum value. 

An optimal stopping state S - or rather an optimal 

wage wg=1i must exist, because the firm is not 

willing to expand employment beyond N k l' pak I +1 ~ w < 
< pa k I further expansion is bound to decrease 

total profits. S is not necessary equal to N k" 

however; S is the lowest employment state i. in 

which wl=li' so S is determined implicitly by the 

sequence of optimal wages. Al though there is no 

vacancy control, there are certainly vacancies, the 

number of which is (S-i) in employment state i. 

As S is not determined by any independent control, 

its derivation is completely contained in the 

system (4.1) and no further information is re

quired. We should note that the decision process 

(4.1) is defined for all i~Nk" i.e. there exist an 

optimal wage wr and a maximum value L( i) for all 

i~Nk" regardless of whether or not a wj=~, j<i, 

exists. Consequently, there will be no anomalies in 

(4.1), which disturb a straightforward analysis. 

One question, that will be answered in the follow

ing investigation, is whether or not wi*=~ implies 

wi+1=1i, i.e. whether or not there may exist several 

non-adjacent stopping states on [D,N k,l, so that S 

may depend on the initial employment state n. 
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We can consequently reformulate the terminal 

condition as 

regardless of whether ~>y or ~~y. In the latter case 

S~Nk" S being the lowest i~n such that w*=w . 
l -

In establishing the properties of the solution to 

(4.1) we follow the approach of Lippman (1980), who 

in turn develops a model of competition controi 

presented ln Deshmukh and Chitke (1976) and in 

Deshmukh and Winston (1979). The latter authors 

applied the device - originally proposed by Lippman 

in an earlier methodological contribution Lippman 

(1975) - of analyzing the functional equation for the 

finite horizon case, establishing ils properties by 

induction and showing that they hold when the horizon 

goes to infinity . As Lippman (1980) revea l s, stronger 

resul ts are obtainable with the direct approach where 

the value function is explicitly specified . 

Before stating our principal results, we introduce 

the following simplifying notation: Nk,=N; ~(wi)=~i . 

Theorem 4.1: L(n) 
N-l i-l Å>': r<i,wi) N- l Å>': r<N,~) 

L n --L + n --L 

i=n j=n ~ >':+0< ).. ~+cx 
j=n Å >':+0< O< 

J l J 

lS positive and increasing in n. 

Proof: L(n) is the expected total discounted 

profits when the optimal sequence of wages (wt)~ is 

applied • Given the exponentially dislributed 

sojourn time in state i, in which the profit rate 

is earned and which is followed by a 
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transition to state i+1, and given that the process 

stops at no higher state than N, the above formula 

follows from immediate calculation. Note that if 

w~=~~~ for some S<N, ~~=O and all terms with 

indices i>S become zero and the last non-zero term 

becomes 

S - l A * 
n ~ 

A * +ex j=n j 
ex 

L(n) must be positive, because - disregarding the 

trivial case where ~>pa.t the firm can always 

choose a sequence of wages that ensures a positive 

profit rate in every state . 

L(n) is increasing i n n , because 

L(n ) 

> 

> 

N- 2 
L 

i-l 
n 

A* 
----.L 
A *+cx 

i=n- l j=n- l j 

N- 2 
L 

i-l 
n 

~ *+ex 
i=n- l j=n- l j 

N-2 
L 

i-l 
n 

N-l 
L 

i-l 
n 

A *+cx 
i=n-l j=n-l j 

rCi+I,wi+l) 

~ " +ex i +l 
+ 

N- 2 A* rCi+I,wi J 
--,--~ + 

~ *+CX 
i 

n ----.L 
A "'+0< j=n- l j 

rC i,w~) 
,-,-_-",1_ + 
)., ~+O< 

l 

rCi,wi) 

A*+ex 
i 

+ 

N- 2 
n A*+ex 

j=n-l j 

N-l 
n 

~ *+cx 
j=n-l j 

ex 

IX 

> ex 

> ex 

L(n- ll ex 

The equality signifies just a change of index, the 

weak inequality follows from the application of the 

wage policy {wf)~=I instead of the optimal one 
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l'w*)N-l 
l n' the first striet inequality follows 

from the replacement of r(i+l, wi) 

r(i+l, wi) > r(i,wi)' and the 

inequality follows from the identity 

ex 

r(N,~) 

>--*-- + 
N-l +ex 

D< 

and the inequality 

r(N , ~) r(N-l,w~_l) 

>- i, +ex > >- * +ex 
N-l N-l 

>-* N-l 
>-* +c., 
N-l 

with r(i,wi), 

second striet 

D 
In order to establish the strueture of the optimal 

wage policy, we must show that L(n) inereases 

proportional ly less than (n-l) . This follows from 

the following 

Lemma 4 . 1: L(n)/n is decreasing in n . 

Proof: We first nate that 

n-l 
r ( i ,w i) ' n < r ( i - l, w i ) i~ n, 

beeause 

n-l 
n 

• p • 

< p • 
,t - l 
L 

j=l 
Öa. 

J 

,t-l 

Nj + (i-~) (pa,t-wi ) < p j:l ÖajN j + (i-l)(pa,t-wi ) 

r(i-l ,w. ) 
1 
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Hence 

N-l i-l n-l 
A>;- r(i.wi) N-l 

L(n) 2: n ~ n-l n n i=n j=n A :;<+IX A ~+IX n 
J 1 

N-l i-l ). ~: d i-l, wi) N-l 
< 2: n -----L n A :;<+IX A *+IX + 

i=n j=n j=n J 1 

Further it holds that 

r(N-l.~) 
--- ~ L(N-l) IX 

so we have 

n-l L(n) 
N-l i-l 

< 2: n 
n i=n j=n 

N-l A ~.' 

r(N-l,wN_l ) 

A * +IX 
N-l 

A* N-l + ---A* +ex 
N-l 

A* di-l,wl) N-l 
.------L n + A :;<+cx A~+ex j=n J 1 

A ~, r(N,~) 
+ n ~ -1!::L ---- ~ A:;<+IX A * +IX IX 

j=n J N-l 

+ 
j=n 

H 
-----L 
A ~,+cx 

J 

r(N.~) 

O< 

A ,~ 
-----L 
A :;<+0< 

J 

L(n-l) 

A>;- dN .~) 
-~ 
A *+IX ex 

j 

dN-l.~) 

IX 

dN-I ,wN_I ) 

A&_l +cx 
+ 

because the expression above is the expected value 

of going from state n-l to N by applying the 

inoptimal wage wi in state i - l, i=n ••• N-1. 

Hence L(n) < L(n-l) 
n n-l 

D 

corollary 4.1: L(n)/(n-1) is decreasing in n. 

n-l 
< n 
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Proof: L(n) < L(n-1) 
n n-l n ' L(n) - L(n) < n'L(n-1); 

n'L(n) - 2L(n) < n'L(n-1) - L(n-1) as L(n) > L(n-1); 

L(n) 
n-l 

, L(n-l) " --n-2 

We return to the functional eguation (4,1) 

L(n) ma x [L (n, wn ) } 
w l.W n--

,,(w) 
n 

,,(w)+cxL(n+l) 
n 

D 

L (n) is obtained either at an interior solution 

w* >w, where the conditions L' (n,w*) = O; 
n - n 

w* 
In L' (n,w)dw~O; L"(n,w~)<O hold, or else at wn* w, 
\i 

We have 

0<'" '(w ) 
___ -=cn'--- (L (n+ 1) -

(" (w )+cx)2 

r(n,w ) 
__ ---"'nC-) + 

O< 

r' (n,wn ) 

0«" (wn +cx) 
n 

which is negative outside the range (~,v), where 

"'(wn)=O, Any optimal value w~ must lie in the 

interval [\i,v), We can now establish the structure 

of the optimal wage policy by the following 

Theorem 4,2: The solution to the decision problem 

(4,1), when the firm is in the initial employment 

state 

wages 

n, is to choose a 

[w*.}N to hold in 
l n 

be the smallest 

non-increasing seguence of 

employment state s i, Let i, 
i for which wl the n n~l~N 

i [w*}- is a strictly decreasing seguence of wages, 
l n 
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Proof: The theorem is proved if we can show that 

L '(n,wn)/n is strictly decreasing in n. 

Denoting p 
~ -l 
L 

j=l 
öa.N. 

J J 
A~_l for simplicity, we have 

or 

AX_ 1 + (pa~-wn)n 

l- (w ) +0< 
n 

(pa~-wn)n 

l- (w ) +0< 
n 

+ 
l- (w ) 

n L(n+1) 
l- (w ) +0< 

n 

IX 

Now it is clear that the firm will always earn a 

total discounted profit from its n initial employ-

ees equal to A~_l/()(' irrespective of the action 

taken; it constitutes a lump-sum contribution to 

L(i) and L(i,wi) in every state i, n~i~N. Conse

quently, the optimal policy will be unaffected if 

we consider the process, the state values of which 

are L(i) L(i) - A~_l/O< and L(i,wi) L(i,wi) -

- A~_l/O<' respectively. L(i) will inherit the prop

erties of L(i) according to Theorem 4.1, Lemma 4.1 

and its Corollary, including the propert y of being 

greater than zero, which does not necessarily 

follow from a lump-sum reduction in general. (Note 

that the transformed process has a profit rate 

r(i,wi)=r(i,wi)-A~_l' n~i~N, with the same structure 

as r(i,wi)') 

Consequently 

equation 

we can consider 

l-(w ) 
__ ..:.:n_ L(n+l) 

the functional 
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and differentiating with respect to wn ' we get, 

(pax-"n)n'A' ("n) o<.A'(" ) 
n n 

L(n+l) + 
A (w )+0< (A(" n) +0<) 2 ( A (" ) +0< ) 2 

n n 

n (-
(pax-wn)'A'(Wn ) 

+ 
O<'A'("n) L (n+1)) 

A (" )+0< (A(w)+0<)2 (A(W )+0<)2 n 
n n n 

The only term within brackets that depends on n is 

positive and according to the Corollary to Lemma 

4.1 it is strictly decreasing in n, Hence the 

expression in brackets is strictly decreasing in n 

for any value of wn and we can denote L' (n,wn ) 

= n·K(n,wn ), where K(n,w n ) strictly decreasing in n. 

Let w~ >~ be the optimal wage in employment state n 

so that (i) K(n,w*) O; (ii) K'(n w*) < O· 
* n ' n ' wn 

(iii) n·J K(n,v) dv ~ O; 
w 

w~ 
(iv) nJ K(n,v) dv ~ O; wn,max<w~; 

wn,max 

JWn ,max 
(v) n' K(n,v) dv ~ O; 

w* 
n 

wn,max>w~, 

where wn,max is any feasible WnfW~ which satisfies 

(i) - (iii), Because of the properties of K (fl, wn ) , 

including the continuity of K(n,wn ) and K'(n,w n ) in 

wn ' it is clear that K(n-l,v), K'(n-l,v) and 

(n-l)JK(n-l,v)dv must attain such values that 

conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied for a v>w n*. 

Consequently, in employment state n-l there exists 

an optimal wage w~_l>w~>~. 

Let us now assume that w~_l w so that 

wn- 1 
(n-l) J K(n-l,v)dv ~ O for any wn-l>~. This implies 

w 
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wn 

that nfK(n,v)dv < O for any wn>~ so in state n the 
~ 

optimal wage w~ w. 

We conclude that the sequence of optimal wages 

(W!}~ will be nonincreasing in such away that the 

sequence (wi}~' n~i~N is strictly decreasing and 

the sequence (wi}~ (~}~, i being the lowest i 

such that w~=w. 
1 -

D 

By establishing Theorem 4.2 we have also shown, that 

there can exist only one optimal stopping state S=i, 
on [n,N] in the case where ~~y. Unless the process 

is stopped at the initial employment level n, so 

that no expansion is optimal, it follows that the 

optimal stopping state is independent of n. 

In establishing some general properties of the 

optimal path of employment expansion we may keep to 

the transformed value function L(n,wn ); we have 

( Pa - ' " ) ' 0 ) ,R. ' n' " .' \ ' n -
--------- + ------- (L(n+l) 

(X ~(v )+0< 
n 

(X 

The second term in the expression to the right is 

the expected additional contribution to L(n,wn ) of 

not stopping at n and earning the profit rate 

(pa,R.-wn)n forever af ter. Taking the derivative with 

respect to wn' we get 

L I (n I v ) 
n 

(pa,t ·vn)n 
= --~------ ~'(V )'(L(n+l) .----------) 
(~(v )+0<)2 n (X 

n 

!!. , ~ (v ) • n} 
(X n 
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(As it should be, the right hand side of the 

equation remains the same if L(n+1) is substituted 

for L(n+1) and (pax-wn)n + AX_ 1 for (pax-wn)n.) 

(pax-wnln (pax-~)(n+ll 
L(n+ll - ~ 

ex '" 

so the first term in L' (n,wn ) is always non

negative and strictly positive for ~<wn<v. For n=O 

the optimal policy is very clear-cut: an interior 

maximum exists and it is situated at wO=v, the 

upper bound of the range of the reservation wage 

distribution . It is always optimal to get business 

started and to do so as soon as possible. 

This result illustrates conspicuously the variabil

ity of the wage level which is possible when wages 

are assumed to be downward flexible; wages decrease 

from v to ~ when employment expands from zero to the 

capacity limit . It is in sharp contrast to the 

situation where wages are downward rigid and the 

optimal wage level remains fixed. Furthermore, there 

is no guarantee that the profit rates are positive 

at the early employment state s in the recruitment 

process . 

Without more information about the parameters of the 

decision problem, we cannot say whether there 

exists an interior solution w*>w for n>O . The n-
conditions that must hold for such solutions enable 

us to establish some of its properties, however. 

Let w*>w; the n n -

L' (n,w~) o =) L(n+1) 
ex 

n(), (w*) +ex) 
n 

ex .), , (w*) 
n 
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Substitution into L(n,wn ) at wn=w~ gives 

L(n) 
CX CX·A'(W*) , 

and, conseguently, 

L(n+1) 

This 

L(n) n 
A' (w*) 

n 

condition has 

n 

a straightforward economic 

interpretation: in optimum the marginal effect of 

the wage on the speed of recruitment multiplied with 

the increase ln value of recruiting one more perSOll 

should egual the marginal eost of the wage, i . e. the 

number of employees. 

It is immediately obvious that A' (w n ) must be 

decreasing at w* n and that is confirmed by the 

second- order condition 

L"(n , w~) 
o<·A"(W~) 

A(W*)+o< (L(n+1) 
n 

Uniess w~=~, the optimal wage must be situated at a 

point where the probability density function of the 

reservation wage distribution is falling. (Nate 

that this is not a necessary condition for the 

optimal wage level in the case of downward wage 

rigidity • ) 

The condition A"(W~)<O does not necessarily imply 

A I (w~) > A I (w~_ 1)' although it holds that W~- l>W;I' 

because w~ may 

zation of) a 

not be the result of (the discreti-

continuous 

Utilizing the established 

are nevertheless able to 

result. 

variation from w~-1. 

properties of 1(n)/n, we 

show a slightly stronger 
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. L(n+l) L(n) 
From the relatlons n+l \ n 

L(n-l) 
n-l 

the concavity of L(n) follows, as they easily yield 

L(n+l) - L(n) < L(n) < L(n) - L(n-l). 
n 

We just showed that 

L(n+l) - L(n) n 
)., , (w*) 

n 

Hence n . n-l 
).,'(w*) < ).,'(w* ) 

n n-l 

L(n) L(n-l) 
n-l 

)." (w* ) 
n-l 

\ ' (w*) > ~).,'(w* ) 
n n-l n-l 

Tagether with the result wÖ=v, this optimality 

conditian indicates that it is very likely that 

recruitment from low levels of employment is 

connected with fairly large decreases in the wage 

level (unless the pdf of the reservation distribu

tion falls very steeply at the right end of its 

range) • 

Further resul ts on the structure of the optimal 

wage policy are obviously dependent on the proper 

ties of the reservation wage distribution. We 

consider same cases of relevance in the main text 

of this chapter. Nevertheless we have been able to 

establ ish that under weak assumptions the opt ima l 

wage decreases from v to w as recruitment goes from 

ze1'o to the optimal stopping state . If the pdf of 

the reservation wage distribution is not fall ing 

everywhere on (~,v), the optimal wage will exhibit 

a downward jump at one or several employment state s 

on (O, S) • 
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Conjectural remarks on the structure of 

optimal wage policies in a recruitment

cum-qui t mode l 

The Markov model of pure recruitment analyzed in 

this chapter is a second-best alternative to a 

complete model, in which both new hires and quits 

can occur. Provided that both types of labour flows 

are Markov processes, which can be controlled 

through the firm's wage level, we face the problem 

of solving the following functional equations 

= max CBr(n,w l'X'o)) 
20 n- n n 

1 n-

o =0 1 
n ' 

r(n,v 1+1 )+0 A (v 1+1) 'BT(n+l,w 1+I)fIi (v l+x) 'BT(n-l,v I+x) n- n n n n- n n- n n n-_ n n- n BT(n,vn_1,xn,on) = ------------------6-;-(;---l+x-i~--(;---l+x-i;;-------------------------
n n n- n n n- n 

and 

= max CLT(n,w ,ö )) 
2 n n 

Wn-! 

ö =0 1 
n ' 

for the ca ses of downward wage rigidity and of wage 

flexibility, respectively. 

An(W n ) is as before the recruitment intensity and 

the standard assumptions are An(Wn)=A(Wn ); A'(Wn)~O. 

~n(wn) is the quit intensity and in accordance with 

ul:!ual deterministic models we can assume 

~n(Wn)=n·~(wn); ~'(wn)~O. These properties follow, 

for example, if each employee at the firm searches 
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over the wage offers of other firms at an inten

sity 8, if these offers are distributed according to 

the distribution function G ( • ), and if each em

ployee's reservation wage is an increasing function 

h(w) of his present wage. Then clearly 

fln(Wn)=n·s · ( 1-GCh(w n ))) and fl' (wn)=-s ·g·h' (wn)~O as 

g=G'~O . 

The functional equations, especially in the case of 

flexible wages, do not look too deterrent compared 

to what ean be found in decision process literature. 

Nevertheless , a striet analysis does not easily 

yield structural resul ts as to the opt imal wage 

policy . In Deshmukh and Chitke (1977) a model of 

optimal product pricing to controi the f l ow of 

'loyai customers ' to and from the firm is presented , 

which shows strong similarities to the recruitment

cum-guit model (with flexible wages). Their findings 

on the optimal price structure are not very 

comprehensive . 

An additional difficulty in the recruitment-cum-quit 

model lies in the determination of the optimal 

stopping state. It is by no means as straightforward 

as in the case of pure recruitment, where changes in 

employment can occur in one direction only. It is 

plausible that it is optimal to let employment 

expand into productivity intervals where the 

marginal profit rate is negative, because of the 

positive probability that an employee will guit in 

the near future. Such a result offers an explanation 

of the existence of labour hoarding in a firm, when 

the environment is characterized by stochastic 

labour flows. It has a direct counterpart in 

queueing modeIs, in which a service station may 

prefer to have direct access to the customers in the 

'waiting - room' , although it means the incurrence of 
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some immediate costs. The optimal volume of labour 

hoarding, i.e . the optimal stopping state, is likely 

to be dependent on, among other things, the basic 

contact and search intensities. 

Nevertheless, on the basis of the findings on the 

recruitment model of this paper, we can conjecture 

the structure of the optimal wage policy in the 

recruitment-cum-quit model , thus indicating results, 

which we hope future research will be able to 

establish. In the case of complete wage flexibility 

we have reason to believe, that the propert y of the 

optimal wage policy of being non-increasing in 

employment state s is preserved, given otherwise the 

same structure of the decisian problem as in our 

recruitment model . 

When wages are downward rigid, the optimal wage 

structure seems to be more c omplex . Let w*(n) denote 

the optimal wage level in an init i a l employment 

state n, when no historical ly give n wage level Wo 
exists (or wO~~) . The conjecture is that w* (n) is 

non-increasing in n and strictly decreasing for 

n=O •.• i, i~O . Consequently, the firm will pay the 

wage w*(n), when it is in a subsequent state i, i~n, 

where n is the lowest employment state it has ever 

experienced . As soon as state n-l is entered, 

w*(n-l) ~w*(n) is the new optimal wage level to be 

paid in every subsequent state i~n-l. 

As a resul t of the conjectured structure of the 

optimal wage policy, employment expansion -always 

takes place at an unchanged wage level, while 

employment contraction mayor may not be connected 

with wage increases. In terms of the disequilibrium 

notion discussed in Section 3, we can say that 

expansion always increases the disequilibrium at the 
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optimal wage level, while contraction always 

decreases it or preserves an existing equilibrium. 

There is consequently an interesting asymmetry in 

the decision process, the effect of which can be 

described as follows: let initially a given number 

of employees be shared between two firms, that are 

ln 'equilibrium' with respect to their optimal 

wages; let recruitment and guits redistribute the 

employees between the firms, so that one firm has 

expanded and the other one contraeted their employ

ment volume with the same amount at a later point 

of time; the n the wage of the expanding firm must 

have remained unchanged, while the wage of the 

contraeting firm has increased; moreover , any way 

of return to the initial employment distribution 

cannot restore the initial wage relation . So labour 

turnover, even as a purely stochastic phenomenon , 

may on the average initiate 

recruitment - cum-quit model 

wage 

with 

increases 

downward 

in a 

wage 

rigidity , if our conjecture is correct. It is a 

feature of the model, the empirical relevance of 

which might weIl deserve attention. 

We conclude this tentative section by pointing out 

that it is not always necessary to know the struc

ture of the optimal policy in order to see how the 

optimal value of the controi variable is affected by 

changes in the parameters of the problem. The 

functional eguation may fairly easily enable one to 

reach conelusive results of such a sensitivity 

analysis, as the presentation in Deshmukh and 

Winston (1977) gives examples of. 
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Appendix to Section 4 of the Technical Supplement 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF MARKOV DECISlON PROCESSES 

USING THE DEVICE OF VIRTUAL DECISlON EPOCHS 

In his contribution Lippman (1975) Lippman demon

strated that the structural properties of the 

functional equation of many Markov decision process

es are more easily revealed, if one introduces the 

device of virtual transition epochs. Such an epoch 

is defined as an exponentially distributed sojourn 

time of the process, the expected value of which is 

independent of the state of the process and the 

decision taken. It should also hold that the 

expected value of the virtual transition epoch is no 

greater than the expected value of any real transi

tion epoch (at any state and decision). In our 

recruitment model with Poisson arrivals this 

requirement is fulfilled if the virtual epoch has an 

expected duration A-l, A ~ Y ~ A(v) . 

The next step in the approach is to consider the 

decision process, in which decisions are taken only 

at those points of time at which a virtual 

transition takes place. It can be shown t.hat. this 

new decision process is equivalent to the original 

one, so that the essentiai properties of the optimal 

policy that are established for the new process hold 

for the original process as weIl. 

In general the device of virtual decision epochs is 

applied in the context of a finite expected horizon. 

The time until the horizon is given as the number of 

remaining virtual epochs and the functional equation 

expresses the value of the process at any state when 
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m epochs remain in terms of the values of the 

process when m-l epochs remain. When m=O the values 

are by definition zero and when m=l the y are easily 

identified as the reward (profit) rate divided by 

f\ + ex. Induction can then be used to establ ish 

structural properties of the value function for any 

m. Under conditions that can in most ca ses be safely 

assumed to hold, there exists a solution to the 

corresponding infinite horizon decision problem, the 

functional equation of which is the resul t of a 

uniform convergence of that of the finite horizon 

one, when m -> 00, so i ts st.ructural properties are 

preserved. The interested reader is referred to 

Lippman (1975) and to Deshmukh and Winston (1979) 

for a comprehensive presentation as weIl as several 

applications of the method. 

We will make use of the device of virtual decision 

epochs ln order to establish some sensitivity 

analysis resul ts for our recruitment model in the 

case where wages are fully flexible. Although the 

value function has been explicitly derived, it is 

less cumbersorne to work with the functional equation 

by induction, once it has been transformed to the 

virtual decision epoch version. An additional 

advantage of applying the method to our recruitment 

model is the existence of a terminal employment 

state, which can replace the terminal states at the 

end of the horizon in 

can consequently work 

problem directly. 

the induction arguments. We 

with the infinite horizon 

Consider the functional equation of the decision 

process (4.1) 



L(n) 

L(N) 

max (L(n,wn )} 
w ~w n--

O< 
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>-(w ) 
__ --'n-'----_ L(n+1) 
l.. (wn)+O< o ~ n ~ N-l 

Recalling that >- (w n ) :. y F(w n ) ~ y we may choose 

fl y, so that the virtual decision epoehs are in 

fact the interarrival times of job applicants . 

It is easily established that (4.1) implies 

L(n,wn ) 
r(n,w ) 

n 
+ 

y·F(w ) 
n 

y +0< 
. L(n+l) + 

y{l-F(w )} 
n 

This is just a reformulation of the middle equation 

in (4.1), but it is also the st rue ture of the 

decision process, in which a "transition" takes 

place af ter an exponentia lly di str ibuted sojourn 

time with expectation y-l. At the end of that epoch 

the firm has made a transition to employment state 

n+l with probability F(w n ) and remains in state n 

with probability I-F(wn ). Applying an optimal policy 

yields the value L(n+1) in state n+l; but it is 

equally true that a wage policy such that L(n) is 

obtained should be applied in st.ate n. The firm 

faces no other decision problem at the end of the 

virtual transition epoeh than at its beginning, 

given that the employment state has not changed (and 

given an infinite horizon). 

Consequently the following decision process is 

equivalent to (4.1). 



L(n) ma x C L ( n , w n ) } 
wn~~ 

r (n ,wn) 
L(n,w n ) = + r +ex 

L(N) 
ex 

We have 
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y.F(w ) 
n 

y +ex 
L(n+l) + 

y[1-F(w )} 
n 

y +cx 
. L(n) 

1 C-n + y • f(w n )[L(n+1) - L(n))}. 
y +cx 

and the properties of the optimal solution indicated 

by the properties of L' (n,wn ) are those of the 

solution to 4.1. 

As is clear from the expression for L' (n,w n ), the 

effect on the optimal policy of a parameter change 

is crucially dependent on its effect on 

L(n+1)-L(n). In some ca ses this effect is easily 

evaluated and so we can establish that an increase 

in p or in ak' k ,{ • •• .,q, • has a 

impact on L' (n,wn ) and hence on the 

sequence . The case of a change in ex or 

more elaboration. 

Theorem: The optimal wage sequence 

non-decreasing 

optimal wage 

in y requires 

Cw'l}N is 
:1 n non-

increasing in ex and non-decreasing in y. 

Proof: From the functional equation of (4.1) we 

immediately have 
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We first consider a change in <x. From the first 

equality it is elear that "'·L(n+l) non-increasing in 

'" implies '" L(n,wn ) and hence 

<X L(n) max ('" L(n,wn )) decreasing in "'. ",·L(N) 
wn~~ 

is non-increasing in '" so by induction it holds that 

'" L(n,wn ) and", L(n) are decreasing in '" for n < N. 

From the second equality and the fact that ",.L(n,wn ) 

is decreasing in '" it follows that L(n+l) - L(n,wn ) 

is decreasing in "'. Hence L(n+l) L(n) 

min (L(n+l) - L(n,w n )) is also decreasing in "'. 
wn~~ 

l Returning to L'(n,wn ) y+<x (-n + y • f(w n ) (L(n+l)-

- L(n)]) we observe that L(n+l) - L(n) decreasing 

in '" implies that the expression in curly braekets 

decreases in "'. Hence L'(n,w n ) must change in such a 

way that w~ is non-increasing in <X for n < N (ef. the 

argument in the proof of Theorem 4.2). If w~ (ex l) > 

>~, w~("'2) < w~("'l ) ' "'2> "'l' 

Considering the case of a change in y, we rewrite 

the equalities as 

r(n,w n ) y.F(w ) r(n,w n ) 
L(n,w n ) 

n (L(n+l) + -
'" y·F(w )+'" '" n 

r(n,wn ) F(w ) 
n (L(n+l) - L(n,wn ) l + y 

'" '" 

From the first equality it is clear that L(n+l) 

non-decreasing in y implies that L(n,w n ) and L(n) are 

r(N,~) 

increasing in y. L(N) '" is non-decreasing in 

y, so by induction it holds that L(n,wn ) and L(n) 

are increasing in Y for n < N. 
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From the second equality and the fact that Lln,wn ) is 

increasing in y it follows that y [Lln+l) - Lln,wn )] 

is increasing in y. Thus y [Lln+l) - LIn)] increases 

in y. 

This resul t establ ishes that the express ian within 

- 1 curly braekets in L ' ln,w ) = --- C-n + flwn)·y[Lln+l)-n y +0< 

-L (n) l} increases in y and hence w~ must be non-

decreasing in y for n < N. If w~(Yl) > ~, w~(Y2) > 
> w~(Yl)' y~ ) Yl' 

D 
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LIST OF NOTATION 

Variables and parameters 

i 

n 

employment state 

initial employment state 

stopping employment state 

employment state at end of productivity 

interval k 

physical capacity 

employment) 

limit (in terms of 

Nx ' economic capacity limit at lowest feasible 

w· 
l 

x · l 

wage 

wage level in employment state i 

wage increase at the entrance 

employment state i 

of 

wn-l wage level at the entrance of 

employment state n 

w constant future wage level (trajectory) 

wmax(n) local maximum of V(n,w) 

F(· ) 

v 

local maximum of Lli,wi) 

minimum wage 

stopping (vacancy) controi at employment 

state i 

reservation wage distribution 

upper bound on Fl·) 

lower bo und on Fl·) 

reservation 

unemployed 

reservation 

employed 

F' (. ) 

F U'· ) 
FE'· ) 

wage 

wage 

distribution 

distribution 

of the 

of the 

contact intensity of job applicants (at 

employment state i) 



Å ( • ) 

G(· ) 

g (. ) 

EJ 

EJ 
U 

U 

E 

~ ( . ) 

p 
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contact intensity of unemployed job 

applicants 

contact intensity of employed job appli 

cants 

= y.F(. I recruitment intensity at the wage 

argument; \ ( . I may be indexed as y and 

F(· I 

wage offer distribution 

= G' (. I 

search intensity of an employee at the 

firm 

search intensity to the firm of 

unemployed job searcher 

search intensity to the firm of 

employed job searcher 

stock of unemployed job searchers 

stock of employed job searchers 

an 

an 

= EJ [ l-G(· I l quit intensity of an employee 

at the firm 

qu i t i nte n s i ty at t he firm in 

employment state i 

product price 

marginal labour productivity in product

ivity interval k 

q(i) production in employment state i 

r(i,wi' = p . q(il - l . wi profit rate in employment 

state i and at wage level wi 

~ discount intensity (instantaneous discount 

rate) 

* 

Note 

wk 
w*(nl 

\ "I< l 

indicates optimal value of a decision 

variable 

especially 

optimal value of w when S = Nk 
optimal value of w at initial employment 

state n, when S is optimally chosen 

= Å (w!1 



Functions 

H(i,Wi_1) 

Hk ( i , w i -1 ' x i ) 

Hk (i,Wi_1) 

V(i,w) 

W(i,w) 

L( i) 

L(i,wi); L(i) 

HT (i,wi-1,xi,Oi); 

HT (i ,wi -1) 
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value at unspecified wage 

increase and stopping policy, 

downward rigid wages 

= H(i,wi_1,xl,&1) 

as H(i, wi-l' Xj' bi) hut 

stopping at Nk 

" Hk(i,wi-l,xl) 

value at constant future wage 

level, stopping optimal 

value at constant future wage 

level, stopping at Nk 

as V ( i, w), when never stopping 

is optimal 

value at unspecified wage level, 

flexible wages 

= L(i,wi) 

but subject 

to a lump-sum reduction 

L(i,wi)' transformed to virtual 

decision epoch form 

as L(i,wi); L(i), extended to 

recruitment-cum-quit 

as H<i,wi_l,xi,b i ); H(i,wi_l)' 

extended to recruitment-cum-

quit 

as W(i,w) ,extended to recruit

ment-cum-quit 

value in deterministic recruit-

ment-cum-quit model, downward 

rigid wages, wage increase un

specified 
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